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CURIA GENERALITIA
LI1'TERAE SUPERIORIS (:ENERALIS

Lent 1993
To all the nternbets of the
Congregation of the Mission
My very clear Confreres,
May the grace of Our Lord be always with you!
There is a long list of things that I Would like to tell you about,
since we have just finished six days of Council meetings to discuss the
international mission teams we are forming, as well as the Center for
Ongoing Vincentian Formation in Paris, about which I have written
to the Visitors. But I must await another opportunity to write about
those matters, since I am about to depart on a journey for Japan, Taiwan
and continental China, and want to offer- you a few simple reflections
about Lent before I leave. 1 ask you to accompany me with your-prayers
as I undertake this mission to China. As you know, our Congregation has a long, wonderful history there. I hope that in some way the
joun-ney will be an instrument in coming into renewed contact with
our rich heritage in that land.
But for now , a.few words about Lent.
The roots of Lent are entwined with baptism. In Lent, over
the centuries, countless Christians have made, or renewed, their commitment to follow Christ even to death. We often repeat during this
season the words that Saint Paul probably took from an early Christian baptismal hymn: "Your attitude must be that of Christ. Though
He was in the form of God, He did not deem equality with God
something to be grasped at. Rather, He emptied Ilimself and took
the form ofa slave, being born in the likeness of men . Ile was known
to be of human estate, and it was thus that He humbled Himself, obediently accepting even death, death on a cross. Because of this God
highly exalted I-line and bestowed on Hirn the name above every
other name, so that at Jesus' name every knee must bend in the heavens, on the earth and under the earth, and every tongue proclaim to
the glory of God the Father: Jesus Christ is Lord!" (Phil 2:5-11 ).
The stark shadow of the cross falls over Lent, but its image
is sharpened by the bright light of the resur rection . For the New Testament writers Jesus must not escape his how-. He must undergo the
cross if He is to enter into His glory . His followers , too, must take
1

up their cross daily. Paul glories in the cross, because in the New Testament the cross of Christ, as well as those of His followers, is always
viewed from the perspective of resurrection faith.
May I ask of you two things during this Lenten season. Both
of them, it seems to me, are close to the heart of the Vincentian tradition.
1. Meditate on the crucified Lord
The author of the first letter to Timothv tells us that the fullness of truth lies in "Christ Jesus, the self-giving one" (I Tim 2:5-6).
In fact, all Christian spirituality focuses on the crucified and risen Jesus. He is the way, the truth and the life. No one comes to the
Father except through Him. The cross is the symbol of what is at the
core of Jesus' person: "The way we came to understand love was that
He laid down His life for us; we, too, must lay down our lives for one
another." (I in 3:16). The crucified Jesus proclaims that self-giving
love is at the heart of being God and at the heart of being human.
I encourage you to meditate frequently during Lent on the
cross as the symbol of God's love. It is a practice that Saint Vincent
recommended again and again. "Where do youu think the great Saint
Bonaventure got all his wisdom?" he says. "Ln the sacred book of the
cross!" (SV IX, 217).
It is most important that we ourselves experience the love God
reveals through the cross, that we have a deep confidence in a personal loving God who works actively in our lives. This is the foundation for all our preaching and for all our pastoral ministry. Our own
experience of God's love will move us to proclaim it as good news. This
love is self-giving, sacrificial, forgiving, healing, unifying, loyal to
one's friends, powerless in solidarity with the weak, and utterly confident in the power of God.
2. Meditate on the crucified Lord in the "crucified peoples"
Sin continues to work in our times, crucifying the Lord of
historY. Vincentians see the crucified every day in the streets of large
cities and in poor country villages. But it is so easy for the "world",
and for its too, to become numb to their plight: the 5.7 million people of I laiti, who have been so poor for so long that their pain is no
longer news; the 2.5 million Bosnian refugees who are victims of "ethnic cleansing"; the 1.5 million Somalians on the edge of death by starvation. Our contemplation of the crucified Lord cannot remain merely
a pious exercise; nor can it be simply meditation on a past event. The
Lord lives on in His members. lie is crucified in individual persons
and in suffering peoples. The call is to see Him and to serve Him
there.

One of the great gifts of our Founder was the ability to recognize the crucified Christ in the face of the suffering and to mobilize the energies of others in their service. He was an extraordinary
organizer. To aid the most abandoned of his time, he gathered together rich and poor, women and men, clergy and lay. As he contemplated
suffering humanity, he knew, to use the eloquent please of a contemporary
writer, that the "crucified peoples" bring salvation to us, as we labor
to take them down from the cross.
In a lenten framework, our meditation on the crucified Lord,
who loves its even to death, and on the crucified peoples in whom the
Lord continues to live, will always he brightened by resurrection
faith. The Gospel is always good news. It proclaims loud and clear
that suffering love triumphs, that the power of God works through
human weakness, that the light overcomes the darkness, that there
is hope even in the face of hopelessness.
I hope that this lenten time will be a period when all of us
together can grow in faith in the person of the crucified and risen Lord
who continues to live among us and whom we believe to be the Lord
of history.
Your brother in Saint Vincent,

Robert P. Maloney, C.M.
Superior General
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Rome, April 15, 1993

To the Priests and Brothers
of the Congregation of the Mission
My very dear Confreres,
May the grace of Our Lord be always with von!
As you recall, last October 9th I wrote to all the members of
the Congregation asking for volunteers for new international mission
teams. The response was wonderful.
After reflecting in the General Council upon the appeals that
we received and the enthusiastic response of the Confreres, we decided to establish three new international missions and to strengthen significantly three of ou r already existing missionary provinces. As the
letters came in, I happened one night to react this response that Saint
Vincent wrote to Francois Feydin who had volunteered for the missions (SV VIII, 89-90):
I have received Your two letters. They touched my
heart deeply on account of the apostolic desires that God
is giving to you to go to announce his name in Madagascar
Go therefore, Sir, go, in the mime of the Lord. I ask
the Lord to hold you by the hand, to defend you and
preserve von front the dangers that von will meet on
land and on sea so that von arrive dower there in perfect health. And I ask that He would please, in His infinite goodness, fill von with His spirit, so that you might
be able to make Him knower and loved by that poor
people that is so n'ell disposed to embrace our/toly faith.
So I say once again, Sir, go, with confidence that lie
who calls von will care for von as the apple o f'His Eve.....
Still, therefore, once more I say to you: go. Sir. I ask
the Lord to bless von. Please remember in your prayers
an old nran who is 79 nears old and full of sins, who
is your most humble servant.
I, too, was deep] moved by many of the letters that I received.
They were filled with generosity. Mann, in fact, wrote that they
were willing to go wherever they were needed, an where in the world.
Responses came f roan 20 different provinces, with 50°r corning from I?nglish-speaking countries. This large percentage was
probably shaped by the original appeal, since several of the missions
4

specifically mentioned English as the basic language.
Besides letters from students, the youngest volunteer was 30
years of age; the oldest, 88. One Confrere, beyond the offer of his own
services, sent a very generous donation to be used to start a fund for
the international missions. One of our seminaries offered to "twin"
with a seminary in Eastern Europe. A house offered to provide hospitality and its facilities for the language training of Confreres going
to the missions.
Here, schematically , is some information about the three new
missions which we will be beginning in September , and three other
missions to which we are sending additional personnel.
ALBANIA
Personnel:
Giuseppe Ferrara, Province of Naples
Luigi Mezzadri, Province of Rome
Marek Owsiak, Province of Poland
Cristoforo Palmieri, Province of Naples
The Confreres will work in a to\\n called Rreshen in the area of Mirdita. They have already had two planning meetings . I recently met
wide the Nuncio from that area . He is purchasing a building for us
where the Confreres will live and where there \^ i l l he space for a cater hrlrcal center and various social seRlc e ( ) f l i ir(
t

SolMION ISLA\DS
Personnel:
Thomas Hynes, Eastern Province, U.S.A.
Marcelo Maninitinr, Province of the Philippines
Father Victor Bieler has just returned from the Solomons where he
met with Archbishop Smith. The Confreres will be working with hint
and Bishop Loft. They .ill he there fora two-year experimental period, in\estigating possibilities for a formation program for the diocesan clergy and for establishing a new mission among the poor.
TANZANIA
Per :sonnel:
Richard Kehoe, Eastern Province, U.S.A.
Chacko Panathara, Province of India;
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Father Kehoe will be spiritual director for the Sisters of Mercy of Saint
Vincent de Paul, a German based Community which now has 101 Tanzanian Sisters, 15 novices and 34 candidates. Father Chacko will be
working at the establishment of a new mission among the poor there,
assisting Bishop Emmanuel Mapuncla in the Diocese of.Mbinga.
CUBA
The Province of Cuba has been experiencing very urgent
personnel needs. Because of the generous response to the appeal, we
have asked the following Confreres to serve there:
Jesus Maria Lusarreta, Province of Madrid
Jose Angel Medina, Eastern Province, U.S.A.
Noel Mojica, Province of Colombia
Father Mojica will serve as Director of the Daughters of
Charity. Father Medina has been unable to obtain a visa and is presently helping in El Peten, Guatemala. Meanwhile, the Visitor of Mexico has promised further help for Cuba. Several other visitors are being
asked to send temporary assistance to Cuba.
MOZAMBIQUE
Mozambique is one of the poorest countries in the world. Its
people and its resources were ravaged by 15 years of civil war. In order to strengthen our commitment there, we have been able to send
the following Confreres:
Francisco Arrnellini, Province of Venezuela
Ernesto Enria, Province of Turin
Dennis King, Eastern Province, U.S.A.
ZAIRE
As you know, the Visitors of several of our African provinces are planning a common theologate which will be located in Zaire.
We have been able to assign the following Confreres to this theologate:
Jerzv Maszkowwski, Province of Poland
Timothy Njoku, Province of Ireland (Nigeria)
Jan Van Broekhoven, Province of Zaire
Unfortunately, because of the political situation in Zaire, we
have just decided, with much regret, that we must delay this project
for a year, with the hope that conditions will improve.
In telling you about these assignments I want to say a spe6

cial word of thanks to the Visitors. When I contacted the Visitors to
ask about sending the Confreres mentioned above to these new missions, I realized that I was asking a great sacrifice of them. Nonetheless, I received a very generous, often enthusiastic, response. Many
Visitors told me that they regarded it as a blessing for the Province.
I was deeply impressed by their faith and missionary spirit. In fact,
some of them were among the volunteers!
I am delighted to announce these new missionary undertakings.
I am grateful to all the members of the Congregation for the broad
support that I sense in regard to this new endeavor . Thanks once again
to all who offered their services so generously . We have already received a number of new appeals for next year , when 1 will be writing
again on this matter . I trust that the Lord, Who begins these new works
among us , will bring them to fruitful fulfillment.
Your brother in Saint Vincent,

Robert P. Maloney, C.M.
Superior General
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Rome, April 20, 1993

To the Members of the Congregation of the Mission
My very dear Confreres,
May the grace of Our Lord be always with you!
It is hard for me to express how deeply my visit to mainland
China moved me. It was like entering another world - and finding
brothers and sisters who had disappeared, so to speak, more than forty
years ago.
I am very eager to share with you a few of the strong impressions
that the journey left me with . Let me try to do so by recounting some
episodes almost verbatim from my diary, omitting, for reasons that
I trust you Will understand , all names.
On February 7, Father Victor Bieler and I flew from Hong
Kong to Beijing, accompanied by Father Ned Kelly, a Columban
priest who was our guide and translator. After Beijing, we visited Tian
Jin, Hangzhou, Jiaxing, Shanghai, Nanchang, Ganzhou, and Nancheng.
We left China on Febnrar-v 22. In the course of the visit, we met 10
Chinese Vincentians and discovered about 70 Daughters of Charity,
many of whom we were not able to meet with, because of obstacles
that were impossible to overcome.
In one city, I found myself initially discouraged because
nothing had happened for two days. Then:
The first contact came, by surprise, about 10:15 p.m.
A knock came at my door. Whet i l opened it, there stood
an elderhv woman. She said: "Ic suis Fille de la Charite. " I quick/v let her in. We began to speak in French,
but seeing that it would be easier in Chinese, I nett
and got Ned.
I was deeply moved by the meeting, as was site. Alter
a long conversation, we agreed to meet again the f(')llowing day.
In the morning , Victor, Ned and I left after breakfast
in order to take part in the High Alass celebrated entirely in Latin. The church was full, with both young
and old participating. Many joined in the singing of
the Gregorian chant parts of the Mass. Benediction to/lowed.
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Wizen we left the church, the went to search for the sisters. We wandered through various alleyways. Just off
one of these, we entered it tin'v room (11 feet by 11 feet)
where two Daughters of'Charity live.
One of the Sisters fell to the floorand wept when I identified myself the young man finally had to bring her
to her feet.
Mev live verv poorly, though they manage to get along
on a small pension provided by the government. l
gather that they receive about 60 Chinese dollars a
month (.SIO C'.S.A.).
A few days later we had supper with a group of Daughters.
It was a very happy evening for all of us. Afterwards, we gathered information about the names of a large number of Daughters living in that
area.
In another city we met a confrere from the patriotic church
and a confrere from the underground church who are close friends,
having been novices together. The underground confrere told me that
he was in prison for 23 years, 4 months and 2 days. After this meeting, I wrote in my diary:
1 sense more and more that the situation of the Church
in China is very complicated Sometimes the underground
and the above-ground exist side by side as in the case
of ... and... Sometimes there is a deep rift between them.
Some priests seem controlled by thegovennnent: others
pray openly for the Pope.
Ned graved at Mass this evening that the model of reconciliation that we saw between ... and ... might become
a healing one in China.
In another place, we discovered a group of very elderly
Daughters of Charity who live together. Some of them are now
confined to bed.
We entered the house and there we met five elderly
Daughters . At first it did not seem to register with them
that I was the Superior General, even though we had
said it , but gradually the idea got through . They have
a group of 12 noi'ices who are forming a comnuntity,
approved hY the goverrnnent , also called Daughters of"
Charity . One of the sisters told me that they had suffered terribly during the Cultural Revolution . It was
touching to see how good the novices were to these old
9

sisters. Their living conditions are very poor.
After breakfast the next day, we went back to the sisters.
They were surprised and very happy to see us again. We
left them some financial help. I was struck by the phrase
Ned used in describing them, after we had left: "Tlrese
are the riches of China".
Unfortunately, not all our contacts went so well. At another
place this incident occurred:
On the way we stopped to see a Daughter of Charity.
She was clearly delighted to meet its. She spoke good
French. 1 sensed that she is a very bright woman.
She is 79 and still full of life. She told me with good
humor how they had been forbidden to speak Chinese in the seminary and could use only French. She
learned it so well that site later taught it to the aspirants
and novices . We talked a great deal. I mentioned that
I had heard that there were 6 Daughters nearby. When
I said that I would like to visit there , she seemed vet y
perplexed and moved on to another topic . tVlten I returned to the subject, site said that the sisters were very
old and would not understand much of what was
going on , so she did not think it would he possible to
visit. I sensed that she had her orders and that it
would be best trot to press any further.
One of the things that hit me most forcefully during the
journey through China was how deep devotion is to the Blessed
Mother, especially Our Lady of the Miraculous Medal . In a lovely town
we stopped at one of our former churches and received a very warm
greeting from the priests , sisters and laity there , who had prepared a
huge meal for us.
They say that the church here was the biggest in China. It had been dedicated to Our Lady of the Miraculous Medal. It is tragic to see it now. It was dest roved
during thre Cultural Revolution. The lower part is now
used for apartments. We entered the upper part to
find ourselves at the top of the pillars near the ceiling.
Some of our confreres were buried here, but most of
their tombs were destroyed. Only the tomb of a Chinese Confrere still remains.
One can only feel a sense of tragedy as one sees a beautiful church like this in ruins, With small apartments
built inside. I thought of the wonderful missionaries
who had worked here and whose world had suddettly
1()

come crashing donut around them.
We went to our old sentinarc, where once there had beers
300 students. If still looks lovely front the gate . Urtlhrtttnatelycur official forbade its to take pictures. /lie finirul,
sad/v. that the seminary has not beers taken care of at
all. It is clearly well constructed, but now falling apart.
People live there and some kind of shipping company
operates out obit . It has a tree-lined lane going up to
it and lrnge grounds within the compound. It would
still be beauti ful, i/restored.
When we arrived in another town, a priest told us that he had
been waiting for us for two days (news spreads last in China!). I lore,
too, the Miraculous Medal was very prominent.
The priest showed its around his church, which is
quite lovely. He celebrates in Chinese now. Two young
girls do the readings. lie showed its flit, broken down
church toner and said that he wants to restore it.
hikers we saw his living conditions , we thought that
the money Wright be better spent there.
Above the stain altar was a large painting of Our Judy
of the Miraculous Medal, with an image of the medal
itself beneath lie,. Once again I rta.s stintck by htnv strong
tht, presence of the Immaculate Conception still is here
in China.
We went to his room for a cup of tea and spoke for awhile. The house was freezing. I /gilt as i1 i was sitting
in the refrigerator. After we had talked fi,ra hew tttintites,
10(1 young ,nett came in and talked with him. lie diel
not seem too interested in there . Victor, Ned and I
.sensed that they were security people.
Men four elderly women arrived. They were in town for
a funeral and had heard that there was a foreign priest
in town. They knelt down at rev feet and asked my
blessing, kissing my /,ands.
As you can imagine , there is much more to say, but the rest
must await another day in the future of China. We are presently discussing, in the General Councils of both the Congregation of the Mission and the Daughters of Charity, ways in which we can maintain
contact with these brothers and sisters who have witnessed to the Lord
so faithfully for so long in such trying circumstances. I am confident
that we can find ways. As much as possible (though the possibilities
are limited). I will keep you informed about what happens.
11

The Vincentians and Daughters of Charity we met asked for
many of our former missionary priests and sisters by name. They remembered them with great affection. They also told me how strong
the church is in some of the areas where we formerly served.
I ask you to join with me in thanking the Land for these brothers
and sisters. Please pray for the many who have died, often as heroic
witnesses to their faith, over these last forty years. I deeply hope that
we can now maintain close contact with those still alive and find new
ways of continuing the mission to which they have given their lives.
Our most recent General Assembly wrote, with striking conviction:
"Please dare to believe With us, Confreres, that the Congregaton of the
Mission, in spite of' its limitations, will also be willing to undertake
commitments that are new and daring for the evangelizaton of the
poor to the ends of the earth... and, why not, all the way to CHINA."
Your brother in Saint Vincent,

Robert P . Maloney, C.M.
Superior General
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REGIMEN CONGREGATIONIS MISSIONIS
NOMINATIONES ET CONFIRMATIONES
Jan. - Apr., 1993

1)1FS-\O.MIIN

OFFI(11 \:1

lut\1LS PROVINCIA

1.3 jars.
BASTIAENSEN Adrian

Visitalor 1/3

Amer. Centralis

MOJICA Noel

DFC 1/6

Cuhana

COSTA FFRREIRA Luciano

DFC 1/3+

COONEY Gregor

Superior 1 /3

4" Firle

Australia

FINN Thomas

Superior 1/3

3"Batlmra

Australia

MALONEY James

Superior 1/3

10"Sootlqrrt

Australia

Morambicana

18 /eb.
PREBIL Andres

Superior 113

I "Santiago Chiliensis

MANRIQI FZ_ Jorge

Superior 1/3

2" Perquenco

Chiliensis

RODRIGI F.Z Victor

Superior- 1/3

5"Teno n. D.

Chiliensis

DE LA RIVERA Carlos

Superior 1/3

4" Valparaiso

Chiliensis

5 sitar.
(:.AGNEPAIN John F.

Visitator 3/3

SAF OcCentralis

IIERFFJciome R.

Visitator 3/3

SAFOccidcntalis

PF.REZ Gualberto

Visitator 1/3

F.LLt Luigi

Superior 1/3

9°Ihosv

RAMAROSON Benjamin

Superior 1/3

.3"Fianarantsoa Madagascarensis

,4 quatoriana
Madagascarensis

NOBREGA Manuel T.Q.

Consultor- 3/3

Lusitana

TEIXEIRA Antonio Ribeiro

Consultor 2/3

Lusitana

SEVIVAS Joao dos Reis

Consultor 113

Lusitana

MOURA Manuel Carlos

Consultor 1/3

DF.BRECFNYI G%ula

Superior 1/3

Lusitana
1"&idajs'ct

Ilungarica

20 mar.
SENS Christian

Visitator 1/3

HALEY Joseph

DFC 1/6

Tolosana
Los Altos Hills

SAF Occidentalis

20 apr.
O'DONNF.I.I. Hugh

Visitator 1/6

TORRES Victoriano

DFC 1/6

Sinica

COONIiI Gregor

Consultor 2/3

OPEKA Pedro

Superior 2/3

2"Antananarrro Madagascarensis

BITCH France

Superior 1/3

6" Faralangana Madagascarensis

Niponita
Australia
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CARME Vincent

Superior 1/3

WISNIEWSKI Marcin

Consultor 2/3

BF.RETI A Arcangeki

Consultor 1/3

Madagascarensis

BFNOLU Francois

Consultor 1/3

Madagascarensis

8°Vohipeno

Madagascarensis
Madagascarensis

23 apr.
KOCH Bernhard

Visitator 3/3

HISS Francois

Superior 2/3

/4°Alger

Parisiensis

Costaricana

29 apr.
MORA Adollo

Superior 1/3

5° Cartago

Colombia!

GONZALEZ Pedro Martin

Superior 1/3

Macttl n . D.

Chiliensis

BU CO\VIEK Kazimierc

Superior 1/3

4°Manantenina Madagascarensis

NECROLOGIUM
Jan. - Apr., 1993
N NO\1I:\

CONDICIO O131TUS DOMES 4L\

I

CART IER Robert

Sacerdos

05 01 93

Paris 2"

2

DYAR James

Sacerdos

10 01 93

Lanark 19"

74 55

3

MERINO Jose Maria

Sacerdos

09 01 93

Oreuse 15°

88 73
62 25

80 58

4

CAM13ERO Pedro

Fraler

17 01 93

Burgos 5"

5

TS'I Joachim

Sacerdos

17 01 93

Sze-Hu 2"

86 65

6

BRO \\NE Thomas

Sacerdos

18 01 93

Philadelphia I"

72 53
79 61

7

MONI 'AGNE Andre

Sacerdos

30 01 93

Bondue . 4°

8

VAKROROGO Pelasio

Sacerdos

1502 93

Natovi 12°

58 25

9

JIMENEZ Vicente

Sacerdos

29 01 93

Pamplona 17"

90 74

10

LENCEK Ladislav

Sacerdos

22 02 93

Ljubljana 1"

79 S8

11

JANSSEN W illem

Sacerdos

28 02 93

Blirar 3"

72 i3

12

MIHINA Frantisek

Sacerdos

02 03 93

Salzburg - Miilln 6"81

13

VAN BILSEN Jan

Sacerdos

12 03 93

Eindhoven 4"

14

FRESSAC Jean

Sacerdos

150393

Dax4"

82 63

IS

I)ONDI ? RS Joie (

Sacerdos

20 03 93

Panningen 1"

92 73

16

BARTON Fausto

Sacerdos

20 03 93

lima 1"

90 71

17

TER POGIIOS . Poghos Sacerdos

02 04 93

Teheran 14°

93 61
74 55

60

77 57

18

PLAT Jan

Sacerdos

12 04 93

Ni/nregen 5°

19

PINOC \' Eduardo

Sacerdos

1 104 93

Araucaria 5°

89 71

20

TSANG Paul

Sacerdos

25 01 93

China Cont.

71

21

MESZAROS Antal

Sacerdos

02 04 93

Oradea 2"

79 58

22

GODZIEK Hieronim

Sacerdos

07 04 93

Gdansk .5°

47 28

23

CONNOR John S.

Sacerdos

18 04 93

Philadelphia I"

77

24

SWEENEY William

Sacerdos

22 04 93

Philadelphia 1"

78 54

25

VI?RBONG Sjel

Sacerdos

24 04 93

Nijmegen 5"

75 55

14

50

19

S TA TIS TI CA

Elementa statistica
Congregationis Missionis
anno Domini 1992

Domorum et personarum incipiente anno 1993, die 1g
mensis ianuarii, notce numericcv; neo presbyterorum et
neo-incorporatorum elenchus necnon defunctorum confratrum anno 1992 percurrente.

Tabula statistica (domorum et personarum ) ........ 16-17
Elcnchus confratrum defunctorum ................. 18
Elenchus neo-incorporatorum .................... 20
Elenchus neo- presbyterorum ..................... 23

Tabulanim compendium `vocuni ' conventionale

Dms
Ep.

: Domus
Episcopi

Pbr.

: Presbyters

Dc.pm

: Diaconi permanentes

Ftr.inc.

: Fratres incorporati

Std.inc.
TOT.inc.

Studentes incorporati
Totum incorporatorum

T(Yr.adm
TOT Sod.
adP.
adF.
Neo-inc.
Neo-Pbr.

Totum admissorum
Totum Sodalium
ad statum Presbyterorum
ad statum Fratrum
Neo-incorporati
Neo-Prcsbyteri

Alias `voces' in Tabula compendiorum Provinciarum, viceProvinciarum et Regiontcm invenies (vide " Catalogus Provinciarum, Domorum ac Personarum ", 1993, p. VII).
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NECROLOGIUM 1992
N° NOM1.N ('ONDIC'IO OBI'I'IJS DOMUS

t=L\kxc

I

DLCIIEMIN Andre

Sacerdos

01 01 92

Paris 2"

86 67

2

DUCRO('Q Andrt•

Sacerdos

06 01 92

Da .r 4"

68 49

3

Fl. EN IT Pedro

Sacerdos

06 01 92

Gopalpur 8"

82 64

4

Bt'IIIGAS Cclcstin

Sacerdos

071)1 92

Pcu'is 2"

74 56

5

KOEPER Francis B .

Sacerdos

08 01 92

Perrvr'ille 12"

85 67

6

PETRINI Dante

Sacerdos

1701 92

Roma 9"

68 52

7

CARTON Jean -Marie

Frater

17 01 92

Tolagrraro I"

53 36

8

ZAMINGA Luigi

Frater

29 01 92

Napoli 1"

87 47

9

MORE NO Maximo

Sacerdos

30 01 92

Ecija 6"

83 67

10

HAGEN John J.

Sacerdos

30 01 92

Perryville 12"

78 60

11

KULAGA Antoni

Sacerdos

03 02 92

Warszawa 21"

60 42

12

O'ROI: RKEJohn

Sacerdos

09 02 92

Malvern 5"

65 48

13

CRONIN Kevin

Sacerdos

12 02 92

Twickenham / 6" 84 64

14

GILMARTIN Thomas

Frater

1902 92

Dublin 5"

83 66

15

GONZALEZ G . Narciso Sacerdos

200292

Madrid 1"

81 63

16

BEN \E IT Lewis F.

Sacerdos

27 02 92

Philadelphia I"

84 64

17

CELLIER Auguste

Sacerdos

04 03 92

Paris 1"

70 53

18

NMATA Ililario

Sacerdos

16 03 92

Pamplona 16"

57 41

19

RUNG Adam

Sacerdos

18 03 92

Budapest I"

77 57

20

TRICLO 'r Andre

Sacerdos

30 03 92

Toulouse 1"

89 72

21

IIERNANDEZ Victor

Sacerdos

04 04 92

Guatemala 1"

87 69

22

SCHNELLE Otto

Sacerdos

10 04 92

Ku)!n /

82 60

23

CSIKOS Frrenc

Sacerdos

13 04 92

Budapest 1"

78 60

24

I?LOSEGLI Lorenzo

Sacerdos

28 04 92

Sevilla 17"

86 68

25

ML LLAL'ER Anton

Sacerdos

03 05 92

Gra..- fggenbe'rg .3"84 41

26

MURPHY Thomas J.

Sacerdos

07 05 92

Perrvi ille 12"

88 69

27

Pl1LAI Laszlo

Frater

09 05 92

Budapest I"

84 53

28

VAN DENBEERG HerbertSacerdos

11 05 92

Perryville 12"

82 65

29

CASADO G.J estis

Sacerdos

18 05 92

Orerrse 15'

84 65

30

GIGLIO Giuseppe

Sacerdos

2005 92

Lecce 7"

73 57

31

RECZEK Zvgmunt

Sacerdos

27 05 92

Vitrv 26"

54 35

32

KOTLI\SKI Matcusz

Sacerdos

26 06 92

Krako w 9"

35 12

33

OCAMPO.lorge

Sacerdos

26 06 92

Belalca car 17"

71

34

WILMES Pierre

Sacerdos

30 06 92

Paris 1"

79 57

53

35

CARDOSO Antonio D.

Sacerdos

01 07 92

Rio It Janeiro l" 87 68

36

ML'ND.AI'.John J.

Sacerdos

03 07 92

Philadelphia I"

89 68

37

NAVARRO Clemente

Frater

04 07 92

Madrid 1"

68 46

38

PIZZI Pinto

Sacerdos

23 07 92

Piac 'eoca 7"

70 51

39

AR T IDORO Lino

Frater

27 07 92

Ali/aria 8"

89 65

40

I'IiCORARIO Agostino

Sacerdos

28 07 92

Siena /0"

76 57

41

GAGNON Daniel D.

Frater

28 07 92

Perryville 12"

60

42

PRENT Karel

Sacerdos

04 08 92

.Nijmegen 5"

67 47

43

KILLNE: R Francis

Sacerdos

06 08 92

Krnk6w 9"

83 67

44

RIGAZIO Alejandro

Sacerdos

10 08 92

Lujdn S'

71

18

15

54

45

BRUNT Maurice

Sacerdos

1 108 92

Dux 4"

89 69

46

SIECIILY Pawel

Sacerdos

17 08 92

Krakow 9"

73 53

47

GORDON Rohert N.

Sacerdos

2308 92

Dallas 1"

63 43

48

OI.SZ:%K Stefan

Sacerdos

23 08 92

Krakeiw / 1"

81

49

COELLO M. Domingo

Sacerdos

23 08 92

Orertse 15"

90 74

Rio de Janeiro 1" 87 68

64

50

MOL RAO Antimio

Sacerdos

24 08 92

51

BIRO Gabor

Sacerdos

27 08 92

Budapest 1"

74 55

52

RIVERA Sebastian

Sacerdos

30 08 92

F'igoeras 3"

64 45

53

WIDU'CH Pawel

Sacerdos

31 08 92

.Slubice /7"

78 60

54

ANDRES Emile

Sacerdos

01 09 92

Paris 1 °

84 49

55

MEJIA Roberto

Sacerdos

04 09 92

Medellin 10"

79 58

56

VAN DRIEI. Michel

Sacerdos

09 09 92

Paroriogerr 1"

82 61
68 49

57

PROSPERINI Stanislao Sacerdos

1:; 09 92

Rona 1'

58

TYSZ.KA Antoni

Sacerdos

IS 09 92

Warszawa 2/"

60 42

59

SZYMANSKI Casimir

Sacerdos

25 09 92

Ansonia 2"

83 62

60

CZARNECKI Franz

Sacerdos

29 09 92

Trier 4°

70 45

61

IJLST Wim

Sacerdos

01 10 92

Eindhoven 4"

64 45
82 54

62

ELI.RO"IT George

Frater

05 10 92

Australia

63

READY William H.

Sacerdos

09 10 92

Montebello 6"

79 61

64

ZWARTHOED Jaap

Sacerdos

12 10 92

Parrrtingert l"

88 58

65

DOGIEL Gerard

Sacerdos

13 10 92

Krakow 1"

77 59

66

CAUSSE Paul

Sacerdos

19 10 92

Da.c 4"

85 52

67

McNAMARA Charles F. Sacerdos

28 10 92

Niagara Unit. 12"62

68

PORTENSCIILAG W.

Sacerdos

02 11 92

Graz l°

82 57

69

MARRON Joseph F.

Sacerdos

02 11 92

Philadelphia /°

63 43

70

BELT? Emelicn

Frater

14 1192

Villebon /3"

79 51

71

DE GRAAF Henn

Sacerdos

14 1192

Eindhoven 4°

69 50

72

MARGIOTTA Salvatore Sacerdos

19 1192

Benevento 2°

66 48
83 62

36

73

K0131 Joseph

Sacerdos

21 11 92

Met; 9°

74

MARCOS P. Scrapio

Sacerdos

26 1192

Madrid 1"

83 66

75

RONCKIER Albert

Sacerdos

1112 92

Paris 1"

82 46

76

SANTAS B. Antonio

Sacerdos

19 12 92

La Coruna 10°

94 75

77

VII.LASANA Jose

Sacerdos

20 12 92

Madrid 1"

73 56

78

BOU 'RKE Francis

Sacerdos

22 12 92

Kwirtana 8"

77 60

79

DEVERT Jean

Sacerdos

22 12 92

Dax 4°

83

65

80

SOTO Hector Hernin

Diaconus

28 12 92

Bogota 1"

29

5

81

FLANNERY Michael J.

Sacerdos

29 12 92

Philadelphia /°

95 71

19

NEO-INCORPORATI 1992
No NOMEN Nat Adm dies INC PRO
(anno)

I

ADI IA\O\4 Mczgcho

59 86

26 09 92

2

HAII l[\11CHAFI. Ilailemariam

63 89

26 09 92

AFT

3

\MARKOS Geb i c inedhin

6688

2f) 09 92

AFT

4

TESFA\ E Wnldcmichacl

67 88

26 09 92

AET

AET

5

COR'lEZ Fianrisro
(.Alt wndt(,

(,2 87

2; 01 92

AMC

6

HER \ A\DEZ. I'OHOiM Jcstis I rinidaut

66 85

25 0l 92

AMC

7

CAMARERO BENITO Antonio `

1990

27 09 92

ARG

8

NABOGI Joeli Leone

63 88

26 09 92

AUL

9

LEONARDO IIENRIQLE Z Faustus A.

66 90

03 10 92

13AR

10

LOPEZ G A LL.ARDO . losephus Aloisius

68 89

03 1 0 92

BAR

11

C,\R\IU\ \ MORALES Da\id

66 88

14 06 92

C'AF.

12

ATEI IOR'I't'A BERMUDE Z .Iairo Leon

61 88

27 09 92

COL

13

CAMIRO Ot INA Juan Antonio

67 89

27 09 92

COL

14

ESCOIL \ R RI IZ J ose Orlando

67 89

27 09 92

COL

15

GONZALEZ PRIETO Jose Antonio

67 89

270992

COL

16

GONZALEZ RIVERA Jaime

62 89

27 09 92

COL

17

\lE DI\A CLAROSAgapito

63 88

270992

COL

18

RAMIREZ I'ARDo Ricardo

65 89

27 09 92

COL
COL

19

RAMIRFZ RAMIRE Z Luis Ariel

66 89

27 09 92

20

RODRIGI 1: Z BAOI FRO Jorge Luis

67 89

27 0992

COL

21

SARMIF\TO CENDAI . ES Casimiro

68 89

27 09 92

COL

22

TREJOS .MOTA ' I'O Ruben Dario

66 88

27 09 92

COL

23

VELASOUEZ BRAVO Carlos Alheiro

67 89

27 09 92

COL

24

\IATA PI REZ Osr.n Etrcn

66 89

29 06 92

('OS

25

BORGES Joao Carlos

59 89

01 08 92

FLU

26

DA SILVA Marro Nicolau

64 87

01 08 92

FLU

27

GON4ALVES DE FREITAS Neider

61 86

01 0892

FLU

28

SOARES Juarez Carlos

61 86

01 0892

FLU

29

VILELA MOTA Carlos Antonio

68 87

01 08 92

FLU

30

ODJUGO Paul Ojauerere*

57 82

1 104
0492

11113

31

MBELC Austin Nnamdi

64 85

08 12 92

I IIB

32

NWANKWO Damian Ikechuk%%u

63 85

08 12 92

HIB

20

33

BIJANTA Stephanus

53 89

26 09 92

34

EKO-ARMADA-RIl :ANTO Francisc. Zav. 65 89

26 09 92

IDS
IDS

35

MARSUPAuguslinus

62 89

260992

IDS

36

PRASF`I'YO-\\'I DODO Evaristus Eko

64 89

26 09 92

IDS

37

GANDHI-PL DJIO\O Francisc. Yosef

64 89

26 11 92

IDS

38

MAMPALLY George

67 85

20 05 92

IND

39

ESTEVES da CUNHA Alvaro Antonio

66 85

27 09 92

LUS

40

ALIZAFY Basile Flavian

60 86

30 07 92

MAD

41

KOPILE Pie rre

61 86

30 07 92

MAD

42

CASTILLO POYATOS Jose Luis

67 87

25 01 92

MAT

43

GOMEZ. PEREZ Luciano Cavetano

66 85

25 01 92

MAT

44

HAYS Rex

57 87

25 03 92

MER

45

AGUILAR \lonterrosas Jose Guadalupe

68 86

25 03 92

MEX

46

VILLAI.OBOS ZAV.ALA Fernando

64 87

25 03 92

MF.X

47

MAR I I\I / \1 \\ \ l -e de Jesus

66 87

25 09 92

\1F,\

48

MOI.IN,\I ORRI.ti.I„se Alberto

64 89

25 09 92

MI.\

49

KR( PA Mitchell

6090

26 08 92

NAN

50

DI MORE Calogerr,

67 87

14 03 92

Nl:r\

51

\IAD,\I.ESF. (anninr

61 87

14 03 92

NI \

52

I-IAR\'I?Y Jellerc Hampton

o483

24 10 92

OCC

53

Ell) Abdo

67 87

15 09 92

OR!

54

I I.ADDAD Ziad

68 87

15 09 92

ORI

55

JREIGE Ranizi

69 87

15 09 92

ORI

56

ZAKI IARY Magdv

57 88

15 09 92

OR!

57

BAUER III Elmer

65 88

05 04 92

OR!.

58

VERA GUERRERO Anihal Manuel Jesus 62 86

06 03 92

PER

59

MAGNAYE Francisco Nicolas P.

68 88

08 12 92

Pill

60

SOLIS Peter M.

64 86

08 12 92

Pill

61

BLASZCZ) K Dariusz

68 87

08 12 92

POL

62

KONARZE\\ SKI Bogdan

67 87

08 12 92

POI-

63

LASON Jacck

68 87

08 12 92

1101-

64

NOWAK Robert

68 87

08 12 92

POL

65

RYCYK Passel

66 87

08 12 92

POL

66

SMI(,II.RA hums,

67 87

08 12 92

POL

67

STAti/h0 \\'i,•slasv

64 86

08 12 92

POI.

21

68

SZYI.AR Jan

68 87

08 12 92

POL

69

TRZOP Jan

68 87

08 12 92

POL

70

WALASZEK Krzvsztof

68 87

08 12 92

POL

71

WARTALSKI Slawomir

65 87

08 12 92

POL

72

WIERZBICKI Pawel

67 86

08 12 92

I'OL

73

ANI)RENAU Alexander

62 90

01 03 92

POR

74

ABRFU LIZARI)O Joselito

66 88

15 08 92

I'OR

75

BRIOSO TE\I I)OR Luis Renier

67 88

1 S 08 92

POR

76

PEREZ DE LOS SAN'I OS Porfiri0

64 88

15

08

POR

77

ORTIZ SANCHEZ Felipe

64 87

25 01 92

SAL

78

GONZALEZ PEREZ Pedro

67 87

27 09 92

SAL

79

VIII AR SUAREZ. Jose Manuel

68 88

27 09 92

SAL

80

TECI I %11CAF.I. 1 C\\UIIIC Nctussir

o484

14 03 92

SJ.I

81

TESFA\IARI-\\t IeJmi;ucun

6484

140392

S.IJ

92

82

NOVAK Pablo Pedro

60 88

25 03 92

SI A

83

ZAKIlli Peter

67 89

25 03 92

tit \

84

JASSO.laoslav

6790

2501 92

SI.0
O

85

CAPOMACCIO Pierre-Jean

62 88

16 02 92

TOL

86

GOGUEY Vincent

64 90

08 10 92

TOL

87

LE• BOEUF Jean-Yves

56 90

08 10 92

TOL

88

CASTILLO SOl I 1 110 (i n, Anselmo

64 89

26 05 92

\I

89

CASI-ILLOIORRIALB\IVdroJose

6989

270992

\I

90

ILUNGA MATOUO Barthelcmv

65 85

25 10 92

ZAI
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NEO PRESBYTERI 1992
N° NOMEN

NatAdm
(anntt)

dies ORD PRO

I

MUX MENDEZ Raill Isaias

55 84

22 02 92

AMC

2

IRWIN William Stanley

55 75

13 06 92

ALIT.

3

CATALDO VALFNCIA Gabriel Jaime

62 89

110992

CHI

4

TORO ISAZA Roeelio

66 86

05 09 92

COL

5

LOZADA LEMUS Fred N,

64 87

06 12 92

COL

6

MARTINEZ. MI:NOZ Pedro Joaquin

65 87

06 12 92

COL

7

ALVAREZ. BENJUMEA HernSn Dario

49 87

08 12 92

COL

8

(AFRRA GALLON Gildardo Antonio

62 87

08 12 92

COL

9

\\5(JtEZ\1ARINDiegoLuu

6587

08 1292

COL

10

(i1 7\1,AN Cl'( I IAI.1.0 OilandI,

65 89

19 12 92

COL

11

t'( RR:\S \1ORA Victor Julio

63 89

30 05 92

COS

12

ALMEIDA Joao Carlos Dechamps de

63 86

15 02 92

FLU

13

ANYANWLI Pclcr Obioma

55 83

12 09 92

HIB

14

NWAMLO Luke Chimezie

62 83

12 09 92

HIB

15

OKPALA Gahnel Luke

588 3

1209 92

IIIB

16

CGWUOKF. Emmanuel Chihuikc

59 83

1209 92

HIB

17

OGBEDE. Robert Bellannine

47 83

27 09 91

HIB

18

YUNI WIMARTA Antonius

61 82

27 02 92

IDS

19

ASTANTO ADZE Yulianus

64 88

31 07 92

IDS

20

ED\" PRASE FY0 Manuel

63 88

31 07 92

IDS

21

PRIO OE I OMO Stetanus

62 88

31 07 92

IDS

22

SUPARMONO Paulus

62 88

31 07 92

IDS
IND

23

PL'THENKANDAM George

62 85

04 01 92

24

NAYAK Vijoy Kumar

62 85

21 01 92

IND

25

KINDO Sebas tian Peter

61 85

02 05 92

IND

26

TIRKEY PRAKASH

64 85

02 05 92

IND

27

MANIPALLY George

67 85

28 11 92

IND

28

FERREIR_A LEITF. Antonio Jose

66 86

12 07 92

Lt s

29

CARDAL.D.AS t ;t t\i l J. Juan Lr;mri e

60 83

27 09 92

MAT

30

DR1. CASTII I( ) I IORES Fernando

66 84

27 09 92

MAT

31

FORD Mark Francis Xavier

60 80

05 12 92

MER
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32

ARZATE MACIAS Jesus

65 84

06 06 92

33

ELIAS Cl IAVES Jorge Homero

65 86

06 06 92

MFX

34

ESPARZA OCHOA Juan Carlos

65 83

06 06 92

MEN

35

LEYVA ISLAS Luis Alberto

65 87

06 06 92

MEX.

36

MARTINEZ VAZQUEZ Ignacio

66 84

06 06 92

MEX

37

SANCHEZ GONZ.ALEZ Jose Silvestro

61 86

06 06 92

MEX

38

KRLPA Mitchell

60 90

26 08 92

NAN

39

FLANAGAN Patrick Sean

64 88

06 06 92

ORL

40

NOLAN Emmet Joseph

64 88

06 06 92

ORL

41

HERNANI)EZ STAFF Francisco B.

64 86

05 09 92

ORE

42

SA.IMUDIO MIRANDA Francisco

59 86

05 09 92

ORL

43

NGUYEN HU GIA Augustin

49 78

31 05 92

PAR

44

GURTNER Robert

6.389

06 06 92

PAR

45

11AHIEU Didier

57 89

06 06 92

PAR

46

VERA GI!ERRERO Anibal Manuel Jesus 62 86

08 12 92

PER

47

OABEL Marceliano T.

61 86

22 03 92

Pill

48

BAR'FOSZEK Krzvsztof

64 83

01 05 92

POL

49

DOBROSZEK Pawel

66 85

01 05 92

POL

A 1EX

50

I.IBER Tomasz

65 86

01 05 92

POL

51

OKONSKI Dal-iusr_ Janusz

62 85

01 05 92

POL

52

OLEKSY Marian

65 85

01 05 92

POL

53

PIATFK Jacek Jan

65 85

01 05 92

POL

54

STANIKOWSKI M lichal Mariusz

67 85

01 05 92

POL

55

WRZESNIAK Krzvsztof

66 85

01 0.592

POL

56

DIAZ ME\DEZ Luis Obispo

63 87

19 09 92

POR

57

DEL ROSARIO SOSA Anulfo

64 87

26 09 92

POR

58

ALBANESI Nicola

65 88

12 09 92

ROM

59

MARTINI Maurizio

56 88

03 10 92

8011

60

TE('LF.111CAEL Tewoldc Negussie

64 84

30 1192

"11

61

TESFA111.ARIAM Tcclcmariam

64 84

30 11 92

\IJ

62

BLRJA Antonio

67 85

29 06 92

SI

63

PAVLIC Franc

65 85

29 06 92

SL \

64

KRISTEN Henry Miguel

53 91

07 06 92

VEN

65

SAI.AZAR LIRA German Agustin

59 87

30 08 92

VEN

66

NGOY KAKI JD.II Jcan Medard

62 82

06 06 92

ZAI
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SPIRITUALITAS

THE. CROSS IN VI\CENTIAN SPIRITUALITY
Robert P. Alalnnev ('Al.
.Probably no spiritual reading book has been more widely read
than the imitation of Christ. Over the centuries millions of priests,
brothers, sisters, and lay men and women have read it and meditated on it. St. Vincent and St. Louise recommended it often to their
followersl. For a good nmber, at least until recent years, the daily
reading of a small section of the Imitation was a part of life. Among
its most eloquent passages are Ihese famous words:
Jesus has now many lovers of His heavenlv kingdom,
but /ev' bearers o/ leis cross. Marty he has u•ho are desirous 0/ consolation, but feu' of tribulation Manv lie
finds who share his table, but feu' his fasting. All desire to rejoice with him. fete are willing to ettchire
cntvtlting lr» liini. Main (rillou •Jesus utit) the breaking
of bread: but fete to the drinking of the cup of his passion (Luke 22:42). Many reverence his miracles: fete
follow the shame ol'liis cross. Alan lote.lesu.s so long
as no adversities befall tlieni. Many praise and bless
hire, so long as they receive any coisolation from hiirt.
But if Jesus hide himself, and leave them but a little
u-/tile, they fall either into complaining, or into dejectinrt o/'niirtcl2.
The gospel teaching upon which Ihese stark words are based
made a deep, lasting impression on St. Vincent and St. Louise. This
article will focus on: t) the cross in the New Testament; 2) the cross
in the Vincentian tradition; 3) some problems in reflecting about the
cross; 4) some reflections on the cross today.
1. THE CROSS IN THE NEW 7'ESI'AMENT
The cross and the resurrection stand at the center of the good
news. For the New Testament \s-liters, Jesus must not escape his hour.
He must undergo the cross if he is to enter into his glory. His followers
too must take up their cross daily. But the cross of Christ, as well as
that of his followers, is always viewed Irony the perspective of resur-

r C1. SV 1, 382; Vr , 129; cf. also, V, 297; SW 434.
2

1miuuion of Christ , book 2 , chapter 11.
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rection faith.
The New Testament returns to the message of the cross
again and again . Below I offer several of the most important texts in
chronological order.
1. Some fioidamertal tests
Gal. 6:14 - ".11av / never boast about anything but the cross of Our Lord
Jesus C'Irrist. Through it the world has been cr-ucifled to tue and 1 to
the world."
In this early letter, written to the Galatians probabl around
54 A.D . t, Paul enters into combat with the Judai zers, who boast of
their circumcision and their observance of the law. He states that no
external observance ( the law, dietary rules , circumcision) is important ; what is important is that one be created anew in Christ. lie
boasts only about the power of God, who exalts human weakness in
the crucified Lord. In an earlier passage of the same letter, he writes
(2:19-20): "1 have been crucified with Christ. And the life I live now
is not my own ; Christ is living in me. I still live my human life, but
it is a life of faith in the Son of God, who loved me and gave himself
for me ." Here and elsewhere, Paul affirms that through baptism the
Christian has become identified with Christ's passion, death and
resurrection . The person who lives and dies with Christ has a new
source of activity at work within him, the glorified Lord, who has
become it life-giving Spirit (cf. I Cor. 15:45).
Phil. 2:5 -11 - "Your attitude mast be that of CJrrist. Though he was in
the )aura of God, he did not deem equality with God something to be
ira.ped at. Rather, lie emptied himselfand took the form of a slave, being
born in the likeness of- rmeri. He was krunt •ri to be ofhnrnan estate, and
it was thus that he !rumbled himself, obediently accepting even death,
death our a cross! Because of this, God highly exalted him and bestowed
on hint the name above et'erv other came, so that at .lesu s' nature even
knee must bend in the heavens, on the earth , and under the earth, and
every tongue proclaim to the glory of'God the Father: Jesus Christ is Lord!"
Writing probably sometime between 54 and 57 A.D., Paul uses
a hymn to present a picture of the "sell-emptying" Christ. This Christ
becomes one of us. lie freely takes on a slave-like condition and dies
the ignominious death of those who have forfeited all civic rights,
crucifixion. The self-abandoning act of Jesus receives an active response from God, who exalts him in his resurrection as Lord of the

3 For data about the dating and authorship of the texts cited, I have followed
The New Jerome Biblical timnnentarc, ed. by R. Brown , J. Fitzmver , and R . Murphy (Kew
Jerse' Prentice Hall. 1990).
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universe. "Thus, God's rule over all creation is restored through Jesus' sell-emptying.
1 Cor. 1:18 - The message of the cross is complete absurdity for those
head i? ru /w rt t i r i, but for us who are experiencing .salvation, it is the lxnver
of Gin 1. "
Addressing the Corinthians around the year 55 A.D., and knowing
that the community is being ripped apart by divisions, Paul states that
the standards of fallen humanity -- the sort of power and the philosophical speculation that the world relies on -- are utterly futile.
God's power and God 's wisdom are revealed in human " weakness".
The power of suffering love, which human reasoning often fails to comprehend , is the genuine strength of believers.
Col. 1:19-20 - "it pleased God to ??take absolute fullness reside in him,
and by means of hi?n, to reconcile evercthittg in his person , both out earth
and in the heavens, snaking peace through the blood of his cross."
In this later text, written in the Pauline tradition, probably
between 70 and 80 A.D., the author uses an early Christian hymn to
present a cosmic vision of Christ, who works in creation and in the
Church. Where there is discord. Christ creates peace. He is the ultimate reconciler. Ile in whom the fullness of God and of God's
creation dwells hands himself over to his Father in his dying. In doing
so, he hands over with himself all creatures in heaven and on earth.
Luke 9:23 - "If anyone wants to be ?ny follower, he must deem his t'01'
sell, take up his cross each day, and follow rte. Whoever would save
his lilt, will lose it. Whoever loses his life for my sake saves it. What
does it pro/it someone to gain the whole world and to lose his very soul
in the process?"
Luke's gospel, probably written in 80-85 A.D., focuses on the
following of Christ. As he writes, the author continually keeps in mind
not only Jesus himself, particularly in his journey to Jerusalem, but
also us, the readers, the disciples who will be following Jesus on the
journey. The shadow of the cross lies across the pages of Luke's "orderly account" (Luke 1:3), but it is brightened by the promise of the
resurrection (cf. 9:23; 14:27; 17:25; 24:7; 24:26; 24:46). The cross plays
a "necessary" role in salvation histor\4. While Luke underlines the
saving significance of Jesus' death strongly, his emphasis shifts subtly toward the saving power of the resurrection. Still, the cross looms
large: its tragedy, its mystery. Using the word "cross" in a metaphor-

4 Cf. J. Fitunver . The Gospel According to Luke 1.IX, in Anchor Bible , vol. 28
(\,' York: Doubleday, 1981) 220.221.
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ical sense, Luke highlights the utter necessity for the disciple to deny
himself, take up his cross, and follow Jesus
Heb. 12 :2 - "Let us keep our eves fixed on Jesus, who inspires and perfects our faith. For the sake of the joy which lay before him he endured
the cross, heedless of its shame."
This text, whose date and authorship are uncertain, is a
"word of exhortation" (13:22). The author presents Jesus, who now
sits at the right hand of the Father, as the model for endurance of hardship. lie uses this example to encourage the recipients to persevere
until the triumphant end of the race. The prospective joy of the resurrection gives new meaning to the cross.
2. Some fturdarnernal ideas in these texts
These texts highlight the cross , but of course their ultimate
focus is on the person of Jesus crucified and risen . The cross is the
symbol of his complete self-giving . It is Jesus himself who is our salvation , life, and resurrection . He is the ultimate revelation of the Father's
love for us . He saves his people from their sins. He is the eschatological promise . In him the human person 's longing for happiness is
fulfilled.
As is evident in the texts, the New Testament writers developed various theologies of the redemption, with Paul as the pioneer,
so to speak. The texts present Jesus as the center of salvation history,
as the fulfillment of the prophets. Because there has been a history
of sin, so also is there a history of redemption. Jesus expiates the sins
of the human race. He is the sacrificial lamb, offering himself in
atonement for sin.
The dying of Jesus is also presented as a cosmic event. The
powers of evil at work in the world are defeated. Jesus overcomes them.
He wins victory over sin, sickness, and death. His Father takes the
side of the crucified one by raising him from the dead.
But in reading these texts it is very important not to isolate
the death of Jesus from his life6. The saving significance of Jesus' death
is related to what lie proclaimed and what was rejected. Jesus identifies With the outcast, the poor, the powerless. In his death, as in life,
he is one of them. There is, therefore, a clear continuity between his
way of living and his way of dying, his proclamation and his rejec-

Cf. A. George. "Le lens de la more de Jesus pour Luc," Revue Bibligue 80
(1973) 186-217.
6 Cf. E. Schillebeecks. Church (New York: Crossroad, 1990), 124-25.
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Lion. Jesus' death on the cross flows from his option for the poor and
the powerless. Ile shows himself wonderfully free before the powerful of this world. Ile criticizes those who lay oppressive burdens on
others. But he himself is powerless. So the oppressors, the powerful, reject him. His death by crucifixion is that of those who have no
rights.
Today we often speak of christologies, and theologies of redemption, as having "ascending" and "descending" forms. The synoptics,
starting with memories of the concrete events "here below" follow Jesus' ascent through his life, death and resurrection to the glory of the
Father. In Johannine thought, as in much patristic and medieval
christology, the starting point is "above", where the Word is with God
in the beginning. Yet in all these theologies (ascending, descending,
and mans in-between) the focus is on the person of Jesus, whose sacrilicial love moves him to lay down his life for his friends: his companions both then and now7.
In addition to this focus on the person of Jesus himself,
through the symbol of his cross, there also appears, in the texts cited
above , a metaphorical use of the won] "cross", stemming from the sayings
of Jesus . In this usage , the "cross" refers to the sufferings that the followers of Jesus experience . For the faithful follower , the cross:
- means giving one's life
- is to be taken up daily
- brings greater riches than "saving up" one's life
- can be borne only through the power of Christ in us
- seems foolishness to the "world"
- involves forgiveness of sin
- creates peace
- is the source of joy and leads to joy.

11. THE CROSS IN TIIF: \ IN('F;NTIAN TRADITION
In this age of hermeneutics we are increasingly conscious of
how much our historical context influences us . Like all of us, St. Vincent and St. Louise were children of their times. In that context they
were well educated , but neither was a speculative theologian. Both
absorbed the "standard theology" of their era. Since they had an abundant measure of common sense , they avoided the extremes of sonic
of their contemporaries . But like their contemporaries, both focus

7 in passing . it might be said St . Vincent ' s chnstology. like that of most of
his contemporaries . as decidly on the descending side; cf. SV iX. 640: "God
died for us"; cf., also, Xll, 264.
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on the cross with little explicit reference to the resurrection. Strange
as that may seem to modern ears, it is quite characteristic of seventeenth-ccntur'theology in France.
1. The language of symbols
Symbols often say much more than words. Thew express not
only intellectual content, but also the deeply personal, affective undercurrents that words have trouble communicating. St. Louise and
St. Vincent both recognized the importance of the symbol of the
cross as a way of communicating the depth of God's love for us8.
The seal of the Daughters of Charity, used since 1643, is one
of the expressions of the importance of the cross in St. Louise's and
St. Vincent's minds. The present-day Constitutions of the Daughters
describes it this way`s:
The seal of the Company of the Daughters of Charity
represents a heart encompassed by /lances, with a cruci/ix superimposed. It is surrounded by the motto: CARITAS CHRISTI URGET NOS . The charity of Jesus Christ crucified , which animates and sets afire
the heart of the Daughter of Charity, urges her to hasten to the relief of even type of human miser'.
The conclusions to many of St. Louise's letters, which were
often sealed with the image described above, also expressed verbally her personal devotion to the crucified Lord, employing vac' ing wording: ".... I am, in the love of.Jesus crucified .... "In his love and that
of His crucified Son, I am ...... 10
From the letters, moreover, that went back and forth between
St. Vincent and St. Louise, and between both founders and the two
communities, it is quite evident that crucifixes played a significant
role in the piety of many Daughters and Vincentians. The sisters often request them, and St. Louise goes out of her way to obtain theme 1.

8Naturail . the cross is not the only svmbol of God's Jove; the heart of Jesus
too expresses, with ditterent overtones. God's love and Jesus' love for us. Cf. SV Xl, 291.
9Donnces a Dieu pour le service des Pauvre, Constitutions des Filles de la Charite (Paris, 1983), 1.
I0Cf. SW 54, 325. 349, 354. 424, 439, etc.
I ICf. SW 326, 332, 525, 530, 547, 635.
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St. Vincent states that the missionaries should never be without
"rne
The crucifix also plays a prominent role in the method of
prayer that St. Vincent taught, particularly to the Daughters of Charity,
sonic of whom considered themselves too lacking in education to pray
well, not knowing how to read or writer ^. He assures them that
praying well has little relationship with knowing how to read and
write, and encourages them to use images. "Where do you think the
great St. Bonaventtu' got all his \%isdom?" he says to the Daughters.
In the sacred book of the cross141" lie also tells them the story of a
person who complimented St. Thomas on the beautiful thoughts lie
had about God, and recounts how Thomas told the admirer that he
would show him his library, leading him then to his crucifix''. Ile
tells the Daughters that, while only sonic can use methods of prayer
like those described in the IutrudssctioH to the Devout Lite', ever-vone
can place herself at the foot of the cross in the presence of God. II
she has nothing to say, she can wait until God speaks to her's'.
In fact, for St . Vincent, no prayer is more pleasing to God than
daily meditation on the passion and death of Our Lord17.
2. The tt rititigs of'St. Vincent and St. Louise
The texts in which St. Vincent and St. Louise speak of the
cross are far too numerous to cite exhaustively. Their references to
the cross, moreover. are usually made in passing, without extensive
development (though Louise reflects on the cross explicitly in a brief
meditation written down in her later vears'8). References to the resun-eciion, as mentioned above, arc relatively few. I offer here, in a
synthetic way, a brief analysis of meaning of the cross as the two saints

12 S% 'XI. 378,
11 In this connection , one might also mention the sign of the cross. which St.
Vincent saw as a means of offering all one ' s actions to God: cf. SV X. 629 -630. He saw
it as the sign by which Christians , from ancient times , could recogni.c one another and
a reminder of the mystery of the Trinity: cf. SV XIII, 159.
IISV IX. 217.
I SSV IX. 32.
16SV IX, 50.
17SV X, 569.
18SW 775-76.
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speak of it and write about it in very varied contexts.
a. For both Vincent aped i mi %e, the cross stmtholizes , in a pre-eu zinent
way, Gods lore as rel'ealecl in Jesus.
"May Your love and that of Jesus Crucified by eternally exalted!" St . Louise exclaims at the end of an Act of Consecration that she
signed 19.
Both saints often dwelt on God's love for us2°. The cross is
the symbol of the Father's love, as revealed in the death of his Son.
In their reflections both on the cross and on the heart of Jesus, the
two saints often remind their followers of how deep God's love for us
is. On July 5. 1641, St. Louise writes to Sr. Elizabeth Martin: "I beg
our beloved Jesus Crucified to attach us firmly to his cross, so that
we may be closely united to Him by his love and that our little suflerings and the little we accomplish may be in and for His love, in
which I remain , my dear Sister. your ver y humble sister and servant"21.
Our Lord had to predispose with His love," St. Vincent
writes to Monsieur Portail, "those whom He wished to have believe
in Him"22. The conviction of both St. Vincent and St. Louise was concrete and strong: we believe in and love those from whom we sense
love. Jesus, in his dying on the cross, reveals God's love in its depths.
b . To he a Daughter o/ C'liaritY is to he a Daughter of the Cross.
Love of the neighbor, and particularly service of the poor, will
inevitably involve the "cross ", in the metaphorical sense . In fact, to
be a Daughter of Charity, a Daughter of Love23, means becoming identified with the crucified Lord. Toward the end of his life, St. Vincent
writes to Avoie Vigneron24: "Receive it (this suffering) as a gift from
(God's) paternal hand, and try to use it well. Help your sister to cam
her cross, since yours is not as heavy as hers. Make her remember
that she is a Daughter of Charity and that she ought to be crucified

19SW694

20 Cf. SVIX,269.
21 SW 54.
22

SV 1, 295.

23 SV IX. 53; X. 459, 474.

24SVVII,241.
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with Our Lord and submit to his good pleasure in order not to be completely unworthy of so worthy a father." He writes to St. Louise during one of her sicknesses25: "1 learned of your illness upon my return.
it has saddened me. I am begging Our Lord to restore you to that perfect health which made me so happy the last time I saw you. Well,
You are a daughter of the Cross. Oh! what a happiness!"
In a similar way, St. Louise recognizes that her vocation means
identifying with the cross. In a reflection on charity, she writes26: "God,
who has granted me so many graces, led me to understand that it was
His hole will that I go to Him by way of the Cross." At a much later
period in her life, writing on the pure love we have vowed to God and
the need to give ourselves completely to him, she states27: "As proof
thereof, I am going to follow You to the foot of Your Cross which I
choose as my cloister."
One could imagine, particularly since there are so few explicit
references to the resurrection, that this spirituality could take on
rather gloomy tones. This is not the case with St. Vincent. He encouraged the Daughters to be Joyous, smiling in the service of the poor.
Sometimes, though, he had to work at counteracting a tendency
toward over-seriousness that he saw in St. Louise, encouraging her,
for instance, as she was about to journey with the more ebullient Madame Goussault: "Please be very cheerful with her, even though you
should have to lessen a bit that somewhat serious disposition which
nature has bestowed on you and which grace is tempering by the mercy
of God"28.

/heir thir11.i)i,r; u11 the c,otis i" clrzselt littkecl o tth that n71 prnty(h HHcr.
Both saints have a deep devotion to providence. In the course
of their lives, they become more and more convinced of God's love
for them and grow in confidence that God is always at work in the
events that occur, whether joyful or painful. St. Vincent tells the missionaries in the year before his death229: "My brothers, You ought to

2; SV I. 342.
2t' SW7II.
27

sw x2x.

28 SV I, 502.
29 SV XI I, 142; cf. also, "r. Lane, "She will find them again : Musings on Si.
Louise," Colloque 24 (Autumn 1991).416-418, where the author also point , out St.
Louise' s capacit y to laugh.
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rest in the loving care of Isis Providence.... Do not trouble yourself
about anything except seeking the kingdom of God, because His infinite wisdom will provide for all the rest." Both he and St. Louise
see the cross as a part of that providence.
On March 26, 1653, St. Louise writes to Sr. Jeanne Lepint•e30: "... it is perhaps for that reason, nrv dear Sister, that Our Lord
inspires you to remain at peace at the foot of I [is cross, completer
submissive to the guidance of His Divine Providence. It seems to Inc.
my very dear Sister, that you have found the philosopher's stone of
devotion when the firm resolution to do His will calms your anxieties." Both saints are quick to remind their communities , during times
of trial or calumny, that they are sharing, under God's providence, in
the cross of Christ. Near the end of her Iife, St. Louise writes to Sr.
Fran4oise Carcireux3l: "We, however, and especially the entire Company, must accept this trial as coming from Divine Providence as outshare in the Cross of Our Lord and as an opportunity lie has given
you to enable all of us to follow Him." A year earlier St. Vincent had
published a similar statement in the Common Rules he gave to the
Congregation of the Mission3 2: "lf divine providence ever allows a
house or a member of the Congregation, or the Congregation itself,
to be subjected to, or tested by, slander or persecution...., we should
ever praise and bless God, and joyfully thank I l im for it as an opportunity
for great good, coming down from the Father of lights."
d. Those trho rii•e,miter! n •illr Clnist rrrlci/ietl lit e by the potvero/ Gael.
In her "Thoughts on the Cross", St. Louise exclaimsi3 : "0 1 Ioly
Cross ! 0 suffering! I low amiable you are, since the love of God has
given way to you in His Son to gain through you the power to give
paradise to those who had lost it by pleasure!""
It is only when one is willing to die with Christ that one finds
the strength to live as his follower; conversely, it is only by living with
Christ that we learn to die. "Remember, Father," St. Vincent writes
to Monsieu r Portail35 , " that we live in Jesus Christ by the death of .1e-

30 SW 416.
it SW 668.
32 CRII•I3.
;? SW 776.
34 An inordinate quest for pleasure has always been one of the roots of sill,
but one cannot escape noticing that St . Louise and St. Vincent are both affected by the
rather negative attitude toward created reality ( and plea,ure ) that affected their era.
V; SV 1, 295.
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sus Christ and that we ought to die in Jesus Christ by the life of Jesus Christ and that our life ought to be hidden in Jesus Christ and full
of Jesus Christ and that in order to die like Jesus Christ it is necessary to live like Jesus Christ."
Real holiness flows from the cross, where the power of God
works within us. In the midst of her worries about her son, St. Louise asks St. Vincent36: "Do me the charity of asking our good God that,
through His mercy, my son may participate one day in the merits and
death of Jesus Crucified, the living source of all holiness."
In a touching letter to Jeanne Lepintre, she also writes-17: "Tell
our sisters that the people of Nantes are clamoring against them more
than they know, and in important matters. However, it is the evil one
playing these games that he will not win, provided they gather together
and unite near the Cross, like chicks Under their mother's wing when
the owl lies in wait."
St. Vincent, in speaking to the missionaries about the martyrdom of Pierre Borguny, states38: "Courage, my brothers! Let us trust
that Our Lord will strengthen us in the crosses that come to us, great
thotwh they m av be, when he sees that we love them and that we
hay' lli^irn e in Him,"
e. It is a privileged way.
Both saints were utterly convinced of this. They repeated it
to each other and to their followers. In a letter written some time before 1634, St. Vincent says to St. Louise39: "Our Lord will see to the
matter, especially if you are happy at the foot of( he Cross where you
are at present and which is the best place in this world you could he.
So he happy there, Mademoiselle, and fear nothing."
In a letter that combines several of the themes described above, St. Louise writes to Charlotte Royer'40, using language reminiscent
of the Irttitatiou of Christ, "You are well aware, my dear Sister, that
the path by which God wants you to go to Him is the royal road of
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38SVXt,392.
39 SV 1. 15240 SW 527.
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the Cross." She tells Sts. Catherine Baucher and Marie Doll ion41: "Yes
my dear Sisters, the greatest honor you can receive is to follow Jesus
Christ carrying l Iis cross."
In her "Thoughts on the Cross", she states that "souls chosen by God are very particularly destined to suffer" 42. Meditating on
charity, she says of herself43: "God, who has granted me so man graces, led me to understand that it was Ills holy will that I go to Him
by way of the Cross. I lis goodness chose to mark me wit It it from my
birth and He has hardly ever left tile, at any age, without some occasion of suffering."
f. They use the example ofJesus on the cross as a means of encouraging otte another and others, especially those confronting unavoidable
su f /e>ri ngs.
The two founders experienced abundant sufferings themselves:
the distress of the poor: the ravages of war; the pains of giving birth
to two new communities: the difficulties in community life as the years
went on; criticism Iron within and from outside their communities;
their own interior struggles; sickness; the death of their closest friends;
their own dying. They bore these crosses as part of God' s providence.
But they also recognized that not every "cross" should be carried, since sometimes the sufferings involved could be remedied. St.
Louise, for example, writes to Sr. Elizabeth Brocard, a new sister servant44: "If some little cause for suffering arises, humble yourself and
accept it as a cross to he cherished because Our Lord has permitted
you to hear it. This (foes not mean, my dear Sister, that if your sufferings continue , you should not make them known to us or that we
will not make every effort to meet your needs."
Other crosses should be borne with courage, since to lay them
aside would cause greater pain for others. "It is much better to love
one's distress when one experiences it," St. Louise writes to Joan Lepintre4^, "and carry it to the foot of the Cross, or to let the Sister Ser-

4ISW535.
42 SW 775,
43Sw71t.
11 S\\' 449,

4; S\y 269.
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'ant know of it. than to look for a way to be rid of it that could cost
so dearly."
The cross conies tip especially when St. Vincent and St.
Louise speak about illness. Writing to Francoise Carcireux about the
sickness that Sr. Charlotte Royer was suffering, St. Louise states46:
.... Our Lord may use them (her ailments) to sanctify herby the merits of His holy life and His precious death for its upon the Cross." In
describing the death of Bat-be Angiboust, she writes47: "During her
illness, God honored her by the most excellent narks of a true Christian woman and servant of God by granting her the grace to conform
her will to I lis, to raise her thoughts frequently to Jesus Crucified and
to practice great patience."

III. SO \11: PROBLEMS IN RFFLECTING ..BOUT THE CROSS
1. The Jews and Gentiles have not been alone in finding the cross
a "stumbling block " and "foolishness". On the theological level, there
have always been difficulties in dealing with the cross , and more
generally with the problem of evil.
Some of the difficulties in developing a theology' of the cross
stem from differences in the way of perceiving God48. Both the Jewish
and Christian scriptures praise God under two aspects. On the one
hand, he is above all creation, utterly transcendent. On the other hand,
he is intimately involved with his creatures and feels their afflictions:
God suffers in pain for his people49.
When Christianity moved out into the Hellenistic world, it
encountered it Greek conception of God that did not easily enter into a peaceful union with the immanent aspect of God's presence in
the scriptures: the Greek God was totally self-contained, world-transcending, incapable of being touched by human action or suffering.
Consequently, the man-iage between the immanent aspect of the bib-

4(, S\W 526.
47 SW 629.
iR For a ven good treatment of contemporary christology , and its historical
roots , cf. Elizabeth Johnson. Consider Jesus ( Crossroad! New York . 1990) especially the
eighth chapter , on "God and the Cross" : also. K . Rahner . "On the Theology of the Incarnation". llrr^^l u aI 1,,t 'sli,t;WV M. IV I Land, nt n:u in. Longman , and Todd, 1966).
105-20: also, K. Raltner . Sacranrertntr,, 1undi, II (1 ondon. Burns and Oates, 1969), 2071.
49 One might cite many texts indicating God's feelings in regard to his people: cf. Geri. 6:6: Jos. 24:19; Hos . I I:1$: Is. 42 : 14: Ps. 103.
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lical view of God and the Greek concept of God has had a rocky history. By the time of the great scholastics the Greek view exercised a
predominant influence: God as God cannot suffer; God suffers only
in the humanity of Jesus. Ilow different this is from the view of Hosea for whom God's bowels tremble with compassion as he decides
not to give rein to the heat of his anger (Hosea 11:8).
But many modern minds and hearts find the Greek-influenced scholastic view difficult to accept. It seems to place God at
a great distance from those who suffer. In the 1940's, shortly before
his death, Dietrich Bonhoeffer wrote that "only a suffering God can
help". In the 1950's Jacques Maritain stated: "We need to integrate
suffering'%ith God, for the idea of an insensitive and apathetic God
is revolting to the masses." In the'60's and '70's a series of essays by
Karl Rahner further explored the question. In the 1980's both sides
of the problem were given clear, forceful presentations in Jiirgen
Multmann's Tht' Croci/icel God and Edward Schilleheeckx's hooks./c' ii and ( Ii, i"1.
Moltnann seeks to articulate a theology of a suffering God.
God suffers, Moltmann holds, not out of a deficiency in his divine nature, but because he freely chooses to be affected by what affects others.
Schillebeeckx, on the other side, in an approach closer to the classical tradition, holds that God does not suffer. Rather, he resists evil
in Jesus and is in solidarity with those who suffer, overcoming stiffei'ing through his compassionate presence. This presence is mediated
"sacramentalh" in Jesus and in those who, sharing Jesus' life, resist
injusticeS°.
Whatever side of the debate one might sympathize with, out
of all this literature has flowed another title for Jesus, "Jesus, the Compassion of God"51.
2. On a theoretical-practical level, there is a perennial danger,
by no means absent today, that "the cross" might sometimes he used
as ideology; that is, as an argument for justifying oppressive behavior.
In an unjust society, for example, it can be used as a tool to motivate the poor to accept injustice silently.
In the years following the Medellin conference in 1968 , a st rong

50 Cl. Johnson , op. cit., 119: also , F. Schillehceckx . Christ: the experience of
Jestes as Lord (N.Y.: Crossroad. 1980). 728f .: J. Moltmann. The crucith d God: the cross
of Christ as the foundation and criticiorr of Chistian theology ( V.Y.: Harper and Row. 1974).
51 Cl. Monica l lelwing . Jesus , the Compassion of God (Wilmington, DO.:: M.
(,lassier, 1985).
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critique developed among theologians, particularly in Latin America, about the role theology and popular piety have played in supporting situations of injustice. Might not an over-emphasis on the crucified, dead Christ. who has gone meek as a lamb to the slaughter.
legitimate suffering as the will of God? does it not cultivate a mentality that says: accept the cross meekly and you will receive eternal
life? and does this not work to the advantage of the oppressor?
Surely, on the contrary, Christians must labor for the wellbeing of all and for liberation from structures that favor the few over
the many , the rich over the poor, one racial or social or religious group
over others . In fact, liberation from oppression is one of the signs of
the Kingdom . The Christian cannot, therefore , stand by in silence in
the face of injustice . Rather, he must be willing to suffer for justice
sake. While one must certainly distinguish between material progress
and the advent of the Kingdom of God , nonetheless the life of the Kingdom, already at work in believers , moves the Christian to work to "bring
glad tidings to the poor, to proclaim liberty to captives, recovery of
sight to the blind , and release to prisoners " ( Luke 4:18)52.
Unfortunately, oppressive ideologies can he present not only
in civil society but in the Church and religious life too. "Acceptance"
can he eulogized rather than constructive criticism. Voices that call
for repentance or needed changes can be marginalized or silenced.
3. There is it third problem that can arise on the personal, ascetical level: that of distortion in the practice of asceticism. In the Vincentian tradition, self-imposed "crosses" are always to be used in
moderations3; they must always be seen as a function of one's apostolic and community goals. They should help us to serve the poor well,
to live together well, to pray well.
It was clear to St. Vincent and St. Louise that life's most important "crosses" need not be constructed. They impose themselves. This
is not to say that there is no place liar personal discipline and for wiselychosen practices that involve its in self-denial in order to reach the
goals set before its. It is to say, however, that self-imposed mortifications
must be tailored to the vocation of members of apostolic societies.

IV. SOME REFLE CTIONS ON THE CROSS TODAY
From what has been written above, I trust that it is evident
that "devotion to the cross" is not merely an optional "private devo-

52 CC Gaudium et Spes 39, 43. 57.
53CRX, IS.
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tion" or a "personal ascetical practice"14. Rather, it touches on the
core of the good news, since the cross is the symbol of Jesus' saving
lOve5s,
The historical reality of [ fie cross is at the center of revelation; it is the "sacrament " of God's love for the world and of the fullness of human response to that love5O . The cross of Christ, therefore,
stands not at the periphery of Christian life, where it might be listed
among a series of devotions; rather, it stands at the vet-v core of the
creed : " l fe suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified , died, and was
buried. Ile descended into hell . The third clay he rose again from the
dead."
The symbol of the cross, so central to the good news, speaks
to our age, as to every age, but with different concretizations. It says
forcefully to us at least the following:
1. Me crucified Je.strs, in his uille ring love, .stand.. at the center
o/ our /with, raised tip by the Father, /iilh' alive.
The author of the first letter to Timothy tells us that the fullness of the truth lies in "the man Christ Jesus, the self-giving one" (I
Tim. 2:5-6). All Christian spirituality, therefore, focuses on the crucified and risen Jesus. lie is the way, the truth, and the life. No one
conies to the Father except through him.
The cross is the symbol of what is at the core of Jesus' person: "The wav we came to understand love was that he laid down his
life for us; we too must lay down our lives for our brothers" (1 in 3:16).
The crucified Jesus proclaims that self-giving love is at the heart of
being God and at the heart of being human. "God's love was revealed in our midst in this way: lie sent his only Son to the world that
we might have life through him. Love, then consists in this: not that
we have loved God but Ihat he has loved its and has sent his Son as

54 In a similar was' , Karl Rahner. in various articles in 1tuvlot'ical Irrvestigations, often argues that devotion to the Sacred Heart (symbol of God's love) is indispensable. Cf. "Behold This Heart!: Preliminaries to a Theology of Devotions to the Sacred I leart," Ill, 321-330: "Some Theses for a Theology of Devotion to the Sacred Heart"
III, 331-52; "The Theological Meaning of the Veneration of the Sacred [lert" VI11, 217228: "Units - Love - Ministers ". VI11, 229-247: "Devotion to the Sacred Heart Today" XXIII,
117-28.
SS
Some loons of devotion to the cross are. of course, voile "private". A devotion like the "Stations of the Cross", for instance, is just one means of focusing on the
cross of Christ, and is therefore quite optional.
56 K. Rahner, "The Christian Understand of Redemption," Theological lovestigations XXI. 250.
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an of feting for our sins. Beloved , if God has loved us so , we must ha
ye the same love for one another" ( 1 Jn 4:9-11).
Nothing will nourish the missionar or the Daughter of Charitv more than focusing on God ' s love, of which the cross is the svmbol. The missionar ' s personal experience of this love will move him
to proclaim it as good news. The Daughter of Charity's personal experience of this love will move her to share it as healing.
The love that Jesus reveals through the symbol of the cross is:
self-giving
sacrificial
forgiving
healing
unit, ing
loyal to one's friends
powerless
in solidarity with the weak
confident in the power of God.
In our Vincentian context , frequent meditation on the cross,
as the symbol of God 's love for us and of our Iove for God, has abiding importance . Let me suggest the meditative use of the following
texts, which refer either explicitly or implicitly to the cross and which
focus on God ' s love for us as revealed in the person of Jesus:
* John 3:16-17
* John 13:1-17
* 1 John 4:9-10
* Eph. 1:3-14
* James 1:17-18
* Luke 9:23
As is evident from the texts, in the New Testament the cross
is much more than an example`. It speaks of God's ways. It discloses
the depths of his love. It proclaims that the power of God will prevail over what sinful men and women conspire to do. It reveals that
true wisdom lies not with the forces of evil, but in suffering love. It
initiates us into the mvsterv of the resurrection.

2. All missionaries , all Daughters of Charity - all persons -will stiffer.
Of course, some sufferings can, and should, he avoided. But

37 Jaroslav Pelikan. Jesus 1hrnuglr the ('enturies (New York: Harper and kow,
19SS), 105.
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the exceptionless rule of human existence, and of the following of
Christ, is that there is inevitable suffering and death. The famous words
of Dietrich Bonhoeffer, written prophetically a few Years before his
execution.", capture the reality very starkly: When Christ calls a
person, he bids him conic and die."
Jesus' dying love gives meaning to the many "crosses " his followers are called to bear. In the life of a missionary and a Daughter
of Charity , therefore , let nu suggest that the "cross " today, in the following of Christ , may take the following forms especially:
- laboring daily , and perseveringly, in the service of
the pool- sharing the helplessness and pain of the marginalized59
- standing %kith the abandoned and suffering in solidarity with them for justice sake( " )
- witnessing to gospel values in a non - supportive
context
- accepting events that displease us, but that we can
do nothing about
- sharing some of the privations of the poor6l
- hearing sickness , our own and that of others
- coming to grips with aging
- enduring the death of hiends
experiencing one's own dying.
Confronting inevitable suffering and death has always been,
and will always be, a formidable task. But in an age that creates expectations of immediate gratification , the challenge becomes all the

58 D. Bonhoeffer. Cost of Discipleship (;N.Y.: Macmillan . 1959) 9959 SV XI. 341; cf. XII, 270: "It (charity) brings it about that one cannot see
any-one suffer without suffering with him; one cannot see him weeping without weeping
tiro."
60 Cf. SV V. 545: it is a good sign when you suffer for justice sake."
61 Cf. SV XI, 76-77: Abelly relates that St . Vincent remarked , in a discourse
to the missionaries , that they would be very happy if they became poor through having
practiced charity towards their neighbor . St. Vincent continued : i f God should permit
them to be reduced to the necessity of going to serve as curates in villages in order to
care a living , or even if some of them were compelled to beg for their bread or sleep in
tags frozen with the cold under a hedge , and it, in such a condition . a person were to
auk them :'Poor priests of the Mission, what has rduc cd you to this exnrntity?' what happiness , my brothers, if they were able to reply: 'It was charity. Oh! how that poor priest would be esteemed before God and his angels".
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more difficult . (lard as it may be to accept - and though one may
put this same truth in much more positive terms - dying is the locus of Christian spirituality, dying in order that one might live. One
may surely dispute, in examining the "imitation of Christ" whether
certain concrete practices described in the New Testament can be demanded of each Christian ( going into the desert, spending the night
in prayer, Jesus' actual way of practicing poverty) , but this proposition is certain : " Every Christian, at all times , follows Jesus by dying
with him ; following Jesus has its ultimate truth and reality and universality in the following of the Crucified"t2.
The following of the crucified Lord is the supreme act of faith;
it is a surrender in hope and love into the incomprehensible mystery
of God°;.
3. The crucified Lord supers in "ctztci/ied persons"aced ire the "eruci!ed peoples ".
Sin continues to work in our times, crucifying the Lord of
histor 4. The Vincentian and the Daughter of Charity see the crucified every da}. But it is easy for the "world" to forget them: the 5.7
million people of Haiti, who have been so poor for so long that their
plight is no longer news: the 2.5 million Bosnian refugees who are victims of "ethnic cleansing"; the 1.5 million Somalians on the edge of
death by starvation65
The challenge is to recognize the disfigured, crucified Lord
and, like St. Vincent and St. Louise, to raise the consciousness of others
to their plight. Contemplation of the crucified Lord cannot remain
merely a pious exercise: nor can it be simply meditation on a past event.
The Lend lives on in his members. He is crucified in individual persons and in suffering peoples. The call is to see him and serve him
there.
One of the great gifts of the two founders was the ability to
recognize Christ in the face of the suffering and to mobilize the energies of others in their service. They were extraordinary organizers.
To aid the most abandoned of their time, they gathered together
rich and poor, women and men, clergy and laity.

62 K. Rahner, "The Following of the Crucified," Theological inve.+ tigation c XXII,

63 Ibid.. 168
64 Cf. lieb. 6:6.
6' Cf. America vol. 167, # 8 (Sept. 26, 1992) 179.
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They knew, to use the eloquent phrase of Jon Sobrino, that
the "crucified peoples" bring salvation to its, as we labor to take them
down from the cross66.
4. We are evangelized by the cross, and we evangelize by the cross.
Jesus' dying love is at the center of the good news. It is the
source of our deepest hope. He laid down his life for his friends lor us!
The cross, in the New Testament, is always seen in light of
the resurrection. Without the resurrection, the cross remains darkness. But, equally in New Testament faith, there is no resurrection
without the cross. The cross of Christ, therefore, stands with the resurrection at the center of the good news we believe in. Together, they
tell us how deeply God loves us. They evangelize its.
Yet, besides the cross of Jesus, the crosses of his members
can evangelize us, too. Our lives can be transformed by the suffering
love of Jesus' followers, who fill up his sufferings in their bodies: the
sick, who beat- illness with courage: the grieving, who hope against
hope; the dying, who clearly trust in the resurrection.
And does not Jesus evangelize us through other, more "anonymous" crosses: the anguish of the starving in Afica, the deaths of countless martyrs and desaparecielos in Latin America, the loneliness of AID's
victims or street-people, the pain and abandonment of the elderly?
Do not these crosses, too, call us Outside ourselves to solidarity with
the suffering? Do they not proclaim to its that the heart of the gospel lies in compassionate love for the most abandoned? Do they not
draw us out of our isolation toward self-giving love?
The "crucified peoples" have much to teach us: pardon for
their oppressors, hope in seemingl hopeless circumstances, willingness to share the little they have, gratitude for the presence and support of others, and, in the words of Pueblah7, "solidarity, service,
simplicity, readiness to receive the gift of God". They evangelize us
from the cross.
It is only when we have been evangelized by the cross that
we, too, can evangelize by preaching the message of the cross. The
"foolishness" of the cross will be credible on our lips only if we have

nn CI. "Los pueblos crucificados. actual sicr%o sufriente de Yahve, " in Jon S„brino and Ignacio de Senillosa . Arncnca, 500 anus ( Barcelona : Cl istianisme i .hislicia,
1991) 28-3c,.
67 Yrubla 1 1 47.
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learned its "wisdom" from sharing in the suffering of our brothers and
sisters.
(lave we learned to preach the cross without sounding hollow? Do our lives say that the cross has meaning? Do we find simple, clear words that encourage the suffering, or gestures that console the afflicted?
5. Within this otuc /t larger context , the self-imposed "crosses "ilia I
we oiler, call "mortifications " play a lintctional, and soruetirnes important, role.
From a theological perspective, today we recognize, perhaps
more than ever (though a long theological tradition has expressed this
truth in varying ways), that death does not coincide completely with
a final medical declaration. Dying occurs gradually throughout life;
it only reaches its completion at the end (and even there its precise
occurrence is difficult to define). It was natural, therefore, that
Christian piety, especially as it recognized that few would actually literally be "crucified with Christ", should seek to live out the following
of the crucified Christ in li/c.
Consequently, Christian spirituality has acknowledged from
the beginning that the heroic hearing of inevitable suffering is equivalent to bearing the cross of Christ. We die with Christ little by little, in installments, so to speak. The concrete challenge, therefore,
is this: since these sufferings prefigure our death, are we able to
"abandon with resignation what is taken from us, accept twilight as
promise of an eternal Christmas full of light"^s?
Other "crosses " are taken on voluntarily , or at least more or
less so, for a variety of ascetical reasons which cannot be treated at
length here". St. Vincent and St . Louise both recognized the value
of such practices, while warning their followers that they must always
be used %^ith discernment and tinrderation.
The goal of such practices is to help the missionary or the
Daughter of Charity live a fuller life , by "dying" and therefore "living" more fully . As Margaret Miles puts it, "The real point of ascetic practices, then, was not to'give up' objects, but to reconstruct the
self." They should always have a positive reference point, like
growth in service of the poor, community living, prayer.

68 K. R ihner, "The Following of the Crucified," IIreologieal /rtvestigatioru XXII.

69
Cf. a very interesting treatment of this question in Margaret Miles, Practicing Christianity (New York ; Crossroads. 1988) 94-104.
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Examples of these might be:

4t

ASCETICAL PRACTICE

GOAL.

being ready to respond to the needs of
the poor, particularly in accepting assignments; being willing to go even to foreign
lands in their service

Service of the
Poor

being faithful to the duties of one's state
in life by giving preference to them when
they conflict with other more pleasurable
things

Service of the
Poor
Human maturity
Service of the
Community

working hard as servants do

Service of the
Poor
Service of the
Community

rising promptly in the morning to praise
God and to support our brothers and
sisters in prayer

Prayer
Community Support

being sparing in obtaining or accepting
material possessions

Service of the
Poor
Personal Freedom

being disciplined in eating and drinking;
eating what is set before us; no t complaining about food

Human Maturity
Physical Health

employing moderation and a critical
sense in using television, radio, movies
and other media

Service of the
Poor
Human Maturity

being slow to ask for privilegs or exceptions from reasonable communal norms

Life Together

ASCETICAL PRACTICE

GOAL

seeking to he with those who are less
pleasing to us as well as with those to
whom we are more attracted

Life Together

giving generously of our time in order to
take part in contemporary
decision-making processes

Life Together

withholding negatively critical and divisive
words

Life Together
Human Maturity

In an age when scientific proof and experiential data are
much emphasized, and in a climate where quick, satisfying results are
much sought after, the cross is surely "foolishness". But has it not always
been so? For the Christian the challenge is an abiding one: our faith
places us "at the foot of the cross", to use the phrase St. Louise liked
so well. Surely that is the reason why the saints have so often recommended
meditation on the cross as a source for growth in the spiritual life.
Is the cross, viewed from the perspective of resurrection faith,
still the nourishment that vivifies Vincentians and Daughters of Charity.
as it did their founders? Is it a rich grace-giving font for their spirituality?
The message of the cross will always be difficult to hear, even
for the messengers who proclaim it. While it is good news , when viewed
from the light of resurrection faith, it costs dearly when lived out daily.
It is life-giving , but its life comes through death . It stands at the center of Christian faith, yesterday and today.
How precious the gift of the cross, how splendid to conteniplate!70

70 From a sermon by St. Theodore the Studie; PG 99, 691.
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STUDIA

LA TENTATION CONTRIi LA FO1
DE MONSIEUR VINCENT
par Gerard tail it'irisen, C. Al.

Dans cet article je veux presenter les raisons pour lesquelles j'accepte le temoignage d'Abelly sur la tentation de
M. Vincent contre la foi. Toutefois it Taut remarquer que
je ne crois pas que M. Vincent a pris sur soi Ia tentation
du theologien. Malgre vela it v a encore beaucoup de raisons d'accepter le temoignage de plusieurs personnel,
dont celui d'Abelly depend. Premierement je veux demontrer que M. Vincent a Bien pane quelquef'ois avec
cl'autres sur des clilficultes, qu'il a eu clans sa vie spirituelle.

Premier exenrple
En confessant les Bens, le jeune confrere Jacques Tholard souffrait des tentations contre la chastete. Notts Ic savons par une lettre
autographe (qui est encore conserve a Turin) de M. Vincent du let- fevrier 16401, ou le fondateur lui indique quelle attitude it doit prendre clans une telle situation . A cause du sujet delicat Coste n'a pas public la lettre entiere. Cependant notre confrere Thomas Davitt 1'a fait
en traduction anglaise clans COLLOQUL2.
Le 26 aoirt 16403 M. Vincent ecrit de nouveau une lettre a
Jacques Tholard, ou it Iui raconte le resit dun eveque de I'Eglise primitive. Celui-ci souf trait des tentations contre la chastete quand it baptisait des femmes par immersion:
... et avant prie Dieu plusielus fois de le delivrer de ces
Ierrtations et rr'avant etc exauce, it perdit enfirt patience et se retira an desert, oir Dieu lui fit voir trots cottronnes, lime plus riche gite l'auire, qu'il lui await preparees, s'il e(it persevere, et grid u'arrrait gyre la moirl-

I.F.TTRF. 424, - L. a. Dosier de Turin, original, COSTE ❑ , 15.
2 Colloque al the Irish Province. Spring 1984, n' 9. pp. 213-215. On la trottve
maintenant aussi dans ('edition americaine des Lettres de Saint Vincent.
3 Lettre 477, - L.a. - Dossier de'rurin, original , COSTE 11, 106.
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dre, potucc grt'il ii avail pas eu la cnrt/iance err lui
qu'il le pre'ser•t'e Tait de succornber it la ternation puisgu'il per•rnettait qu 'il flit te me (fans Ics enrplois Sc sa
vocati o n.
Ce qui suit est important parse que sous constatons que• M.
Vincent n'hcsite as de parler a tin confrere lente de ses propres difficultrs C01111-e la chastete.
Cet exemplc que nt'allegua no jour tut Chartreux .sorts
lequel je faisais ma retraite a Valprojonde, fit Comber
lure tentalinrr quasi sc mblable que it, sort f jiais darts les
actes Sc ma vocation. J'e'.spt re de la lxnrte de Diett, Monsieur, qu'elle Ida tin pared efet en eons, que volts apse;, une cortrorrrte partictdiere decant Dieu pour cela,
si volts perseverez.
Deuxieme exemple
Nous savors que Bernard Codoing ctait tin confrere iouguetix,
qui agissait, mane clans les allaires importantes, aver une certaine indcpendance, sans consulter M. Vincent. Pour I'arreter till pea M. Vincent
lui zcrit son experience personnelle dans tine lettre du 1 ° at-ril 16424:
L'esprit (It, Dieu vet suavernent et tottjours luonblernem. Ressoul•enc;:-volts que fors el ntoi .sunnnes
sujet.s a rnille willies tic, la nature. et dc ce que it, vuus
ai dit de ce que, me trou ant, alt corrrrnertcemeut du desseirr de la llfission, darts cette cnntimielle occupation
d'esprit, et que c•ela lilt' lit dejierque la chose via/ de la
nalure on Sc I'esprit rrtaln,, et que ft'' jis tine re/rave exptes a Soissorrs, afin qu'il pha a Diert de m 'Oterde 1'esprit
le plaisiret I etnpressemcm que j a1•ai.s a cette of 'ire, et
qu'iI plot it Dieu In exaucer, en sorte que, par sa ntiser•ic•orde, it mala Purr et i'atttre et qu'il permit que it, tonrbasse dan.s Ic's dispositions contraires, et que it, parse
gut' si Dien donne quulque benediction a la .fission et
qne je Itti Bois a ntoirts de scandale, qu'ctpres Dieu it., 1 attribute ci c•ela et qne je desire titre clans cette pratique de
rte Tien conc•ltae ni en/r'epreitdre, Landis gtte je semi Bans
ceps ardetirs d e.spcranct' Sc inc des brands biers...
Par ces deux exemples on petit conclure, it me semble, title
pour aider d'auu'es, M. Vincent fear a raconte des choses de sa vie spirituelle el personnelle.

J Lettre 580, - L. a. - Original communique par M. Guy de Cassagnac. COSTp. 11, 24'.
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C'est pourquoi it tie me semble pas imprudent d'acceptcr les
paroles d'Abell , ecrites apres le recit de la tentation contre la loi5:
Oulu lit personnc qui a rendu cc tcmoignagc, it y en a plu.sicurs
aull ees de merite ct de vertu encore vivantes, qui ont assure la
mane chose, comme I'avant apprise de M. Vincent minor, qui
leur avait declare en confiance cc qui s'etait passe a son egard
en cello occasion, pour les porter a se servir des mcmes remedes, afin d'ohtcnir Ic soulagernent et la guerison de parcilles
peines d'esprit, dont elles se trouvaient atteintes.
Ces paroles d'Abelly tie conf fitment que cc que noun avons constate dans les deux Iettres citecs: M. Vincent a park de sa propre tentation contre la foi avec d'autres personnes qui se trouvaient duns les
niemcs circonstances. II leer a raconte qu'il c:omprenait lours difficultrs. II Icur conseillait les manes mavens, qu'il avail emplove Iuimcme pour vaincre la tentation: tie pas raisonner pendant 1'epreuve,
mais diriger son esprit vets d'autres chosen, en faisant exterieurement
de bonnes oeuvres, comme la visite aux malades. Cola est, il me scmble, le contenu raccourci du recit d'Abelly sur la tentation de Saint
Vincent.
Quand on accepte pou r les raisons que j'ai donnees , la write
(1u temoignage sur la tentation de Saint Vincent on acceptera aussi
la (late donnee6:
... cc qu'il fit particulierement en la visite et consolation des
pauvres malades de I'Hopital de la Charitc du Fauhourg
Saint Germain, oil it demeurait pour lots.
Alors on doit dire que la tentation a commence, quand Saint
Vincent etait aumOnier de lit reine Marguerite de Valois. Vous savons
que M. Vincent etait en 1611 en relation avec I'I lopital de la Charit6.
car le 20 octohre de cet annee it a donne (comme intermediaire?) 15.000
lip res it cet h6pita17. La tentation a commence alors en + 1611 ct s'est
fini vers 1615.
II m'a toujours frappe que la description d'Ahelly de la conduite de M. Vincent dans la maison de Gondi est celle dune personae qui a des difficultes pcrsonnelles8:

5 Abell %, XI. Sect. 1, p. 168 [119. ed. 19861.
Abelly, ib. p. 167 11181.
7 COSTY X111, 14.
8 Abelh I. VII. p. 501281-
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II demewait clans cette grande maison ... comme Bans une Chartreuse , et retire en sa chambre comme dans une petite celIule, d'oir it ne sortait point qu 'on I'appelait , oil que Ia charite I'obligeait den sortir.
Ell outre9 it avast 'cette hunicur seche et rebutante' et
... it se laissait quelquefois un pea alter a son temperament
bilieux et melancholique: de quoi cette bonne Dante (de
Gondi) etait parlois en peine, pensant qu'il cut quelque meconlentement en sit raison.
M. Vincent semble cure a cc temps une personne pliee stir soimeme, cc qui me semble contraire it sa personnalite comme noun le
connaissons dans d'autres periodes de sa vie.
Selon Abellv10, M. Vincent fut libere de la tentation quand
it prit
une resolution ferule et inviolable pour honorer davantage
Jesus-Christ, et pour limiter plus parfaitement. qu'il n'avait
encore fait, qui fut de s'adonner toute sit vie pour son amour
all service des Pativres.
II Taut remarquerque IL, texte parle'(I'une resolution', ct non
pas dune promesse encore moms d'un voeu. Ou'est-ce que vent dire: s adomwr tome sa vie pour sou amour au service des parcvres?
Je crois, qu'il v a ell tin developpement dans la vie spirituelle et religieuse de Saint Vincent. Aussi sa resolution de se donner au
service des pauvres it Taut la placer dans les circonstances concretes
de cc moment. Le saint it &ja eu ('experience clue la visite aux malades etait tin bon mover de vaincre la tentation. Cc moyen it veal, pour
ainsi dire, le perpetuer. C'est Ixrw-quoi it vent aller attx pauvres. Cc sort
pour lui Ies malades, mail aussi les pavsans des terres des Gondi.
A cc moment it lui restera a decouvrir les consequences de
sa resolution daps le detail et le vecu. Car it me semble Bien, gt1'il v
a eu tin changetnent dans Ia conduite de Saint Vincent a cc moment.
Le sermon de M. Vincent stir le catechisnlel I est date pat- Coste vers
1616. La demande a Edme Mauljean, vicaire general de Sens, de

9 Abclly , IIi, Xii. p. 24S 11771.
10 Abell NI, Iii. Xi. Sect. I, p. 167 11191.
11 COSTE X111, 25.
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pouvoir absoudre des cas resetves12 est datee du 20 join 1616. Ce sort
les preuves d'un autre Vincent, qui ne s'enferme plus (tans sa chambee, mail qui catechise le people ct le confesse.
11 inc semble titre une correspondance entre la resolution inviolable et les faits, prouves par ces detix documents. Si I'on pourrait
dater Ies dens sermons sur la sainte communion aussi Bans les annces
1615-1616, it v aurait encore plus de preuves pour constater en 16151616 tin changement de conduite chez M. Vincent, tine conduite plus
pastorale si Ion vent. De la it nest pas dif ficile daller au jan\ icr 1617.
Cc qui me semble essonticlle dans I'evenement de Folleville
c'est la question de Madame de Goncli a M. Vincent, quand elle a entendu le rccit du pavsan de Gondi: 'Ah, Monsieur Vincent, que dames
se pendent! quel remede a cola?'13 Par son experience au confessional M. Vincent petit donner une reponse: tune confession gcnctale. Alois
Madame de Goncli Ic demande de pi-Mier stir ce su,jet.
La deuxieme chose essentielle pour faire voir a Saint Vincent
le commencement de son chemin, c'est la rcponse du people, qui vient
au confessional. (C'est la reponse du people au sermon de Ch5ttillon,
qui fait voir a M. Vincent, (-Iu'il est necessaire d'organiser la charitc
clans la paroisse). Pour moi, en acceptant la resolution de se donner
aux pauvres comme tin fait, it V a tune ligne logique cl psvchologique
clans Ic dcveloppement 'pastorale' de Saint Vincent.
Mais quand on accepte tine lentation contre la foi chez M.
Vincent, quest-ce qu'on doit penser de ses paroles stir la joie clue Ics
paroissiens de Cliche Iui out donnee? On petit constater que Ies tcmoignages de Saint Vincent stir ses paroissiens sour du 27 juillet 165314
cl du 26 septembre 165915, c'est a dire 40 et 45 ans plus Lard. C'est
u-es humain, qu'apres tart dannCes, Saint Vincent se souvient seulement des joics de son travail comme cure. Et une lentation n'exclut
pas de moments de joie. A iron avis on ne petit pas citer ces paroles
de M. Vincent pour moil trer qu'une tentation contre la foi est contre
sa 'spiritualitc' ou sa 'psvchologie'.
Par cet article j'ai tache de montrer qu'il v des raisons pour accepter une lentation contre la f of Cher M. Vincent. Alors les paroles sui-

` cos,rE 1, 20.
I3 Abelly, t, VIII, p. 58 133j14 COSTF. IX, 646.
1; COSIE XII, 339.
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vantes de M. Vincent16 recoivent aussi tine plus gtande profondeur:
"J'ai toute ma vie apprehends... de me trouver it la naissance de quelque hcrssie... J'ai toujours eu cette crainte de nie
trouver enveloppe Bans les erreurs de quelque nouvelle docttine, avant que de men apercevoir. Oui, toute ma vie j'ai apprehends cela". Il a rspete diverses lois la meme chose a d'autres personnes de vertu et de confiance.

In Ahdty. 11. X11. p. 533 [409].
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LES TRIBULATIONS
DES RI :LIQUES DE SAINT-VINCENT
Ou Sa Vie Post Modem

%itttile a chayute recowirtaissattce de sore corps portrsatisfaire
la devotion des fideles, deplace tnctitues /his lors des crises
politiques ott drames natiooattx poureviterla prolanattoo,
le corps de saint Vincent de Paul, Saint populaire par excellence. cotlnut probablement de cc fait "tine vie post
tuorteot des plus agitees ".

Decede le 27 septembre 1660, it fit enterre dans le caveat
de 1'eglise Saint-Lazare, apres "enlevement du coeur et des entrailles",
des 1729 le cercueil est ouvert pour Ia 2i me fois "pour extraire et dist•ibuer des ossements".
Apres sa Icalification par le pape Clement X11, son corps
fut place dins one ch issc d'argent, deposee sur le retable de l'autel
dedie a saint Lazare, elle lut ouverte a Lie nombreuses reprises; en
1739 pour changer I'aubc originelle en toile de lin pour one aube en
tissu d'argent, en 1747 pour dorer I'interieur, en 1759 porn- enlever
le masque de carton recouvrant la tcte et le remplacer par tin masque en vermeil. Chaque brisernent Lies scelles etait nurlheureusemenl occasion donnee de nouveaux prelcvements, nonrbreux furent
les beneficiaires des reliques outre les Congregations ()it Etablissements religieux. Nous notons les pipes Clement XII et Benoit XI11.
la Reine d'Angleterre epouse de Georges II, le duc de Noailles, la marechale de Grammont etc... Mais ses tribulations veritables n'allaient
cependant commencer comme pour rant d'autres reliques qu'avec
la Revolution.
Le 13 juillet 1789, Saint-Lazare est envahi par la populace
pillant et detruisant tableaux et bibliothCque. Enfin le 31 aoirt 1792,
a la veille de leur expulsion du convent, Ic commissaire des biens nationaux saisissait la chasse d'argent. Les Lazaristes protestcrent en reclamant le corps de Vincent de Paul. Suivant Ic proccs verbal dresse
a I'epoque "Woos avons tire tine chasse d'argent Bore, clans laquellc
noun avons trouve tin squelette enticr revetu dune aube blanche,
eto^le. gams de soie blanche, masque d'argent dore lequcl messieurs
Ies ci-der ant Lazaristes nous ont demande a extraire pour mettre dans
one boite de bois cc que nous leur avons oct-oye", la caisse a rant trop
petite, Ies Lazaristes lurent obliges de plier le corps en deux.
l.a caisse fut transportee en secret chez maitre Clairet, Notaire, rue des Bourdonnais; y resta pendant route fa Terreur, enfouic
sous des piles de dossiers; en 1792, fit a nouveau clandestinement menee
chez Monsieur Daudet et cachee dans on mur.
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L'otage n h'olutionnairr etait passe, la Congiq ition setait relomee.
Monsieur Brunet , Vicaire Gyneral, remit la caisse, ou reposait le pauvr-e Saint clans tine position hien dysavantageuse. aux FiUes de la Charity, installces dans la maison des orphelines, rue du Vieux Colotnhier. Elles le conser verent 24 ails : 9 ails, rue du Vieux Colombier et
15 ails, 140 rue du Bac, dins leer nouvelle maison mere.
Les Lazaristes, ytablis depuis 1818, 95 rue de Sevres, clans
I'ancien hotel de Lorges, achevaient alors la construction de la chapelle, tine place etant reservye a Vincent de Paul au-dessus et en arriere du maitre-autel. Monseigneur de Quellen, Archevcque de Paris,
decida que les reliques seraient portyes a I'Ai chevcche, puis, aprCs line
procession solennelle, amenCes enfin daps la chapelle.
Malheureusement le climat politique ne se pretait pas a tine
telle manifestation. La cercmonie Cut done lieu le 25 avril 1830, mais
1a encore, le cercueil flit ouvert, des ossements, pryleves par Monseigneur
de Quelen, furent distribuys a un certain nombre d'Eglises de Paris.
Le squelette flit rcvCtu a nouveau de somptueux ornements sacerdotaux et place Bans la chasse realisye par M. Odiot, le cylehre orlevre.
Enure Ies mains de Vincent de Paul flit place le crucifix, avec lequel
- dit-on -- it avail assisty Louis Xiil moth ant. La cercmonie tut impressionnante de solennity. Le nonce (lit Pape celebrant, dix-huit
eteques, mille Filles de ]a Charity, I'Armee, les pairs de France. All sortir de Notre-Dame le cortege, en arrivant rive gauche, passa rue des
Saint-Peres. candour de la Croix Rouge et enfin rue de Sevres. Au
dire des tymoins. cette grandiose cercmonie recut tin accueil mitige,
pour certains "froid et hostile", car I'hostilite contre Charles X, s'exacerbant sous Ies fours, rendait irnpopulaire tine manifestation religieuse
voulue par le gouvernement. Quelques jours plus lard Mate l'imsurrection
de 1830. La maison mere rue de Sevres est envahie par la foule, rnais
la chapelle reste intacte. Par mesure de prudence, documents et
objets soul mis a I'abri. la chasse est ouverte et confice a M. Odiot,
son precieux contenu secretement amens a Rose en Picardie et enfoui
dans on cavcau sous tine petite maison. Fn 1834, la maison mere celehre avec eclat le retour tie son tresor daps la chapelle et Bans la chasse.
10 septeinbre 1870: Ies Prussiens approchant de Paris, on
retire it nouveau Ies ossenu•nts de la chasse; mis en caisse ils sont enterrys dans Ia cave des Filles de la Charity rue (lit Bac. La Commune
triomphant. nouveau transfert clans Ic puts grand secret, avenue de
Breteuil, chez Madame Roman, de nationalize amyricaine; le transfert
cut lieu it midi daps Line charrette chargye de pommel, Madame Roman avant ('habitude de recevoir des fruits de la campagne. L'ordre
revenu, le corps revient assez rapidement it la maison mere en 1873.
3 janvier 1907: en egard aux dispositions pen rassurantes
prises par Ic gouvernement fian4ais it i'encontre des hiens de I'Egli55

se, Ie corps est expedie clans la banlieue de Liege. 11 passa douze ans
dans la chapelle des Filles de la Charite d'Ans.
Retour a Paris en 1919, restauration de la chasse, et de I'habillement.
20 mai 1940: cc jour-Ia. Edouard Robert, vicaire general de
la Mission, habilite par Monseigneur Touzs, vicaire general de Paris,
en raison des dangers rventuels de Ia guerre actuelle, fait proceder it
la deposition du corps qui est replace dans tine caisse de bois doublee de zinc, puis miss a I'abri dans Ies sous-sols de la maison mere
pour titre transports quelques jours plus tard a Chateau-L.i•vequc oil
cite resta jusqu'au 3 join 1945. Le I I Liu menre mois vii le retool de
saint Vincent a la chapelle du 95 rue Lie Sores. Prey de quinze ails
plus land, en 1960. la chasse fut ou\erle a nouveau pour restauration
avant que d'etre transferee a Notre-Dame porn la celsbration solcnnelle du tricentenaire du Saint. Cc Lleplacernent Lie queiques pours fut
I'ultime voyage du Saint.
Philippe TORNEAUD
Evnrrit du Journal du VI" arronelissenrc'nt
(De Alessage et Alessagers. N" 210)
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nMONTECITORIO
Alla riscoperta delta prima Casa della Missione in Italia
di Gilberto Ciuoli, C,19.
11 24 marzo 1992 Sono andato a conoscere e visitare, come
archivista delta Comunita, quella the e ritenuta la prima Casa delta
Missione in Italia e precisamente a Roma, in Campo Marzio, dove i
Mlissionari di S. Vincenzo sono vissuti dal 1659 at 1913.
In questa casa ebbero inizio per ]' Italia le opere fondamentali di S. Vincenzo: la forniazione del clero e le missioni popolari.
L'opera format iva del clero si andb sviluppando con gli esercizi spirituali agli Ordinandi delta Diocesi di Roma e delle Diocesi suburbicarie o at Clew in generate, attraverso it Convitto degli Ecclesiastici, le Conferenze agli Ecclesiastici, i Ritiri ai Confessori ed ai Curati, oltre all'opera di formazione dei Novizi delta Comunita.
Le Missioni popolari si tenevano nell'agro romano, in mezzo ai pastori, the vivevano in vane ed incolte pianure con i propri greggi, dopo quel fenomeno annuale the pi% tai-di, con termine abntzzese, verra chiantato <da transumanza» o trasferimento - allora a piedi, ora a mezzo camion - (lei greggi dalle montagne at clima marino piu mite in inverno. In seguito si dettero le Missioni anche ai pescatori del litorale romano.
Precedenti sistemazioni delta Comunita, sempre in Roma, si
erano rivelate provvisorie ed inadequate allo sviluppo delle opere
the it Fondatore affidava ai suoi primi seguaci.
Ci sono andato con pochissimo entusiasrno , anzi addirittura scettico di poterci anche entrare , giacche 1'edificio di Montecitorio, attiguo at Parlamento delta Repubblica e collegato con to stesso
attraverso un passaggio sopraelevato, costruito dopo I'uscita dei Missionari e the attraversa la stretta via delta Missione , e attualrnente utilizzato per le sale (lei Gruppi parlamentari delta Camera dei deputati, per gli uffici dei singoli parlamentari e per < l'Auletta di Montecitorio », luogo per convegni nazionali ed internazionali , per proiezioni di films per i deputati meno vogliosi di compiere it proprio lavoro in parlamento , per conferenze etc.
Temevo pure di non trovare piu nulla all'interno del palazzo
the indicasse qualcosa di significativo di tutto quanto per quasi tre secoli vi aveva vissuto la Comunita per la Chiesa italiana e di Roma. Credo di essere stato l'unico tra i missionari viventi a compiere una tale
visita. Per questo motivo ne lascio queste poche righe a memoria.
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Ero stimolato a questa visita - per la quale e stato determinante
- da Fratel Serafino Barbaglia, delta Congregazione dei fratelli delIC Scuole Cristiane , bibliotecario ed archivista del Collegio S. GiuseppeDe Merode in Roma, interessato anche lui ally visita perche proprio
nella Chiesa delta SS . Trinity a Montecitorio Fr. Gabriel Drolin, prime inviato di Giovanni Battista De La Salle a Roma per fat-conoscere
al Papa Clemente X1 it sue move istituto, contro la scelta fatta dal
Fondatore, ricevette la 1"Tonsura ( unico ordine conferitogli cone dall'Archivio del Vicariato di Roma ) force per poter indossare 1'abito eeclesiastico e poter insegnare.
Per Fortuna non e state neppure facile e questo to sapevamo
(it facile ci avrebbe forse privato degli strumenti necessari ad una visita signifieativa) eosi come speravamo the la particolarity dell'ambiente ci procurasse una guida disponibile e sensibile e questo eta to
strumento di cui avevaino bisogno, ehe, altrimenti, come avremno
potuto girare in un ambiente di cinque piani, mai visto fino ad ora e
trasformato ed occupato pure da persone the avrebbero potuto ritenerci intrltsi o spie o... chi sa cos'altro?
Appena arrivati , dopo esserci presentati come memori sentimentali di una casa the di certo non era da ricordare , ne da confrontare se non per tanta storia vissuta , hanno cominciato act inviarci da Ponzio Pilate, a Caila Con la prospcttiva pcr not di tin fallimento Bella \ i'ita.
Dopo aver «visitato» diversi ingressi, e dopo essersi svolta una
consultazione try responsabili « tecnici» e forse delta ,sicurezza», ci
c state richiesto di redigere domanda scritta the abbiamo presentato all'apposito officio indicatoci, abbiarno sopportato una attesa un
po Iunga mentre ci vedevarno osservati come esseri di certo on po bizzarri e, infine, tuuo Si e risotto per it meglio.
Ci e venuto incontro it dirigente del personate tecnico delta
Camera dei deputati, ci siamo presentati a vicenda, abbiarno nuovamente dichiarato le motivazioni delta nostra richiesta del tutto ignote a ltd the non conosceva ne storia, ne provenienza di quella casa e
neppure it significato delta denominazione della, Via delta iMissione»,
the qualifica la strada tra it palazzo delta Camera dei deputati e la nostra ex-Casa, ora sede dei gruppi parlamentari, degli uffici dei deputati, delle officine per la manutenzione, del reparto caldaie e cose del
gencre. Gli abbiarno prescntato una piantina hen precisa delta nostra
ex-casa, cost come abbiano potuto riprodurla dalla docutnentazione dell'Archivio Provinciale e cone del recto e pure riprodotta sit stampe.
Abbiamo eosi ctato inizio al nostro viaggio nella Casa di Montecitorio e alla sua storia, ripercorsa con fantasia per la conoscenza
degli avveninenti svoltisi in essa e delle opere the vi si sviluppavano.
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Distrutta la Chiesa delta SS. Trinitrt
e sconzpar_so it cortile inlerno
Le cose the non abbiamo trovate
Prima fra tutte: la ('lriesa delta SS. Trinitcl, definita, nei registri delle
Ordinazioni sacerdotali dell'Archivio del Vicariato di Roma, Chiesa
Interna (Interior Domus Missionis).
Lo sapevamo e la sua distruzione e ben documentata anche
in: "Una Chiesa scomparsa» da Album di Roma a cura di Bruno
Brizzi pag. 148-162 - Editori Romani Associati - 1980. Sapevamo
pure the in tale occasione furono barbaramente distrutti affreschi di
arte minore ottocentesca sempre pregevole e the tale barbarie fu
perpetr ata dallo stato the parla tanto di tutela del patrimonio artistico.
Sapevamo the net luogo dove sorgeva la Chiesa due voile ricostruita e ristrutturata, era stata allestita la tipografia del Parlamento. Non c'e piir neppure la tipografia: ora c'c al'Auletta di Montecitorio». F una belly sala cornoda, modernissima e ben allestita anche con impianto di traduzione simultanea.
Ogni volta the it sig. Telegiornale ci parla di 'Auletta di Montecitorio' a me torna alla mente tanta esperienza di preghiera e di spirituality in genere, the Si e sviluppata per cos! lungo tempo e con forza interiore di tanti antichi Missionari in quell'amhiente ora totalmente
trasformato e nelle vane cappelle della Casa a cominciare da quella
delta Comunita, quella degli Esercitanti Sacerdoti ed Ordinandi (Cappella Superiore sempre secondo i registri delle Ordinazioni dell'Archivio del Vicariato di Roma), quella del Serninar io Interno, quella
dello Studentato e quella dei Convittori.
Altro ambiente totahneute eliminato e sostituito e il cortile interno antistante la facciata delta Chiesa c comunicante con I'ingresso ally Casa da Via Bella Missione. Quel cortile, divenuto ora ambiente
interno, «ospita» in modo davvero indegno, specie per disordine, it
reparto centralizzato con tutee le caldaie delta struttura mastodontica per it riscaldamento del Parlamento, assieme a vane officine per
la manutenzione del complesso. Anche 1'antico ingresso e attualmente utilizzato solo per i serivizi.

Ma I'atuica struutua ha resistito al piccone,
testintone delle orate di S. Vincenzo
Gli ambienti rimasti , ma trasformati
Sono le cappelle e le sale di riunione o connnti, ora divenuti,
come sopra accennato, sale piuttosto anguste dei diversi gruppi par9

lamentari, con pavimenti nuovi, busti di uomini di stato dei singoli
partiti (v. g. it busto di Aldo Moro nella sala del gruppo parlamentare DC a lui dedicata dopo it suo assassinio) uffici dci Capi-gruppo parlamentari etc.
Gli ambienti rimasti phi o meno autentici

Sia pure rimodernati nei pavirnenti e nei soffitti e dotati di
ascenu> ri Sono:

- Quelle the furono le careterette dei missionari, dei novizi, degli
studenti c degli esercitanti the nella medesima posizione ed ampiezza eostituiseono gli uffici dei singoli deputati.
- I corridoi angusti di certo c percio, penso, non propriamente comodi ad essere percorsi da molte persons the si impongono arie e fretta per arrivare alle aule dei gruppi, the comunque ci e stato assicurato essere sempre poco frequentate.
- Le porte (lei snrl;oli uffici rinnovate, come gia furono, in legno verde con mostrinc di ugual colore e con riga intermedia color oro.
- I so//itti, gia scialbati o shassati con materials assorhente ed ora
riportati anch 'essi come gia furono e forrnati da travetti di le gno gustosarnente riportati al naturale con effetto davvero gustosissirno.
- In scalone ampio e pure molto comodo a salirsi in epoche nelle quali non esistevano ascensori. Cosi pure le altre scale ad ampiezza pit
ridotta.
Non siarno di certo riusciti a vedere tutto, come per esempio gli ambienti dei refettori o sale da pranzo, the pure conosciamo
da illustrazioni e the probahilmenie Sono utilizzati essi pure a Scopi
tecnici.
Cie) the abbiarno visto c servito a darci tuttavia ]'idea di una
vitality apostolica intensa e anche Belle sue dimensioni, di certo tanto vera anche se forse con pretese minori di queue che si richiedono
oggi per le stesse opere, the caratterizzano ancora la vita della Comunita the vuol camminare nello spirito del Fondatore a servizio della Chiesa.
(Da Bollettino Vincen iano, Anno 53 ", N. 4, 1992)
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VITA CONGREGATIONIS

!Void apud Curia;n Geueralerrr Coujratres

Padre Jose Ignacio Fernandez. Hermoso de Mendoza
Vicario General de la Cortgregacidu de la Alisidrr
Naci6 en Urbiola (Navarra), Espana, el
04.06.1936.
Realiz6 sus primeros estudios en el Seminario Menor "La Milagrosa" de los
Misioneros Paules de Pamplona, durante los anos 1949-1954.
Foe admiticlo a] Seminario Interno el
23.09.19-54. Realiz6 el Seminario Interno en Linrpias ( Santander) durante 19541956.
Hizo los estudios de Filosoffa en nuestro Seminario de Ilorlaleza (Madrid) dw ante los anos 1956-1959.
El curso 1959-1960 reatiz6 sit experiencia pastoral en nuestra casa de
Las Palmas.
Estudi6 la Teologia durante los anos 1960-1964 en el Seminario San
Vicente de Patil y en la Universidad Pontilicia de Salamanca.
Ordenaclo Sacerdote en Salamanca el 14.04.1963, t abaj6 en el Colegio San Narciso de Marini (Pontevedra) v en el Teologado de Salanzauca.
Durante los anus 1970-1973 realizci estudios de cspecializaci6n en el
Pontificio fnstitulu 13flihco de Roma.
Dc rcgreso a Espana, fore formador y director de los estudiantes de
Teologia de Ia Proviucia de Zaragoza, al mismo tiempo que profesor
de Sagracia Escritura en la Facultad de Teologia de la universidad de
Deusto (Bilbao).
El 21.12.1987 tomb posesi6n con-to Visitador de la Proviucia de Zaragoza, servicio que desempen6 hasta el dfa 01.07.1992, en que fue
elegido Vicario General, en Ia XXXVIII Asamblea General.
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Padre Italo Giovanni ZEDDE
l c,isterrte Generale delta C. It.
Nasce a Soq,'orto (Nuoro-Sardegna) it
22.07.1940).
Enta alla Scuola Apostolica della Missione
di Scarua %igi (Cuneo) per gli studi di
Scuola Media e Ginnasio (1953-1958).
Anunesso al Seminario Interno di Chieri (Torino) per la Provincia di Torino it
31.08.1958, the termina net 1960 (durante it secondo anno Irequenta it primo
anno cli filosofia).
Compie gli Studi di Teologia net nostro
Setninario di San Vincenzo di Torino fra it 1962- 1966. Ordinato SaLt•I(lotd it 02.04.1966.

Dal settcmbre 1966 Irequenta la Pontificia University Gregoriana di
Roma (Teologia Dogmatica ) fino al 1968.
Dal 1968 al 1971 it Gemara, e Direttore dei Teologi del Collegio Brignole-Sale-Negroni e Professore di F.segesi del Nuovo Testamento, insegnamento the svolgcra fino al 1992.
Nel 1971 difende la Tesi di Laurea in Teologia Dogmatica presso la
Pontificia University Gregoriana, con una tesi su San Vincenzo de' Paoli.
Freyuenta it Pont ificio IstiInto Biblico (1975-1978) per la Licenza in
Sacra Scrittura, continuanclo 1'insegnamento a Geuova.
Dal 1983-1985 Superiore della Casa di Savona.
Dal 1985-1991 Stiperiore della Casa di Chien.
Dal 1991-1992 Superiore delta Casa Provinciale a Torino.
F.letto A.ssistcnte (;c-neralc it 17.(17.191)2 clurante la XXXVIII AssemblR'a Generale in ctrl fareta dur 'l t ltrltore.

Pere Emetic AMYOT D'INVILLE
Sec•reetairc Gehrccal de let C..11.
Nc le I el janvier 1952 it Caen (Norniandie) en France.
Apres avoir fait ses crudes secondaires d'abord a Caen chez les Eu62

distes et ensuitc chez lee jssuites a Reims,
a passe one licence dc philosophic "t 1'universits de Reims (1974).
Ensuite it est ails comme coopsrant militaire it Madagascar oil it a enseigns la philosophic dans on college jesui(e. C'est
dans cc pays quit it rencontre Ics lazaristes et a demands a rentrer clans la Congregation.
I)e retour en France it a commence sa formation en vue du sacerdoce dans Ia Congregation.
De 1976 a 1978 Premier Cvclc a Nancv.
Admis au Scminaire Interne Ic Ier septembre 1978.
Dc 1979 a 1983 Second Cvcle a Metz et maitrise en theologic.
A cmis Ics voctix le 8 avril 1982.
Ordonne pears Ic 4 join 1983 , '-'k la Maison-Mere.
II a. cn prcmicr Iicu, do I,)s, t I101)U. c\crcc nit minister de missionnaire
IIincrant dan, la r('mmun:nuc do t idtit N'
Ensuite, de 1990 a 1992, it a ete cnvove au Scminaire de Naru•v corn111C professeur do philosophic et de spiritualite et diretcur spirituel.
Le 29 septembrc 1992. a I'appcl du Perc Genel al, it arrive a Rome pour
titre le Secretairc General de la Congregation.

Padre Piero APPENDINO
Lcununrm locale delta Curia
Nato a Monteu Ruero (Cuneo ) it 25 apriIc 1941, settirno di 10 huh.
Fece Ic scuole medic e it ginnasio a Scarnafigi.
Ammesso at Seminatio Interno it 31 agosto 1958 . Liceo a Chieri.
Studi teologici a Torino, dove fu ordinato Sacerdote, net Seminario San Vincenzo, i12 aprilc 1966.
Prima destinazione a Torino - Via XX Settembre - per Ic Missioni at Popolo, find
at 1977.
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Seconda destinai.ione a Cagliari, sempre per le Missioni al Popolo, lino al 1982: complessivamente 220 missioni, quasi tulle con it Padre
Domenico Riva.
Dall'82 at 91, a Cagliari, c Direttore della Scuola Elementare e Media.
Dall'86 al 91, anche Economo.
Ter/11 destinazione a Genoa, Economo, dal dicembre 91 al dicenibre 92.
Quarta, it i . direnlbre 1992, a Rona, Curia Generalizia, I.conomo
locale e Assistc•nt,' cle•Il'Economo Generale.

Brother Joseph ZUROWSKI
Cook at the (;rueial ('ti is
Brother Joseph Zuro \\ski, C.M ., w as born
on March 19, 1938 in lltkewood, Ohio. Ili,,
parents , both deceased , were Albert 'l.urowski and Josephine Penkala Zuro\\ski. lie has one brother, Stanley, and lour
skiers , Rose, Helen, Sally and Mary.
Brother Joseph attended Saint Hed w ing's
Grammar school aiul then Saint John
Kant.\ Prep College. He went to Princeton College Seminar\ for 2 rears and
then entered the Internal Seminar in
Ridgefield, Connecticut. He took his vo\\. f
as a Brother on December 25, 1960. Later lie studied at Gannon College where he obtained an M.A. in English. He also participated in summer courses at various other colleges, Stonehill, Dartmouth, and the Culinary School of America,
Penn State.
Brother Joseph served as a cook for 12 years. He also taught high school
English for 18 years, 8 of these in Erie. Pennsylvania, and 10 in Concord, New Hampshire.
I le has now been at the General Curia for 5 months working as a cook.
Previously he worked for 20 years at Saint John Kanty Prep in Erie,
Pennsylvania. He also served for 10 years at Saint Peter's Parish in
('orrciird, New Hampshire, \%hile teaching at Bishop Brady High
School. He served for 1 year at our Mission (louse in Utica, New York
and for two years at the Provincial Residence in West Hart%ord, Connecticut.
h-1

Hermano Jose Octavio BETANCUR GIL
I,actotnnn"dr la Curia
Nacido en Aguada.s, Caldas ( Colombia) el
8 de mavo de 1955, ultimo de ocho hermanos, de los que cuatro murier on en t ierna edad.
Proviene de un ' grupo vocacional' yue
orientan las Hijas tie la Caridad, cluienes
to lxrnen en contacto con el P. Luis Eduau•do Ouiroga ( q.e.p.d.), Promotor Vocacional de la Provincia por esos anos
(1977).
Primera experiencia de vida coniunitaria
en el Seminario La Milagrosa , de :11edellirt (1978), en donde cursa todos los estudios de secundaria. Con una
muv Clara vocacio n para Ilermano , pide su admisibn V es recihido en
el Seminario Inferno el 8 de mavo de 25 de enero de 1985, en VILLA-I'AI I.. Funza.
De 1986 a 1991 su vida transcurre entre la Casa Provincial de Bogota,
hov Sautaje de Bogota, en donde es el 'choler' oficial del Visitador, v
el Teologado de VILLA-PAUL en Fun a, en donde se desempena coma auxiliar del ecoflonxr local.
Estaba haciendo una experiencia misioncra entre los campesinos
con el P. Luis Antonio Mojica en la Parroquia-Santuario de Ncuaga,
cuando foe Ilamado a prestar sus servicios en la Curia General de Roma.
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PER MEGLIO CONOSCERE L'ALBANIA

II Paese delle Aquile , dopo durissirni anni
di cattivita riprende a volare...
L.'Albania, nazione popolata da 3.000.000 di abitanti, di cui
2.000.000 circa cittadini c col 501''r del totale di un'eta al di sotto dci
25 anni dell'intera popolazione, con un milione non ancora diciottenni,
c it paesc chc si estende ad est del nostro, a meno di 50 miglia di mare dal Capo d'Otranto, e al quale c' urgente riportare, non e facile dire se prima di lutto o soprattutto, it Cristo Signore, evangelizzandolo come se fosse la "prima volta", visto the un regime, di stampo marxista, it peggiore tra i tanti the la storia ha conosciuto, ha tentato di sradicarlo, in tutti i sensi, dal cru>re dell'uomo e delle istituzioni o strutture che comunque potessero richiarnarlo alla nrcmoria.
Di questo paese, un tempo, ricco di risorse naturali e del sottosuolo, esportate per arricchire it potere costituito, ova ridotto, Iungo i 50 anni di dittatura, ad una situazione disastrosa tanto da determinare
la caduta dello stesso, e nel quale e Lotto da ril'are a livello sociale, economico, strutturale, legislativo. Di questo paese, dicevo, e. urnano e.
cristiano prendersi cura, visto the WHO e fermo alla situaz.ione "quo
ante", nonostante i priori impercettibili tentativi di risanarnento operate dal governo democratico in atio, eletto con lihere elezioni rrn anno dopo la caduta del vecchio regime, c precisamente tie] marzo'92.
L'attuale governo infatti, come e lacile intuive, non poi, per
I'csli cma poverty della situazione econornica, venirne a capo con le
,OIC I isorse interne.
Agricoltrrra
La popolazione agricola. per quanto fornita di terra propria
c praticamentc con le mani legate priva come di semi , fertilizzanti c
trattori a la terra c ancora coltivata con la vanga c altri attrezzi di olive 50 anni addictro.
/rulristria
Le industrie, anch'esse arretrate e inattive per mancanza di
materie prime, attendono imprenditori di ogni paese the vogliano investire a favore dell'Albania, rischiando non poco prima di ricavarne dei vantaggi.
II governo a] riguardo e aperto e disponibile, mentre sta facendo sforzi notevoli per ottenere sostegno politico ed economico dai
paesi stranieri, specie piu vicini, conic I'Italia.
l:<•onomt.a
II Lenore di vita e molto basso, assolutamente non parago(16

nabile con it nostro . Una famiglia , composta mediarnente di 5 o 6 menTbri, richiede , per sopravv ivere, che lavorino entrambi i coniugi. 11 salario medio mensile c di 20-2 5 mila lire per un operaio o contadino;
di 30-35 mila lire quello di un prolessionista ; e di 15 mila per la generality dei pensionati . Del tutto insufficienti Se Si pensa che per un
Kg di carne e necessaria la paga di due giorni di lavoro e un Kg di
pane costa 300-400 lire . Pane che, pur costituendo it nutrimento phi
comune e quasi esclusivo , se non porta la popolazione a morire di lame, come nei paesi africani , non assicura certo un 'alimentazione integrale.
Pur essendoci , nonostante tutto, ordine e tranquillity, e tuna
certa qu al ripresa, molti giovani tentano , indebitandosi per 10 anni
di lavoro, qualora it tentativo fallisse, di evadere per tentare di arrivare find in Grecia o a Salonicco, nella Speranza di Lrovare un lavoro simile con paga minima e alle condizioni peggiori : quella del cambiamento del nome da albanese musulmano a greco ortodosso.
A tutta questa situazione , con spirito umanitario e cristiano
si sta cercando tin primo rimedio con l'operazione " Pellicano" (E.l.),
la Caritas italiana, le score di Madre Teresa, figlia di questa stessa terra, e sin vasto numero di istituzioni e di organizzazioni di vari paesi.
Religione - prima
- premesso che oggi pur definendosi musulmani, ortodossi o cattolici , Sono pochi a saperne la diflicolta , visto che da 50 anni
non se tie parla in alcun senso...
- e che , ment rc lino al 1400 tutti erano cattolici, che dal 1400
c'e stato lo scisma ortodosso , che dal 1500 con la invasione Turca furono costretti al musulmanesimo , cosi come 50 anni orsono tutti al
comunismo , pena la repressione , la soppressione dei Beni , la perdita di ogni privilegio, la persecuzione, la popolazione risultava tradizionalmente dixrisa in: musulmani 65%... ortodossi 25%... cattolici 10%...
lino a che it governo , dichiaratosi completarnente ateo non disiruggeva moschee c chiese , tie eliminava i responsabili religiosi , rendeva
difficile qualsiasi professione di fede, se non a rischio , e molti lo
hanno aifrontato , del carcere , della persecuzione , dei lavori forzati.
Religione - dopo
Con it radicale cambiamento politico degli ultimi due anni
invece, anche le Chiese stanno rinascendo, ristabilendo Ia loro presenza, nonostante le gravi diflicolta e recuperando la grande e forte
tradizione cristiana testimoniata nella vita della nazione.
La Chiesa ortodossa Albanese autocefala, accolta nel'92 come nuovo membro della Conferenza Europea delle Chiese , ha ora sin
nuovo Arcivescovo Sua Ecc. Yannoulatos , nominato dal Patriarcato
Ecurnenico di Costantinopoli che coordina le diverse esigenze delle
quattro diocesi di: Tirana , Berati, Girocastro , Korce.
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Ai 15 saeerdoti sopravvissuti, se ne sono aggiunti altri otto,
grazie alla riapertura del seminario di Durazzo. Natunalmente questi saeerdoti non sono sufficienti per la presunta popolazione di
700.000 personc e per l'ampiezza del territorio.
Di Ironic a questa difficolta si sta manifestando sempre di
piu anche la solidarieta delle chiese estere, fra le quali e presence anche la Federazione delle Chiese Evangcliche in Italia.
La Chiesa Cattolica ha nuovarnente on Nunzio Apostolico,
sua Ecc. Mons. Ivan Dias, impe,nato nella ricostruzione delle comunita
cattoliche the raccoigono circa 350.000 persone soprattutto nel nord
del paese.
A questo impegno collaborano anche organizzazioni quali la
Comunita di S. Egidio e la Caritas; c alcuni ordini religiosi, quail i Gesuiti, i Francescani, gli Orionini, i Salesiani; le snore di Madre Teresa di Calcutta, le Figlie Bella Carita, e f'orse aliri di cui non sono venuto a conosccnza.
L'avvio dei Corsi di teologia nel Seminario di Scutari, ora riaperto, vuole rispondere all'esigenza di prcparare nuovi sacerdoti per
le rinatc comunita, essendo solo 30 i saeerdoti sopravvissuti.
La solidarieta di Conferenze Episcopali, fra le quali quella
Italiana, c un grande sostegno per it lavoro di ricostruzione.
Dal Natale del '92, quando if Nunzio Apostolico, nella Messa di Mczzanotte celebrata nella cattedrale di Scutari, annunciava ai
fedcli the Giovanni Paolo 11 nominava per ('Albania 4 vescovi, anche
la Chiesa cattolica veniva a riavere Ia sua gerarchia nella persona di
quat(no martini soprar\ issuti:
Don Franco Zilia: anni 74, parroco di Mildi, condannato it morte net
'68, pena poi commutata in 25 anni di lavoro forzato: Arcivescovo di
Scutari.
Don Rrok Mirdita : anni 53, iugoslavo montenegrino the dal '70 ha
lavorato come parroco presso una comunita albanese in N.Y., .Arcivescovo di Durazzo.
P. Roberto Ashta : minore francescano, nclla persecuzione operaio
negli impianti idroelettnici, Vescovo di Pulati.
Mons. Zev. Sirnani : anni 64, arrestato nel '76 e condannato a 15 anni di prigione, scontando perr solo 12 per la caduta del regime, Ausiliarc di Scutari.
Tre diocesi quindi tutte nel nord, mentre if Nunzio the dal
7 dicembre '91 rappresenta it Papa in questo paese, c stato nominato anche Amministratore apostolico, per una presunta popolazione
di 350.000 cattolici.
Questo inlatti tutto quanto rivive dopo la soppressione del
'67, quancfo furono chiuse 2169 n•a chiese, moschee e comunita; dispersi o perseguitati: 7 vescovi, 200 saeerdoti, 200 religiosi.
Attualmentc solo tin vescovo, trenta saeerdoti, trenta religiosi
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sopravvivono con lunghi anni di persecu/lone sulle spalle.
L'Alburria CC... rrni
Di tutta I'Albania, the si estende su di una superficie di
28.844 Km quadrati . 9.400 piir Bella Puglia , a con una popolazione
di 3.300.000 abitanti , 571.000 meno della Puglia , ed e divisa in 25 Distretti, it Nunzio Apostolico , dapprima mediante it nostro Visitatore,
poi direttamente it P. Generale , chiedeva alla Congregazione di prendersi cura di una sua pane. Ci alfidava cioc it disUrtto di Mirdite, perevangelizzarlo o rievangelizzarlo , secondo to stile proprio della nostra Congregazione : allettivanicnte ed effettivaniente.
Mirdite e on distretto situato a nord-est dell'Albania su di una
superiicie di 867 Km quadrati, con una popolazione di 50.000 abitanti
(meta citta di Lecce). Ricco di acqua per le abbondanti piogge e nevicate, dal clima the varia nei mesi invernali dai 2 agli 8 e fino a 21
gradi nei mesi piu caldi, comprende 61 villaggi (con tre centri piu popolati: Rreshen (capoluogo) Rubiku e Kurbneshi.
11 distretto the c u a i put poveri wive di agricoltura, pastoriz.ia e lavoro del legno e del ferro. I villaggi, a causa della non poca distanza, ma ancor piu per l'inesistenza di strade percor ibili, sono solo in paste raggiungihili in macchina, multi solo a dorso di mull o Cavalli. Gli abitanti, a stragrande maggioranza cattolici, Sono di quelli
the piu hanno resistito al conuutismo e quindi piir perseguitati, dovrehhero esserc i piir disponibili alla rievangclizzazione. In lotto it distretto non c'N altra presenza di Chiesa the la nost a, quando ci and renu r.
II P. Generale, infatti, accogliendo la piuposta del Nunzio e
sollecitato dall'ultima Assemblea generale the gli lava "reale potesta
di spingere le Province a potenziare le opere missionarie", con lettera del 9/ 10/92 sollecitava i Confratelli spar:si nel niondo a rendersi disponibili per alcune missioni the intende avviare net suo sessennio
di generalato.
In seguito alle numerose risposte avute, avviava quella della Albania, costituendo per la stessa it seguente gruppo di Confatelli:
P. Luigi Mezzadri , provincia di Roma, 16/5/37
P. Cristol ro Palmieri , provincia di Napoli, 24/5/39
P. Giuseppe Ferrara , provincia di Napoli, 1/1/41
P. Owsiak Marek , provincia Polonia, 27/1/62
Ci si chiede di attivare on centro missionario in Rreshen, dove ci sono stati messi a disposizione 5.000 in . quadri di terra , tramite la Nunziatura. per la residenza dei Padri e un Iuogo di culto per IC
attivita pastorali nel passe, it piir grande del distretto , c dal quale partire per l ' irradiazione missionaria di tutto it territorio affidatoci.
6 ^l

Atrnalntenle
Si e gia nella face di conosce nza dell'cquipe missionaria, del
territorio e Bella progettazione di un minimo di stnutture logistiche:
l'intermediario tra i missionari destinati e it P. Generale e it Consultore P. Zedde: ci c stain detto di non procrastinare it nostro an-ivo in
Albania oltre i primi di settembre. Da parte dell'equipe si ritiene necessaiia e urgente Ia presenza Belle Figlie della Carita, per una preevangeli•z.zazione o evangelizzazione della carita (atnbulaiorio, asilo,
accostamento famiglie, catechesi) ... se ne fara richiesta al P. Generale. Si c tutti impegnati nella ricerca di Sponsor e di benefattori dellit missione the non dispone di Walla e ha bisogno di tutto.
Cristoforo Palmieri C .M.
(Da PRESENZ,4 1''INC'E4`Z/ANA, N' 4, aprile 1993)
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1.0 RICO\ OBBERO
NI?1.I.0 SPLZZ IRE IL PANE...
La missione d'Albania r conseguenza di un appello della
Chiesa, non di on progetto umano. Nasce da tin invio in missione, non
da on calcolo interessato. E spinta da un'urgenza dells carita che'brucia dentro", non da un bisogno di fare.
La trafila di contatti precedenti all'annuncio e alla scelta dimostr ano che "nessuno di not ci pensava",. Dai primi approcci 1' venuto on impegno maturato in assernblea generate c che i' culminato
in on appello del Padre Generale ai missionari di tutto it mondo per
rendersi disponibili alle missioni. hanno risp>st() moltissinii conliatelli.
Sembra una sessantina. II P. Robert Maloney ha scelto i Padri Giuseppe Ferrara, Luigi Mezzadri, Marek Owsiak e Cristotirro Palmieri,
e ha assegnato loco on terreno di lavoro net paese delle aquile, in Mirdite (che significa la valle del Buon giorno). E tutti hanno detto di st.
La Mirdite e t ^ na zona cattolica. Almeno to era. I vecchi sono stati battezzati, hanno conosciuto la vita delta Chiesa, Sono vissuti
all'ombra rassicurante del campanile. AII'epoca dell'invasione turca
la gente per non essere costretta ad abiurare, si c ritirata suite montagne. Poi a venuto it comunismo. La nazione c stata t asformata in
una fortezza, in cui c'era posto per i bunker non per le chiese. I preti song stati incarcerati, e si c cercato di cancellare dal cuore di una
nazione martire perfino it ricordo di una lede che c. all'origine delta
sus lingua. Infatti it prirno esempio di albanese scritto e conservato
in on messale del XV secolo.
Nella Mirdite troveremo coloro che per non piegarsi si sono
rilugiati in zone p(vere. Che hanno preferito la poverty at rinnegamento delta fede. Gli abitanti hanno cercato di sopravvivere, come it
seine sotto la neve. Ora quest() Settle chiede it sole, e vuol rinascere.
Come? E la domanda che si Sono posti i missionari prescelti. Ancora non Cc tin progetto concreto, ma c condiviso da tutti quello ideale, quello delle grandi scelte.
Per tutti c stato immediato riconoscersi in tin testo del Vangelo, quello del capitolo 24 di Luca, meglio noto come I'episodio di
Emmaus.
Lo riconohhero hello spezz are it Pane
Culmina cost I'incontio di Emmaus dei due discepoli. Erano delusi e tristi, in fuga e in ricerca, agitati da sentimenti ambivalenti. Quando avevano incontrato lo Sconosciuto, to avevano accolto net Toro dialogo, ma non erano riusciti a riconoscerlo. Gli avevano ditto ragione. avevano ammirato la sus coerente Sapienza. Le
spiegazioni delle Scritture erano senza una smagliatura. Ma tutto cio
non hastava. Vedevano ma non credevano. Fu necessario tin gesto Supremo. Racconta Luca: «Quando furono vicini al villaggio dove erano diretti, egli fece come se do% esse andare piir lontano. Ma essi in71

sistettero: "Resta con not perch( si fa sera e it giorno gia volge at declino". Egli enu-o per rimanere con ]oro» (Lc 24,28-29). E qui, netl'atmoslera, carica di aromi forti di tuna locanda, fece it gesto supremo:
Quando fu a tavola con lord, prese it pane, disse la henedizione, to
spezzo e to diede loco,,. Nei monmento in cui Lai scompariva, ecco the
essi «vedevano». La fedc entrava nei lord cuori quando vedevano it
Segno dello Spezzare it Pane. Finiva cos! la ricerca personale, e nasceva ]a missione. Lo Sconosciuto svaniva at loco sguardo, e net lord
cuore Si faceva strada ]a figut'a di Cristo. Lo Sconosciuto era Cristo.
Potremtno dire the la situazione dell'Albania, it paese delle
aquile, sia quella di genre piena di desiderio, ma senza fede. Dopo quasi mezzo secolo di ateismo di Stato, oggi gli albanesi faticano it uscire dalle catacombe. E stato detto loco the it sole e ritornato, nma troppi anni di delusioni li hanno resi diffidenti. Fanno fatica a risorgere.
Fanno fatica a uscire alla lace. A riconoscere it Cristo.
Che fare? La risposta e a Ernrnaus: <Spezzare it Pane».
La missione vincenziana e sempre stata cost: 11110 spezzare
it Pane. Cioe unione Ira annuncio e testimonianza delta carita. Non
a caso la svolta nella vita di S. Vincenzo si opero net 1617 quando it
Cristo gli apri gli occhi e capi di dover venire incontro alla fame spirituale e a quella materiale, alla fame del cuore e a quella f isica, at
bisogno di Dio e a quello di umanizzazione. A Folleville, net gennaio
di quell'anno, e a Chatillon-les-Dori rbes nell'agosto, ebbe la stia illuminazione, i suoi (tire giorni di fuoco, it suo Horeb.
Dopo di lui, i suoi figli hanno sentito it bisogno di annunciare
non una icteologia, non on messaggio disincarnato e nemmeno si sono impegnati a costruire solo strutture per la citta dell'uomo. Per loco e stato sempre on bisogno impellente presentare una Chiesa chc
insegna la ven ta, e quindi comunica it Pane delta Parola e del Sacramento,
ma the insieme si preoccupa ad insegnare atl'u0mo it vivere it mistero
delta condivisione. E questo it pane materiale, the puO essere nutr•imento, vestiti, lavoro, opero sociali, ma solo in vista del Regno e delta promozione globale dell'uomo.
Unire annuncio e testimonianza delta carita e pertanto un'esigenza vitale. Come cantare c pensare. E un'esigenza di una vocazione the e continuazione delle missioni del Figlio di Dio.
La nostra vocazionc e dunque una continuazione dei quella (let Cristo, o, per to mend, le assomiglia nelle sue circostanze. Oh,
qual felicita, fratelli, ma quale obbligo di amarla! Una gran motivo
cti amarla e dunque la sua grandczza; far conoscere Dio ai poveri, annunziarc lord Gesu Cristo, dir loco the it regno dei cieli e vicino ed e
per i poveri. Oh! quanto e grande! Ma the siamo chiamati ad essere
soci c partecipi dei disegni del Figlio di Dio, cio sorpassa it nostro intendimento. Ma conic! renderci... opero dirto? ...insomnia e una missione tanto sublime quella di evangelizzare i poveri, the &., pet- eccellenza,
la missione del Figlio di Dio; c not siamo applicati come strumenti
per mezzo dei quali Egli continua a fare dal cielo quello the fece sul72

la terra. E una gran ragione, fratelli , di lodarc Dio e ringraziarlo continuamente di questa grazia! Un altro motiv() di darci totalmente a
quest () ministero e la necessita . Voi sapete, signori, quanto sia grande, sapete I'ignoranza quasi incredibile del povero popolo,,.
/ pove ^i salvano i poveri
S. Vincenzo non voleva the i poveri, suo peso e suo dulore,
fossero perennemente in uno stato di soggezionc. Avendo visto it voIto Bella poverta. non I'ha mai idealizzata. Per questo ha cercato di Cc rnbatterla. \elle province devastate nlandava aratri e sementi. e fondava
le carita. Voleva the i poveri sahassevo i poveri. Noi dovrerno aiutare gli albanesi ad evangelizzare I'Albania . it nostro compito c
quell() del lievito: the c huono quando non si sente. Dovremmo rice
cominciare, ma poi forrnare I'elite the domani dovra prendere il nostro posto. Dai catechisti e catechiste potranno venire le vocazioni di
domani. Connuique it hisogno primario dell'Albania e net catechisnlo.
La ^gente ha fame di Dio, ma non ,it chi sia. CCrca, ma non tro\a. Per
not i on ritornare agli inizi. quando san VilkCnzo drre\a the it success() della niisicn' risiede net catechisniu.
«/iro nrnlnrv„
Per san Vincenzo, it catechismo guarisce una ferita dell'anima. Ma ci sono le piaghe della vita, i bisogni primari, Ic poverty fondamentali the non possono essere ignorate. Il giudizio peril cristiano sari sui gesti di carita non sulle parole alate o i sentimenti nobili. Un test() famoso, ci off're le coordinate della nostra esperienza.
«Amiamo Dio, fratelli, arniamo Din, ma a spcse delle nostre
hraccia, Con it sudore delta nost a fronte. Perche, motto spesso, tanti atti di amor di Dio, di compiacenza, di henevolenza e altri simili
affetti e atti intimi di on cuore tenero, sebbene buonissime e desidcrahilissime, sono non di meno sospette, quando non giungono ally pralica di on amore effettivo. "In questo, dice Nostro Signore. sara glorificato it Padre mio, se produrrete Irutti copiosi". Dobbiamo hadarvi: perche multi per avere tin boon contegn() ed essere intimanunte
pieni di grandi sentimenti di Dio, credono di aver fatto tutto; e quando si arriva at fatto e si trovano nell'occasione di operare vengono meno. Si Iusingano con la loro immaginazione eccitata; si contentano
delle soavi conver:sazioni the hanno con Dio nell'orazione, ne parlano. anti come angeli: ma, usciti di Ii, se si t atta di lavorare per Iddio, di soffrire, di rmlrtificarsi, di istruire i poveri, di andare it cercare la pecorella smarrita, di essere lieti se sono privi di qualche coca,
di accettare le malattie o qualche altra disgrazia, ahinic! non c'e piii
nulla, it coraggio manca. No, no. non c'inganniamo: II nostro impegno consiste net fare.
Ci auguriarul the la nostra missione sia pertanto tin bingo
in cui tutta lit famiglia vincenziana possa essere Segno.
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Per questo speriamo chc le Figlie della Carita siano Ii. Dovendo reimpiantare una Chiesa. dovremo dare tin Segno completo.
Se gli alhanesi interrogheranno questa Chiesa e le diranno: to chi sei,
the coca ci dai?, ehbene dovremmo poter rispondere: Sono Verity e
Carita.
Speriamo anche di avere motto volontariato. Ci sara hisogno
di molte presence, per animare tin mondo atono, the muove i primi
passi dopo essere stato come ingessato per 40 anni dall'ideologia
materialista. Occorreranno medici e falegnami, infermieri e agricoltori, insegnanti e idr tulici, pittori e cerarnisti. Insomnia tantc persone di buona volonta the vogliano partecipare in prima persona alla
missione. (' posto per tutti. Naturalmente ad alcune condizioni:
the ci sia voglia di andare a imparare, ad ascoltare.
Se qualcuno ha delle case da insegnare, ci vada solo per
condividere, non per irnporre. E poi, dovremo essere prone a ritirarci,
quando ('Albania sara inclipendente dal nostro aiuto. E sara pronta
per aiutare altri.
/ Ire scgrri
Dice it proverbio the it huon giorno si vede dal mattino. La
missione di Albania dovrebbe essere pertanto caratterizzata (la tin triptice Segno.
Un segno ecclesiale : la carita dovrebbe esserne la caratteristica donrinante. Come la comunita dei primi cristiani dovremmo poter dimostrare the it vangelo e amore reciproco. Missionari, score, laici non
vanno per fare, ma per condividere una fede. per pregare nella Speranza, per spezzare it pane delta carita. Come gli apostoli e la comunita primitiva. Essi infatti -erano assidui nell'ascoltare I'insegnamento degli apostoli c nell'unione fraterna, nella frazione del pane e
nelle preghiere. Un senso di timore era in tutti e prodigi e segni avvenivano per opera degli apostoli. Tutti coloro the erano diventat i crcdenti stavano insieme e tenevano ogni coca in comune; chi aveva propriety e sostanze le vendeva e ne faceva parte a tutti, secondo it hisogno di ciascuno. Ogni giorno (ctrl insieme frequentavano it tempio e spezzavano it pane a casa prendendo i pasti con letizia e semplicita di cuore, lodando Dio e godendo la sirnpatia di lotto it popolo. Intann, it Signore ogni giorno aggiungeva alla coniunita quelli the
erano sal^:rti•-.
I missionari potranno fare poco. Non e it quanto the conta.
Ma qualche altra cosa. Sui monti era stato spento it fuoco delta preghiera. La nostra cittadetla dovra essere tin centro di preghiera, per
riportare la luce sul monte.
Un segno mariano . Quando vedevo Maria the oflre it globo non pensavo rnai all'Albania. Lppure in quel globo c'era anche quella terra.
Anche prr gli albanesi Gesu dalla croce ha detto : -Donna , ecco tuo
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Iiglio». Lei questa terra I'ha custodita, quando ormai altri avevano gettato la spugna.
Leggiamo nell'Apocalisse queste parole profetiche: «Or quanc1o it drag() Si vide precipitate sully terra, si avventb contro la donna
the aveva par-torito it liglio maschio. Ma Iurono date alla donna IC due
ali Bella grande aquila , per volare net deserto verso it rifugio preparato
per lei per esservi nutrita per tin tempo, due tempi e la meta di un
tempo lontano dal serpente. Allora it serpente vomiti> dalla stia hocca come un litime d'acqua dietro alla donna, per farla travolgere dalle site acque. Ma la terra venne in soccorso alla donna, aprendo una
voragine e inghiotten(lo it fiume the it di-ago aveva vomitato dalla propria bocca. Allora it drago si infurio contro la donna e se ne and?) a
far guerra contro it resto Bella sua discendenza, contro quelli che osserxano i comandamenti di Dio e sono in possess() Bella testinu>nianza di Gesu. E si term() sully spiaggia drl mare» (Apsc 12, 13-1 S).
L'aquila ora e stata liberata, ed e per not un segno della vittoria di Maria. Non si a attera solo di dedicare chiese it Maria, nra di
costruire una chiesa the sia Maria, capace di fare "quell() the vi
dira", come dice Maria ai set- i it Cana. Maria the visita Elisabetta, e
la prima evangelizzatrice, perchr porta la Parola e va a ser vire la cugina.
Inline it terzo segno dorm essere un segno vincenziano: I'Alhania e tin laboratorio per it futuro. Dovremo realizzare tin modello
the sappia unire evangelizzazione e test inumianza della carita. Potrebbe e dovrebbe essere un modello privilegiato del rinnovamento
ecclesiale.
San Vincenzo ci of fre tutte le coordinate. Non abbiamo da
imparare altrove, non dovremo sentirci in dehito con nessuno, ma solo con la nostra eventuale mancanza d'aniore.
Luigi Mezzadri. C.M.
(Da I'RESENZ4 t7NCfia'/./A;VA, M' 4, aprile 1993)
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ONGOING FORMATION ' PRO CLERO'
'(hl Behalf of the Clere\'
by Philip Lan Linden,

When I looked up nn name in the new Vincentian personnel
book, I was pleasantly surprised to see the designation pro clero next to
it. That was new for me, and it felt good. At the same time, being involved
with ongoing formation 'on behalf of the clergy' here in the diocese of
Tucson, Arizona, seemed somewhat like a natural outgrowth of IM
previous work. I loved my 10 year' in the formation of diocesan seminarians and my 8 years in parish ministry among the poor in South Central Los Angeles. And I am really enjoying this new Vincentian ministrl.
"There is no better work- than the fin-nation of'good Priests"
(St. Vincent de Paul)
There arc about 200 priests (120 of them diocesan clergy) working
here in a sprawling desert area that takes 7-8 hours to cross by car,
West to East, from the California border to the New Mexico border.
It takes 3 how's to go from its northern boundary, with Phoenix to its
international border with Mexico on the South. More than half of its
priests work in the large parishes, schools, and hospitals located in
the diocese's two metropolitan areas of Tucson and Yuma. The rest
are spread out among the 70 small town parishes and isolated mission churches, mostly in 'one-man parishes'. My role has turned out
to he three-fold: 1) to visit all the priests regularl , one-to-one, with
the purpose of listening to their hurts and joys, while encouraging,
challenging, and helping then out in any way I can; 2) to initiate and
facilitate gatherings of priests around issues that seem to arise from
their needs and desires; 3) to dedicate a lot of prayer time in preparing for and reflecting on the personal visits and the group work I do.
A most important characteristic of my job description is
confidentiality. Since the beginning of my work here, the bishop made
it clear to his priests that I was to work direct/v and only with them;
that I was not an advocate, spokesman, or liaison between the priests
and their bishop or personnel hoard. I was'to report what I heard to
no one.' This confidentiality has proven to be it key to the fast growing
mutual trust that I experience with a great number of the men. They
have not had this kind of a'friendly, non-threatening resource' available to them before.
"lcicchaeus. I n'ish to siav at vunr h4nr.c t"duv"
(.Jesus, in Luke iY: _))
I have stayed at the house of almost ever' priest in the diocese, at Tea' I for a meal at their table tt ith them. And cc hen asked how
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I get invited to so many rectories, I admit that I invite myself to most
of them, adding: 'Do you know man priests who take the initiative
to invite other priests in for an overnight stay?' Or, 'I low mane priests.
or, for that matter, how many other professional care-givers do you
know that take care of their own needs as well as they care for others?'
One might say that it seems to take an awful lot of energy
and initiative to do this sort of work. It does. And that is where the
example of Jesus ' encounte r with Zacchaeus comes in to inspire me.
I often have thought, when in doubt about 'inviting myself in to
priests' lives': "if Jesus did it, why can't 1?" Ilowever, as nay first year
in Tucson nears an end, some priests are beginning to call on me for
help. Such calls might stall out as simple requests for help with a
Sunday Mass or two. But these contacts sometimes lead to the latenight sharing of burdens or hopes between its brother priests. For all
of this I am very grateful. Just as I am more appreciative than ever
of Vincent's advice about Divine Providence.
"Do not tread on the heels ol'Divine Providence"
(St. Vincent de Paul)
I found it hard to be entrusted with such an important ministry , the ongoing formation and service of priests, without having a
program or structured schedule to depend on and work off of. It as
one thing to use my creativity and take the initiative to invite myself
into priests' homes. But which priests ? And when? This is where I
came to appreciate, as never before, the meaning and power of
Vincent' s challenge to wait for God's lead in our work. Here is how I
Irv to do so.
Early each week, if I see that I have no one-to-one or group
meetings scheduled for the days ahead, I ask Jesus and Vincent to help
Inc look wisely over the map of the diocese and my alphabetical list
of its priests. Without fail, a priest 's name or some place will stand
out, and I will say to myself: "I really do want to get back to see that
man, especially since he seemed eager to share more the last time I
stayed at his rector'. Or, some ideas will conic together, like this: "Hmnun,
if all of the men in this region are saying that they are overburdened
with weekend Masses and have no time or energy for personal prayer,
maybe a morning of prayer about consolidation of their Sunday
Mass schedules and other collaborative efforts will be worth suggesting
to them". Or, maybe: "It has been a while since I've been in that faraway vicariate. Jesus, are these priests and their coworkers the ones
you want me to go to this week?" After reading the map and the roster
this way, I begin making the phone calls. If that priest I thought of is
available and willing fora visit from me this coming week, I trust that
this is the direction God wants me to go. I will then make more
calls to see if priests who live'on the way' will he home, and whether
they might he interested in sharing some time over a meal on this day
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or that. And nnv experience has been that, more often than not, God's
providence brings me to priests and their co-workers, who really
need and appreciate our time together.
"And You, child. shall he called Prophet of the Most High"
(Zechariah, about his son, John, Luke 1: 76)
St. Vincent and Jesus are becoming more and more a part
of my consciousness as I labor among the diocesan clergy, the religious, and their lay co-workers here in southern Arizona. I find nmysell naturally talking with Jesus in the car as I approach a town:
"What do you want from me at this parish, Jesus?" I might hear:
"Just stay open to listen. Ile is very special to me". Vincent and I are
also becoming better friends, as I hear his reassuring words when I
pray after visiting a ne\\iy ordained priest, in all his enthusiasm, or
a sick and retired priest, in all his tiredness: "That time you just spent
with my special friends is the reason you are a Vincentian priest. Thank
you for being there with them."
St. John the Baptist has become a third inspiring model for
me. I find in him and in his mission it clear blue-print for my new
Vincentian ministry pro cleaa. It is a joy to take on John's humble
role, as one who "goes before the Lord to prepare his ways". Sometimes
vet-v little seems to happen dining a visit with a priest. But the
work of the Baptist was just that, to prepare the nay for someone else,
for Jesus who comes nest. And that is what I really believe I am doing
when I affirm or challenge my brother priests, or just plain listen
to them. With Vincent, John, and Jesus as my companions in this
ministry, I ant experiencing "the tender compassion of our God" for
us all. With my brother priests, I get a glimpse of "the dawn from
on high breaking upon us, shining on us (priests) who (often) sit in
darkness and in the shadow of death , and guiding our feet into the
path of peace."
"Age quad agis . Do n'hat you do"
(St. Vinc. cnt de Paul)
In conclusion, I have conic to accommodate this favorite Latin phrase of Vincent's in this way: "Phil, do the good work among these
priests that presents itself to you to be done, today." That is what I
want to do, and I am so happy that God's Providence has brought me
to this ministry.

While there is no way to gauge the quality of ministry by nunhers, the following statistics might be helpful for anyone interested
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in i Iiis work. The first nine months of this priest-with-priest ministry
invoked me in:
- 210 visits with priests, 'one-to-one';
- 40 sessions with their co-workers, religions women or laity:
- 40 trips to stay with priests who work in the seven more isolated
vicariates of the diocese;
- 9 clays of prayer for priests and their co-ministers:
- 6 meetings between pastors and their associates;
- 6 bible reflection mornings; 4'age-group' priests' gatherings;
- 4 gatherings of five interested priests who work in wealthier parishes with five priests who work among the poor.
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Cevim : Encuentro de Visitacfores de las Provincias de Europa
Salamanca 22-25 de abril cfe 1993
La Conferencia de Visitadores de la Misi6n (CEVIM) agrupa a los Visitadores de las Provincias de Europa v de Oriente. Se regula por un Estatuto aprobado por los Visitadores el 15 de Febrero
do 1991. CEVIM tiene comp fin fomentar lit inlormaci6n v la colaboraci6n cntre las Provincias. El Artfculo 10 dc los Estatutos afirma
que CEVINI Sc relacionara con otras Conferencias de Visitadores. Esta
crbnica no intenta sino informar a los lectores de VINCENTIANA sobre el ultimo Encuentro de Visitadores cfe Europa.
Tuvo lugar en Salamanca (Espana) del 22 al 25 de Abril de
1993. Procedentes de las diversas naciones que conforman la entera
Europa, los Visitadorcs lueron llegando el dfa 21 de Abril a la Casa
Provincial de Madrid. Tras recihir los parabienes de los cohernranos
v disfrutar por unas horas de su hospitalidad, la comitiva inici6 su
viaje por carretera hacia Salamanca. Los viajeros, despues de remontar las cumbres de Guadarrama, presenciaron con asombro la austera llanura castellana, tierra de pan Ilevar pot- los amplios horizonte
abiertos.
A las 8,00 p. m. se detenfa el autobus ante la fachada del Seminario Misionero "San Vicente de Paid", de Salamanca. Siguiendo
las indicaciones de los misioneros de las dos cornuniclades - Curia
Provincial Y Teologado -, v Ilevados por la curiosidad, visitarnos una
a una las diversas estancias del Centro de Espiritualidad "San Vicente
de Paul", apenas terminado de construir. En realidad, el Encuentro
de Visitadores inauguraba dicho Centro. Ni que decir tiene que la Casa de Espiritualidad esta perfectamente equipada v retine, para quienes buscan lugares de oracidn v reflexi6n, condiciones 6ptimas: habitaciones, oratorio, capilla, sala de conlerencias, salones de reunion, comedor v recibidores. Al sentido practico se ha unido en este
caso el buen gusto. Cerra it las 9,00 p.m., siguiendo en esto la usanza
hispana, v posterior ret iro hasta el dia siguiente, que ser la el 22 de Abril.
La Comisi6n formada por los Visitadores de Roma, Polonia
v Salamanca, habfa preparado con antelaci6n el prograrna a seguir
durante el Encuentro: horarios, lugares de reunion, parte academica, liturgia v salidas culturales.
El dfa 22 fue denso v rico. Cuatro conferencias, dos por la
manana v dos por lit tarde, dieron mucho jttego it los presentee. A las
intervenciones de los ponentes, traducidas de antemano a diversas lenguas, sigui6 en cada caso un extenso dialogo. La enumeraci6n de los
conferenciantes v el tftulo de las ponencias dan por sf mismos una
idea de cuanto allf se dijo: P. Jose Ignacio Fernandez Mendoza: hr/orme sobre el Centro de f isvudios Viceuciemos, de Pads-; P. Raymond Face80

lina: Colaboracicin de in C. Al. con el Voltrrrrariaclo Vicerrciano ; I'. Rosendo Palacios : Cola boraciciu do in C. M. con el Laicado err in Pasloral
Parroquial ; P. Miguel Perez Flores: Colahoraciciu de in C. M. coil ins
Hijas de in Caridad.
Al termino de la jornada , en la oraci6n vespertina: Visperas
v Eucaristia , cantamos las alahanzas del Senor N. le limos gracias por
el dia transcurrido, por cierto rico en contenidos v rellexiones at kilo de la exposicion de los ponentes.
El dia 23 nos depararia tarnhien una agradable sorpresa. Tal
vez fue mayor para los Visitadores menos familiarizados con los dos
temas, sabre todo el primero, expuestos durante la manana : P. Luis
Maria Martinez San Juan: Colaboracion tie in C. Al. con el Laicado en
his Aisiones Popnlares; P. Miguel Perez Flores: Los laicos v su participaciciu inns plena en in erangelizaci(in de los pohres.
En general la tematica o, dicho sea con of as palabras, la parte acadCmica de este Encuentro, que es el cuarto de los va habidos,
ha supe ratio con creces a la de los cuatro precedences. La satislaccion
de los Visitadores era patente. El valor en si mismo del Encuentro se
habia visto en este caso enriquecido por las aportaciones de los conferenciantes v los consiguientes intercambios de pareceres.
Por lit tarde los Visitadores of -ecieron v itcihicron infor rnaciones
de particular interes: Misiones en Vietnam; Provincias de Oriente (Libano). I Iungria, Eslovaquia, Eslovenia; Misiones en Albania, Ucrania
v Rusia.
La tarde del dia 23 ofrecia un aliciente novedoso: la concelebracion tie lit Eucaristia en Alba de Tormes, donde murio Santa Teresa do.Jesu s v donde sus restos mortales han silo y seran venerados
por generaciones sin fin. La sencillez v la austeridad de as estancias
visitadas en Alba ennoblecen los santos lugares, henchidos de recuerclos
teresianos. No sin cierta emocicin los visitantes elevaron pieces al Senor
junto it los restos de Teresa de Jesus. tal vez la santa mas universal
de cuantas en la lelesia han sido.
El dia 24 por la manana , los Visitadores, algo amedrentados
por la Iluvia y las ventiscas inusuales en Primavera, recorrieron el Casco viejo tie Salamanca. Las explicaciones del P. Enrique Paniagua,
C.M. reavivaron el interes v la admiracion de todos ante tantas okras
de arte acumuladas durante siglos en plazas, edificios y calles de Salamanca.
A ultima hora de la manana , los Visitadores aprobaron algunas conclusiones v propusieron la tematica a estudiar al ano siguiente.
Asimismo acordaron senalar el lugar de los dos proxirnos Encuentros:
el de 1994 v el de 1995, en Polonia e Irlanda respectivarnente.
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No deja de ser signi ficat ivo que los Visitadores de Europa pavan
insistido en la conveniencia de considerar en la Asanblea Provincial,
previa a la Asamblea General, v en la consiguiente Asamblea General de 1998, to concerniente a los Laicados Vicencianos v a la Promocion
Vocacional. Las nuevas vocaciones, escasas en el caso de casi todas
Las Provincias de Europa, v la formaci6n de los aspirantes preocupan
a los Visitadores del viejo continente. Una reflexi6n a Tondo sabre la
situaci6n presente v a medio plazo seria, en opinion de los Visitadores, convrnientc cn este preciso momenta en el que la C.M. se abre
a Nueras Misiones Internacionales.
A primera hora de la tarde, Los Visitadores emprendian el viaje
hacia Avila de Los Caballeros. La palabra Avila trae a la mernoria do
quien la ove o pronuncia el recuerdo de Los lugares teresianos por excelencia. Como no podia ser menos, el autobirs se detuvo a las puertas mismas de la ciudad para presenciar descle el mirador Ilamado "las
cuatro col unnas" la herrnosura del recinto medieval amurallado.
'I'al como se hacia previsto, los lugares visitados fueron cuatro: el templo Ilamado La Santa, consti uido en el solar que ocupara la casa paterna de Santa Teresa; el Monasterio de la Encarnaci6n, donde Santa Teresa permaneci6 hasty el comienzo de la Reforma; el Monasterio de San Jose, primera Fundaci6n Reformada, v, finalmente, el Seminario Interno de la Provincia de Madrid. Un P. Carmelita fue evocando con lino v mesura los hechos hist6ricos relacionados con Santa Teresa de Jesus. Por su parte los misioneros Padres Manuel 1Icrranz v Florentino Meneses ofrccieron an refrigerio a los visitantes.
Gracias por su amable acogida. La tarde desapacible no logr6 aminorar Cl interes de quienes recorrian con admiraci6n las caller de la
ciudad, santa por Lantos v tantos rnotivos.
Este cronista Sc aventura a pronosticar que los Visitadores
de Europa recordaran por macho tiempo Los lugares visitados: Alba
de Torrnes, Salamanca N, Avila.
El dia 25, tras concelebrar la Eucaristia, iniciarnos el viaje
de regreso a Madrid, no sin antes mostrar nuestro agradecimiento a
los misioneros de ambas comunidades: Curia Provincial v Tcologado, v a los Estudiantes v Hermanas, por las muchas atenciones N. servicios prestados durante el Encuentro a los Visitadores. Que el Senor
sea su recompensa.
De paso hacia Madrid, los Visitadores tuvieron la oportunidad de recorrer las estancias del Monasterio del Escorial Y dc admirar la grandiosidad de la mansion real.
El Encuentro tocaba a su fin a mediodia del 25 de Abril. Poco a poco los asistentes al mismo fueron ausentandose de Madrid, rumbo a los distintos lugares de procedencia, no sin antes comprometerse
rnutuamente a encontrarse de nuevo en Polonia durante la Segunda
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Semana de Pascua do 1994.
Jose Ignacio Fernandez Mendoza, C. M.

Province de Paris : Edition inforrnatique des Ecrits des Origines
\1 uce ntie nnes

Object i/s
Mettre a la disposition des cherchetirs \ incentiens le texte des
ecrits des Fondateurs sur support infornuttiquc pour:
- une recherche lexicologique, thematique, suucturelle stir Ies textes,
- ('utilisation des textes dins les travaux ordinaires effectues sur ordinateur,
-- ]a possibilite cle reedition partielle ou cuticrc des textes, selon toutes les combinaisons possihles et a moindre frais.
L'enregistrement des textes a ete le plus f idele possihle; on
a r•especte scnlpuleusetnenl Ia pagination et Ia disposition des textes.
de maniere It conserver les rrferences aux editions.
1,e.s docutttrttt, traite.s
1. Les ecrits de saint Vincent
- Edition de Pierre COSTE, tomes I a XIII (on n'a pas integre le tome XIV des tables);
le N" 19-20 de Mission ct Charitt; (tonic XV). Textcs trou\rs depuis
1 'edition de Cosle.
2. Les ecrits de Louise de Marillac
- "Ecrits spiritucls ", edition de 1983 etablie par Soeur Elisabeth CI IARPY,
Fd1C.
3. Textes j uridiques
- Ies Rules Connntntes de la C. M.,I les Coistittttions et Statuts de 1983;
- les Regles Communes des Filler de la C'haritcC,2 les Constitutions et
Statists de 1983.
i

Rcglcs r@digees par saint Vincent.
Rt•glcs r$digees par saint Vincent et sainte I.nuLsc et publiees par le successeur

de saint Vin, cnr
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4. Biographie et documents divers
- Louis ABELLY, "La vie du venerable setviteur de Dieu Vincent DE
PALL, 3 tomes, Paris, 16643.
- "Documents" intcressants la Compagnie des Filles de la Charite,
cdite"s par Sr Cl IARPY (1989)4.
Phu,r.c du rrut'ail do ,tu,ut;ri..alion des lc'xh's
I) L'environnement informatique:
Le travail de numetisation a etc fait dans I'environnement "Apple Macintosh ". II sera possible de convertir les textes aux environnements DOS et compatibles.

2) Passage au Scanner : Le travail sur scanner s'est fait duns les
cOIi(litioirs suivantes:
Scanner "Apple", gerr par le logiciel de reconnaissance de caracteres
"OmniPage" v.2,12, sur Macintosh SE 30;
- rcglages du scanner: par colonises, pavsage, conttaste 4, multipage,
etc...
- les pages sont passces 2 par 2:
- on Waite les textes par sequences de passages, sail 2 = 10 pages;
- enregistrement de la sequence en "Microsoft Word 4", puis version 5;
- 20 a 25 minutes par sequence.
1) Corrections:
- l.a tvpographie do Coste est tres drtectueuse , les textes en italique passent rtes vial, les erreurs de lectures ont donc ete tr• s nomhres et oat necessiie de longues corrections:
• erreurs de "lettre", d'accent, de cedille,
• non respect des paragraphes, des sauts de pages, des Bras ct italiques.
- Pour chaque sequence. deux passages de correction:
a) correction generate : remise en place des pages et de tear
nuincro, des patagraplies . des forntatages , des notes pour cellos qui

3Outrage capital pour I'etude de la vie et des oeuvres de Vincent de Paul.
4 Lettres des premitres scours, reglements des "Charite", envois en mission
tic Lille,de la Charite, etc,
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furent conservees, etc... premieres corrections de l'orthographe;
b) correction de l'orthographe par "verifier l 'orthogr(iphe" de
Word.
3) Assemblage du volume, (travail stir Macintosh IIci.):
- collage des sequences corrigees a la suite Ies ones des autres pour
reconstituer le volume,
- application des "Styles" (style Word) pour le corps du texte et les
notes,
- disposition des titres, dates, signatures, etc...
- sauvegardes regulieres.
N.B. Pour ABELLY, le texte de 1664 et sa defectuosite ne permettait pas le passage au Scanner: on a utilise l'edition Pemartin de
1881 et, au collage, on a restituC la pagination de l'edition de 1664 a
laquelle se refere la plupart des etudes; de plus, on a retabli le mieux
possible le texte de 1664 que Pemartin avait fortement modifie.
Egitipe de travail
Cette edition infonnatique des textes fondateurs a pu Cure menee
it bien grace it la collaboration de deux Filles de la Charity de "La Chesnave", (Province de Rennes), Soeurs RABIL.LF.R et DESMARS. Cette edition aura demande it l'equipe plus de six mois de travail.
Presentation de I'Mitioit
L'ensemble des enregistrements est contenu dans 23 ou 24
disquettes de 1,44 MO et environ 22.000 octets.
11 sera possible de convertir en format MS-DOS.
Recherche .stir les textes
On petit envisager d'utiliser le logiciel "PHRASEA ", analyse et Ia recherche de donnCes en "texte integral".
La recherche se fait:
- sans definition de mots-cles;
- sans creation de masque de saisie pour chaque texte;
- la pertinence des resultats se verif ie directement sur les documents
eux-memes;
- ceux-ci pcuvent Ctre copies, transferes, imprimes;
- les resultats peuvent Ctre re-inten-oges scion de nouveaux paramCtres, tries, coniptes;
- l'interrogation de la base se fait a partir des mots ou de chaises
de mots, de synornirnes, no de groupe de mots exprimant Line idee
(vg. 'consecration' exprimye par saint Vincent par "se donner a Dieu");
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lc programme edite des index de tour les mots content-Is dans la
has'.
Claude Lautissier, C. M.
Paris, le 07 septembre 1992

Provincia del Peru : CENTRO DE. ANIVIACION VICENTINA
El Centro de Animaei6n Vicentina (CAVI) surgi6 en el ailo
1988. Desde hacia varios atios, las Asambleas Provinciales v ]as comunidades del Peru habian ido expresando sit deseo de que se creara un Centro Vicentino que diera cauce a las diversas iniciativas en
la animaci6n de los grupos en la espiritualidad vicentina.
Los objetivos que el CAVI se propuso desde el comienzo son:
- Brindar a las personas y grupos que tienen el cspiritu de San Vicente de Pahl, medios para cultivar la espiritualidad vicentina.
- Formar agentes laicales, lideres, en coordinaci6n con las parroquias vicentinas, en la espiritualidad vicentina, para que sean evangelizadores al estilo de San Vicente de Paul.
- Facilitar a los miembros de los grupos y comunidades de la Familia Vicentina materiales para su trabajo tnisionero.
- Favorecer la integraci6n de la fantilia riceutina.
Para hacer realidad estos objetivos , la Provincia Peruana de
la Congr egaci6n de la Misi6n habilit6 unos locales de la Casa Provincial
Como cede del CAVI. Conf16 la puesta a punto a un Padre , asesorado
por tin equipo de cohermanos . Solicit() los servicios de tin agente pastoral laico para asegurar la atenci6n permanente en el Centro; de esta
forma, el CAVI inici6 sus ser icios a la lamilia vicentina del Peru.
Cada ano el Centro de Animaci6n Vicentina organi z a Serninarios de Estudio , Retiros, Jornadas y Cursos para la /6rinacion pern a uerrte, pastoral vicentina , de las personas Y grupos que viven el espiritu de San Vicente de Paitl.
Ya tienC una cierta a adicion el Semhuaio de Estudios Viceeuiuros.
Se celebra cada ano en los primeros dias del mes de agosto , coincidiendo con las vacaciones de medio ano . Reime a tin centenar de personas: Padres , I lermanas , laicos , miembros de otras Congregaciones
que se inspiran en San Vicente de Paul . Son dias dedicados al estudio v rellexi6n , ayudados por algunos expertos ; son tambien ocasi6n
para el intercarmbio y el mutuo conocimiento entre los miembros de
la Fanrilia vicentina . Estos dias concluven con una celebraci6n de la
eucaristia , con la concreci6n de unos compromisos por parte de todos, y con un compartir fraterno. Los temas que se han ido trabajando en estos Seminarios han sido:
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1988: San Vicente de Paul: su persona, SLI obra, su espiritualidad.
1989: Carisma Vicentino v Evangelizaci6n.
1990: Los laicos vicentinos.
1991: Santa Luisa de Marillac.
1992: Nueva Evaneelizaci6n y carisma vicenlino.
Otra gozosa realizaci6n, en orden a fonientar la profundizaci6n
del carisma vicentino, es ]a celebr aci6n de Ejercicios Espirituales para las comunidades religiosas clue se han inspirado en la espiritualidad de San Vicente de Paul. Las I lijas de la Caridad v los Padres Vicentinos, por ser grupos mas nunicrosos, tienen va tradicionalmente organizaclas sesiones de Ejercicios Espirituales para los mienbros de sus comunidades. Pero existen adernas comunidades numericamente menos importantes que, para pacer sus Ejercicios Espirituales anuales, deben recurrir a los organizados por la Conferencia
de Religiosos. En vista de la riqueza del carisma vicentino v de la cantidad de pequerias comunidades inspiradas en dl, el CAVI se decidi6
a organizar Ejercicios Espirituales para ofrecerlos a este conjunto de
comunidades. La primera tanda de Ejercicios Espirituales para comunidades religiosas inspiradas en la espiritualidad de San Vicente
de Pacil se realiz6 en 1989, con una participaci6n de 36 religiosas; ]a
segunda, en 1992, con una participaci6n de 30 personas.
La misma experiencia se ha realizado con los laicos. Muchas
persona, que trabajan en la pastoral de nuestrras parroquias o asociaciones
deseaban realizar F.jercicios Espirituales. Pero deseaban que estos Ejercicios avudaran a profundizar sit identidad de laicos vicentinos, la experiencia espiritual de Vicente de Paul. En 1990 realizamos la primera
tanda dc Ejercicios Espirituales para laicos. Desde 1991 realizarnos dos
tandas anuales: una de iniciaci6n, cuvo objetivo es presentar la experiencia espiritual de San Vicente de Paul en confrontaci6n con Ia
nuestra; v la otra, de profundizacion, centrada en la cristologia de San
Vicente. La respuesta esta siendo buena. En cada una de ]as sesiones
de estos Ejercicios Espirituales van participando tin promedio de treinta personas, en su mavoria jovenes.
Puesto que, por raz6n de su trabajo o estudios, no siempre
resulta facil a todos los que quisieran, la participaci6n en los Ejercicios Espirituales, el CAVI organiza descle 1988, cada mes, unafomada
de Espiritualidad Vicerttitta. Estas jornadas ocupan tan s6lo la manana del sabado o la tarde del jueves, tratando de posibilitar la participaci6n de locos. Participan laicos y religiosos-as de inspiraci6n vicentina.
Es un gran servicio para nuestros laicos, que desean avanzar en la experiencia espiritual, y para las comunidades de religiosos-as que, de
otra forma, no podrian profundizar en la experiencia vicentina. Estas
Jornadas se realizan, ocasionalmente, tambien jirer'a de Lima, puesto
que existen grupos de inspiraci6n vicentina en varios lugares de la geografia peruana. Un equipo, laicos v sacerdote vicentino, atienden
este importante servicio.
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Convencidos de que los laicos vicentinos deben parlicipar activamente en la uansformacion de nuestra sociedad con los criterion
del Reino , el CAVI desarrolla tambien Cursos de Doct riua Social de
la Iglesia . Durante el ario 1991 estos Cursos se realizaron mediante
una g conferencia semanal . En 1992 , ha parecido mas conveniente
realizarlo en forma de Semanas . El ohjetivo es que todas las personas Clue formamos parte de la farnilia vicentina conor. camos v protirndicemos el pensamiento de la Doctrina Social de la Iglesia, tanto
mas necesario en nuest ro Peru por las dificiles situaciones que viven
nuestros pueblos.
Para posibilitar el estudio N, la retlexi6n, el Centro de Anirnacion
Vicentina pone a Clisposici6n de los miembros de la familia vicentina: una capilla, ]agar de oraci6n; una biblioteca, especializada en hibliografia vicentina, con secciones de Teologia Y Pastoral; salas de reunion v de traha.jo en grupos.
El Centro de Anirnaci6n Vicentina, puesto que quierc ser apovo
para los agentes pastorales, disponc tambien de material audiovisual
ahundante (diap)sitivas, videos, cassettes que facilita, en forma de prestamo, a los diversos gr upos v comunidades.
El Centro de Anirnacion Vicentina coordina tarrhicn tin
equipo de A-lisioneros Laicos. Formados en la experiencia cristiana con
Cl espiritu de San Vicente de Paul, apovan con Sit testimonio v accicin
pastoral en campanas misioneras. Este equipo, en el que participa tarnbien tin sacerdote vicentino, ha realizado en 1989 una rnisiOn popular en la ciudad de Tarma v en 1991 en Cl Pueblo Joven Independencia de Arequipa. Un trabajo mils prolongado, a modo de nrisi6n permancntc, se ha desarrollado en un nuevo Asentamiento Hurnano del
distrito limeno dc San Juan de Mirallores.
La propia experiencia de los laicos vicentinos en Sit trabajo
pastoral, va quedando recogida en pequenas publicaciones, Cie avuda para la pastoral, que el CAVI elabora. Merece destacarse, sobre todo, la preparaci6n de materiales para la Primera Comunion, la Confirmacidn, la preparaci6n de Acolitos v anirnadores liturgicos. Han
sido elaborados con la participacion activa Cie laicos responsables de
estos servicios en sus propias comunidades, con la orientaci6n de los
asesores del Centro. Dc esta manera, la propia experiencia va iluminando el trabajo v el servicio a toda la farnilia vicentina.
Las celebraciones de especial significado para la farnilia vicentina, comp ]as fiestas de San Vicente, la Milagrosa, son coordinadas
tambien por el CAVI, con el fin de propiciar la participaci6n Cie to(Lis las c onrrinidades v grupos que viven de la misma experiencia espiritual \ icenIina .
Por ultimo, el Centro de Anirnacion Vicentina of rece tambien
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estampas, tarjetas, medallas , imagenes , libros, revistas ..., material que
puede contribuir- a lonrentar en las conumidades el conocimiento de
San Vicente de Patil , la espiritualidad vicentina , la devocie n a la Virgen de la Medalla Milagrosa v la herencia espiritual vicentina.
Todos estos sen.icios que el Cent ro de animacicin Vicentina
presta a los misioneros , a las cone nidades, a los grupos v asociaciones,
a los religiosos inspirados en la espiritualidad vicentina , arrancan del
cozn'eztcizzziezao expresado en nuestras Constituciones: "avudar en su
lormacion a clerigos' v laicos v Ilevarlos a una participacion mas plena en la evangelizacion de los pobres " ( C. 1, N" 3). Y en el nandato
de las propias Constituciones : " Apliquense a la proniocion v preparacion de los laicos, incluso para los ministerios pastorales necesarios en la comunidad cristiana . Ensenen finalmente a clerigos v laicos a trabajar en equipo V a avudatse mutuamente en el proceso de
formacion de la comunidad cristiana " (C. 15). Yen los Estatutos: "Los
misioneros tendran especial cuidado de ] as asociacioncs de laicos fundadas por San Vicente o que dimanan de su espiritu , pues como tales tienen derecho a que las asistamos v l`omentemos " (E. 7).
En este espiritu el que anima cacla una de las realizaciones
del Centro de Aninracion Vicentina al servic}o do la farnilia vicentina en el Peru.
Victor Hugo Sebastian, C. M.

Ungarische Provinz: Stossgebet fiir eine kirche
"Es stela geschrieben:.Meiz, flatts soli ein Bethaos
heissezt; ihr abet ntacla es ,tt cuter Rauberhohle"
(Mt. 21, 13)
Oben Ober der Stadt, wo die Hauser wieder I.uft bekommen,
steigt ein elder Priester jahrelang den Berg hinauf. Seine nichtermiidenden Schritte schcinen seinem Alter sowie der- in let-z.terZeil
sum Vorschein kornmenden Krankheit zu widersprechen.
Pater Imre, der Pfan -er von Csepel, Icitel cin fiir viele unerklarbares Ruf, bald taglich diesen Kalvarienweg in gehen . Er pilgert zum
Haus Nr. 26 der Menesi St arse , wo er sich bekreuzigt , Bann leise ein
kurzes Gebet spricht and schliesslich das Haus betritt . P. Inn•e ist hier
zu I Iause . Das ist clan Haus seiner Jugend . Als junger Lazarist wohnte er eine Zeitlang hier and hetete in cler kleinen Kirche. Dass er das
I 'ute an (1iex'm altcn Ott nicht mehr tun kann, ist die in Iezter Zeit
',ich m) Oft .indcrnde Geschiclhte schuld...
Wie oft bin ich Iriiher an diesem Haus vorbeigegangen. Das
abet babe ich his jet/I nicht ,ewusst, class man sich bier bekreuz.in89

gen muss. Aber woher hatte ich es wissen sollen, oder wohcr h<itte
ich es sehen konnen?! Damals auf unseren Spaziergangen in der Menesi Strasse sind wir mit jugendlichem Schwung hergaut gegangen.
Das Ziel unseres Weges hatte unser Gerniit im vorhinein bestimint.
Am meisten gingen wirin das beriihmte ETKE-Kollegiurn, wo wirofIets - urn nun einen Namen zu nennen - Gcnosse Marosan ausfrngten,
wie es mit dem Rajk-Prozess war? /Konzcptionsprozess/ Ich Mire
heute rioch die Stimme des selbsternannten Volksl0hrers: "Ich and
Genosse Kddar, nut' wir zwei wussten die Wahrheit." Und wdhrend
Genosse Marosan die Geschichte verschonerte, konnten die Anceitskollegen des Erganzungsbezirkomandos in der Menesi Str. 26 das
Abrc ckelri der Wandrnalerei and die auftauchenden Risse des Grundsteines registrieren.- Doch was batten sic anders tun konnen?! Mit
derselben NatOrlichkeit sagten auch die jetzigen Verwalter - wir sollen ihnen glauben! --, am liebsten wiirden sic dieses GabaOde verlassen,
aber ohne Bezahlung wollen auch sic diesen gesunden Ort nicht aufgeben!
Dieser ehemalige Orden - "wir sind kein ehemaliger Orden,
wir rind auch jetz noch ein Orden!" - verbessert mich P. Mire. Also
dieser Orden, der grundlegend in der CARI'T'AS, im U nterricht, in der
GlaubensverkUndigung and in Missionen tatig ist, wurde im Jahre 1950
aufgehoben. Die Kirche des Ordens fiber der Stadt and die mit ihr iusammengebauten zwei I lauser gehoren seitdem nicht rnehr der Kirche.
(lire jetzigen Bewohner, Venvalter and Mieter zucken die Achsel, als sic gefragt werden, ob es recht ist, lass in einer geweihten Kirche, die als Garage beniitzt wind, Autos stehen. Und dass im fiber der
Scheindecke gebauten Vortragssaal tagtaglich qualmender Zigarettenrauch wirbelt?! - "Wic demokratisch wird aul einmal jeder!" ruft in die noch imrner geweihte Kirche der Chaulfeur der Firma, derin die Weihe einen Kirche verjahrt nicht?! - als er eben nach der
F,infalu-t in die Kirche aus Bern Auto stcigt.. " Wo waren Sic in den vergangenen 40 Jahren?" - fragte mich die 30 jahrige Journalistin. Vanrm ist die Sache einer kleinen Kirche auf einmal so wichtig gewordcn?!"...
Ich beneide P. Irme nicht nunwwegen seiner Lebensetlahrung,
seiner grossen Kenntnis, ich hire ihm mit gespannter Mime zu, ich
bewundere seine obermcnschliche Geduld, wie er den taglichen, abet
nocli imrner aussichtslosen Kampf ficht...
"Vergeblich war der Umbruch, vergehlich die vielen Bitten,
die vielen arntlichen Briefe. Ich erfahre schtnerzlich, class fiir die Sache der einzigen geweihten Kirche Ungarns wedcr die Regierung,
noch meine eigene Kirche etwas getan hat, auch damals nicht, als dafiir
eine gesetzliche Moglichkeit vorhanden gewesen war" - sagt verhittert
der alto Priester.
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Die Lazaristen - es sind noch 26 nebst drei Novizen - haben ihr Haus amtlich zuriickverlangt , sie bekommen es innerhalb von
10 Jahren zuriick. Aber was wind mit der Kirche sein? P. hate schamt
rich zu sagen , dass die Bisch < ife his zum heutigen Tag ihre Stimme
frn• die Zuriickgabe der geweihten Kirche aus den fremden 1-linden
nicht erhoben haben. " Dennoch dart das Maus Christi dem traurigen
and entweihden Zustand nicht iiberlassen werden " -- mildert ein wenig der Pfarrer seine Stimme. - "So lange werde ich diesen Berg besteigen and an die Ttiren klopfen - and wenn man mich rausschmeisst,
komme ich zuriick , wenn es sein muss , durchs Fenster , - bis dieser
Schandflecken des 1000 jahrigen Ung<u -ns ver.schwindet, his dieser geweihte Ort der europaischen christlichen Kultur wieder in seinem alten
Glanze lerrc htet, his alle erfahren , dass man von dem Haus der Mencsi Strassr 2 6 ein Kreuzzeichen machen soll."
MalIar Iva
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IN MEMORIAM

P. Salvatore Margiotta, C.M.
14.12.1925 -- 19.1 1.1992
La morte del P. Salvatore Margiotta non ci ha colti di sorpresa. I)a circa Ire anni sapevalno the la sua malattia era in lase terminale; ne era cosciente anclie Lui.
Ha continuato a lavorare con meticoloso impegno. Gli alunni del Seminario di Benevento , di cui era Padre Spirituale , gli erano
particolarmente cari e gli rincresceva lasciarli . Ogni pomeriggio usciva dalla sua camera per recarsi da loro; la sera tornava a Casa alquanto
affaticato nma contento.
Quando due anni fa ha dovuto rinunziarc all'ufficio, per it
progredire della malattia, ha provato dispiacerc e dolore, dignitosamente contenuti net suo stile modesto c silenzioso . Insieme abbiamo
preso la decisione : lui sottomesso alla volonta di Dio, mentre qualche discreta lacrima gli solcava it volto, provato dalla sofferenza, ed
io semplicemente commosso.
Quanti abbiamo vissuto vicino al P . Salvatore in questi due
ultimi anni , familiari , confratelli missionari . sacerdoti dalla Diocesi di Benevento, Figlie della Carita, amid, siamo stati testimoni del]it sua sofferenza f isica, on lungo e duro calvario , the ha messo alla
prova la sua ledc e la suit adesione alla volonta di Dio. Tutti siamo
stati edificati dal silo totale abbandono in Dio, dally sua cristiana pazienza , dalla sua silenziosa obbedienza al divino volere. Dal Signore, a cui aveva generosamente donato ]a vita , ha accettato ogni Cosa con amore.
Ila facto sue Ic parole di S . Paolo : Quarto a me, onnai
giurrta fora di n/frire la rnia vita come sacri / icio a Dio . E it momeuto
di iniciare it utio ultimo viaggio . Ho colIlbartctto la buoua battaglia, sono arrivato fiuo al tertniue delta mia corsa e ho conserrato la fede: it
Signore, the e giusto giudice, mi coltseguera la corona di giustizia (2
Tim 4. 6-8).
Pill volte sono andato a trovarlo a Benevento per portargli
it con forte dell'amicizia, delta fraternila, della materna presenza del]a Provincia religiosa alle sue sofferenze . Questi incontri mi hanno
dato ] 'opportunity di conoscerlo meglio nella sua profonda e sostanziosa spirituality . Non indulgeva it vaghi c sterili sentimentalismi. La
suit pieta, it silo atlaccamento al Signore, it sentil:si sacerdote sempre e dovruiquc, I'aniore alla vocazione vincenziana, la sua modestia,
la disponibilita, la docility , la preparazione e l'impegno ad assolverc
i ministeri the I'obbedienza gli ha aflidati , Sono stati per me motivo
di edificazione.
Gran parte dei 40 anni di vita sacerdotale , P. Salvatore Ii ha
dedicati alla formazione degli Aspiranti al Sacerdozio. Vi ha dedicato le sue migliori energie. Un ministero the lo rendeva particolarmente
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eontento , memore Belle parole di S. Vincenzo de' Paoli, chc rieordava spesso c volentieri : " Quale /elicith e quella di poter servire di strumento a Dio per fare (lei huorri preti, illunriuartdoli ed infianrnandoli.
Questo ^ fare l'u/f icio dello Spirito Santo , a cui solo appartiene illuminare ed infia,n,nare i cuor-i".
E stato Padre Spirituale nel Seminario Regionals di Molletta
(BA), nel Seminario Maggiore di Napoli , nel Seminario Diocesano di
Oria (BR ), nel Serninario di Benevento. t-la arnato con affetto particolare e stimato i sacerdoti e i senrinaristi . Ha avuto sempre grande
venerazione e rispetto per i Vcscovi.
Per alcuni anni i Superiori lo hanno voluto responsabile del
Novi z iato e dello Studentato della nost ra Provincia Religiosa. Quanti abbiamo avuto la fortuna di essere stati da lui diretti, ne ricordiamo, con anirno grato, la pieta , la dottrina , la competenza , la rispcttosa discrczione ncl dirigere le nostre anime.
I la ser ito le Figlic della Carity, sei anni come Direttore, e
poi come predicatore di ritiri , conlessore , consigliere spirituals. E unanime la loro stima, it loro atfetto, la loro gratitudine.
Per anni e stato anche animatore dei grlrppi vinccnziani e rnariani nelle diverse regioni del nost ro meridione . La sua competenza
e la sua costanza nell'impegno , da tutti riconosciute , hanno dato Lit)
valido contributo alla vita e alla crescita dells associazioni.
Ringraziamo it Signore per avercelo dato ed adoriamo la divina volonta , the lo ha chiarnato a se, privandoci della sua cara presenza e della sua amicizia . Mentre eleviamo per Lui la preghiera di
suffragio, ne ricordiarno la vita buona , donata a Dio e ai f ratelli con
le parole di S. Vincenzo : "Al,.' Signori, quarrto sono /ornmati coloro the
spendorro tutti i rrtonrenti della lord vita al servizio di Dio e di buon cuore si offrono a Lui! Quale consolazione non m•rarnto nrai al termine della lord lily!„
Caro P. Salvatore , hai raggiunto it bun Signore nella farniglia
Vincenziana del ciclo . Quale immensa consolazione hai provato! Pur
nella tristezza del distacco , vogliamo gioire con to per la felicity sterna the ti avvolge . La lunga e penosa sofferenza ti ha reso conforme
alla passione e alla croce di Gesii; oggi it Paradiso ti rencle conforme
alla sua gloriosa risurrezione , in attesa della glorificazione finale
quando anchc it tuo povero corpo, disfatto dalla malattia ed affidato ally terra, risorgera imrnortale, rivestito dallo Spirito di Vita the
non muore e non si corrompe.
Ricordati di not e prega per nevi. Prega per la Santa Chiesa,
per i tuoi familiari per la Comunita Vincenziana per le vocazioni sacerdotali e religiose , per i "tuoi" seminaristi . Prega per i confratelli
rnissionari e le consorelle Figlie Bella Carity Bella Provincia perche
siano sempre i generosi ser itori e testirnoni del Vangelo della Carity,
secondo lo spirito del Fondatore S. Vincenzo de' Paoli, a gloria di Dio
e a salvezza dei fratelli.
P. Antonino Vitello, C.M.
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Fr. Kevin Cronin, C.M.
09.03.1907 12,02,1992
Kevin Cronin was born in Roscommon on 9 March 1907. IIc
was one of three children, having a brother Fergus, who joined the
Society of Jesus, and a sister Hannah, who joined the Dominican sisters.
At St Vincent 's College , Castleknock, he first met the confreres
and came at an early stage to know something about the life and work
of St Vincent de Paul, to whose philosophy he remained deeply attached for the rest of his life. In 1927 lie joined the Community and
took his BA and iMA in History at University College , Dublin , with First
Class I lonours and Distinction. His historical studies were never a
matter of individual events and personalities but rather a grasping of
the movement of human growth and development on the broadest of
canvases and to which all aspects of life made a contribution. On one
occasion he mentioned to me that he had a conflicting desire to be
an architect; this he left behind , but the interest in architecture,
building and matters artistic remained with him all his life.
On completion of his theological studies he was ordained in
1932 and his first appointment was as lecturer in Ecclesiastical History in the Irish College, Paris . In that city and county lie found scope
for his historical interests , in Gothic architecture, the world and
environment of St Vincent de Paul in the 17th century and the explosion
of modern art and literature in the 20s and 30s. It also brought him,
in his first professional appointment , in contact with young adults in
a collegiate setting entering on a life of service to their Church and
their community . In this case it was seminarians who would return
as priests to work in Ireland after ordination.
To his mind the seminary training in Paris could not be a
course followed behind the doors and walls of the college without experiencing a great European capital city and country. The students
needed to know not only about the roots of their Europeanness but
also about the ways in which that tradition was struggling to express
itself in modern times . one of the things essential for a student was
to be exposed to these developments and not to be sheltered from them.
He spent three happy years at this work before his appointment in
1935 to St Mary's College , Strawberry I fill, as lecturer in Religion and
History.
For a second time his work was to he with young adults preparing for a life of service to the community and in a college which
incorporated one of the outstanding buildings in British architecture . There he met a History lecturer, one Fr John hurley CM, with
whom lie taught history and Religion for fifteen years. What a
contrast they were in style, method and approach and what a team
they made ! And they both died within a few years of each other as
members of the Strawberry Hill community in which they had first
worked together fifty - five years previously.
In religion teaching lie worked closely with, and on the ideas
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of, Fr James Thompson CM. These he developed over the next fifteen
years. This eventually led to the publication of a small pioneering and
influential book called Teaching the Religion [Assort which was illustrated by a student at the time, Brother Gabriel Barnfield FSC. It was
to be a cardinal principle in all his work that the various artistic
forms should be used in expressing the Good News.
This hook was translated into several languages and even as
late as 1968 was being reprinted yet again. As in the Irish College, Paris, he had seen that the message needed a new presentation.
Post World War 11 enthusiasm and the 1944 Education Act
opened up new horizons and it was into this world that he was appointed Principal in 1948 on the retirement of Dr Gerard Shannon
CM. One of his first actions was to create it collection of works of ar-t
to hang in corridors and rooms combining both old Master prints and
original paintings and drawings of the Modern English and Irish
School. Parallel with this was his decision to set about restoring the
Walpole and Waldegrave buildings which were then experiencing
their thirty-year dry rot cycle.
In response to Government schools' policies the college numbers had to increase and his architectural flair came into its own as
the need for new building, teaching, residential and social, became
obvious. His motto on such matters was "Always go for the best". Sir
Albert Richardson, president of the Royal Academy and a devotee of
the medieval Gothic and Gothic Revival style. was appointed architect for the expansion. Jointly they turned to the French experience
and looked for French examples for their ideas, while keeping in
mind the Strawberry Hill "Gothic" style. The medieval cathedral at
Alhi was chosen as the model for the new college chapel. The stained
glass for the fifteen windows, representing the mysteries of the Rosary, was commissioned from Gabriel Loire, the world-famous curator
of the stained glass studios at Chartres and it pioneer in the modern
st\fe of stained glass. lie was particularly proud of the %%indows, of
the fact that they were donated by the staff and students, past and present, and friends of the college, that the medieval and modern blended so well, that they were unique in Britain . one of the few times when
I ever saw him approaching what might remotely be called anger occurred about ten years ago. One of the Sunday Colour Supplements
carried a major feature on a new stained glass window for Salisbury
Cathedral, I think it was, commissioned from Gabriel Loire. The article stated that this was the only example of this fatuous artist's
work in Britain and everyone should come and see it. "Write to the
Editor" he said to me "and tell him we have fifteen windows by this
artist and the public are welcome to come an time". I did write but
there was no answer.
The Chapel was to be central to the campus along with the
Libra v as it visible sign of the harmony between the spiritual and intellectual life of the College. But there Was it problem of DES (Department
of Education and Science) funding. DES would not put money into
it chapel and certainly not one of the proportions envisaged. Kevin's
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solution was to kill several birds with one stone; persuade DES to build
a one storey library with very strong foundations and walls and then
build the chapel on top of it. You then have a more imposing building, a cheaper building and, best of all, Faith and Reason were united in a visible way.
It also expressed an aspect of his own temperament when he
had a good idea which needed implementation he had a way of giving the impression that unless you came to his aid the whole thing
would fall apart and you couldn't let that happen, could your? There
was accompanying this impression a waving hand movement, well
known to his friends, which conveyed this sentiment and was unique
to him . The Chapel-Library complex was completed, and blessed by
Cardinal Godfrey in 1962.
The next major expansion was the move by 1966 to a mixed
male-female residential college, the idea of which was revolutionary
in Catholic colleges at the time but one which he succeeded in convincing the Board of Governors was essential to the development of
the College and to the widening of its horizons.
It was little wonder, therefore, that he was awarded the CBE
(Commander of the British Empire) in the 1962 New Year's Honours
List and shortly afterwards was made a Knight Commander of the order of St John of Jerusalem.
In 1969. at the age of 62 and having made his contribution
to St Man's future. he responded to Cardinal Heenan 's invitation to
develop a programme for Archdiocese of Westminster parents which
would bridge the gap between the RE teaching they had received at
school and what their children were now experiencing as a result of
the new methods of teaching and explaining the faith which he himself had played a major part in initiating and were now emerging after the Vatican Council.
He entered this new career with Sr Gemma Brennan with great
enthusiasm and together they formed a high] motivated and motivating team which soon attracted many co-workers. As a pair they
were fondly referred to as the Duke and Duchess of Kensington
because they had an operating base at the former Maria Assumpta
College in Kensington Square, as well as for their famous hospitality
towards their helpers and associates.
This work developed very quickly into the Westminster Adult
Religious Education Centre (WAREC) and led the way in demonstrating
what good Catholic Adult Religious Education could look like. The
key factors which they identified were: 1. Setting of the agenda by the
customer"; 2. A very largely lay committee developing the plans; 3.
Holding of meetings in peoples' homes or where they wished to hold
them. All the resources available in the diocese were tapped and a
wide network of speakers and organism', as built up. It went from strength
to strength. Ile remained in this work for- fifteen years and his experience, as in the catechetical movement in the 30s and 40s, led to the
publication of two books in Adult RE: Into the Future (1977) and Adult
RE Tlreon• into Practice (1984) both in collaboration with Sr Gemma
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and the Daily Mail cartoonist Haro.
On the reorganisation of the Education Services in the Archdiocese
WAREC was absorbed into the new structure in 1984 and Kevin
"retired" once again. He continued to he based at Strawberry Hill, apart
from the years immediately after 1969 when he lived with the community
in Sacred Heart parish, Mill Hill. To the community in St awberry
Hill he, along with John Hurley, became a father-figure, each in his
own distinctive way giving a heart and soul to community life. Each
had the greatest respect for the abilities and qualities of the other.
During his later years of retirement he devoted much time
to writing a book on the spirituality of the Mass, which remains Unfinished. He also acted as chaplain to St Catherine's Convent of
Mercy, Twickenham.
In January 1992 he suffered two severe strokes and was
taken to Charing Cross Hospital where he died peacefully on 12 Februarv and went to join his brother- and sister, who had both died in
the previous twelve months, with the Lord.
At the end of his life, in hospital, many visitors remarked how
physically strong he appeared. Yet. from his student days he had had
recurrent bouts of illness. I le did not, however, allow these, or other
professional problems in life, to get him down. lie used to say: "Whatever job you get, enjoy it". Part of his enjoyment was to organise a game of cards on a festive occasion or to arrange a visit to Epsom or
Sandown for one of the big meetings. The more people he could
bring into these occasions the more he enjoyed it.
In addition to his outstanding professional abilities one of
Kevin's greatest gifts was his love of people. I Iis extended family was
to be found in large numbers all over the world. Past students of St
Mary's College over fifty years became part of it and people of all classes and ages were continual) joining it. With them he shared, unobtrusively, a deep and quiet faith. In all their lives there remains a
large gap which only the Lord himself can fill.
In Kevin Cronin I think one can see how providence works
to bring together in one person gift, opportunity. temperament, initiative and grace to form in a very singular way a full and rounded
life in the service of the Lord.
Fr Pat Bannigan CM, in speaking of Kevin, used to say: "Kevin's a prince" . It seemed fitting, therefore, at his requiem that we should
lead into the final prayer with Horatio's words:

Goodnight, sweet prince,
And flights of angels sing thee to thy rest.

Desmond Beirne, C.M.

From COLLOQIJE, Autumn 1992
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Br. Thomas Gilmartin, C.M.
12,12.1908 - 19.02.1992
Brother Tommv Gilmartin, the last Vincentian brother to
live in Ireland, was a man of exceptional qualities. He was a man young
at heart even to the end, with a great sense of fun and good humour.
Allied to this he had a quiet, solid spirituality, with a deep love of the
Eucharist.
He joined the Congregation on 24 July 1925 and took his final vows in August 1927. His first appointment was to Gateacre, Liverixxrl,
then to the old St Joseph's, Temple Road, Blackrock. He spent the next
eighteen years at St Patrick's, Dtumcondr-a, where he was obviously very
happy from the way he spoke about them, but for a brother in the Little Company in those days life was anything but easy.
His life in Phihsboro, where he spent forty-two Years, was
more relaxed but Tommy never took advantage of that. He was the
first to hit the floor every morning in St Peter's, when lie would open
the sacristy, prepare for Masses, open the church and prepare the breakfasts. All this was done with the usual "smile and good crack". His work
around the church would keep him busy until lie closed the church
about 8.00 p.m.
If he was not serving Mass he would be attending and watching
carefully from his chair behind the old high altar.
Vatican II and all that arrived when he was well into his middle
years. Changing altars was no problem for Tommy; he was able to
change his outlook with no difficulty. Becoming a minister of the
Eucharist was for him a great joy.
He had a special apostolate with the people, particularly
with the old and infirm. one could see him so often after mass consoling or affirming some old dear in a quiet corner of the church.
Ile was also a confrere with great sporting interests; Gaelic
football and hurling were his loves. Many a Sunday afternoon would
be spent either at Croke Park or, if it were Rugby or horse racing, "glued"
to his portable TV. He also enjoyed his little jar, but that too was always,
like everything else, in moderation.
He was a great Irishman in the sense of his love for his country and for his own Co. Leitrim. He never lost his roots. his love of his
people at home and his relatives in Clontarf. No, Tommy never- lost
his roots.
Tommy's last months were spent in considerable pain and
discomfort. Ile had two major operations and never lived to enjoy a
well-earned retirement. However. Tommy never complained. When
lie received the sacrament of the sick he smiled and said:
"I'II go straight to heaven now".
The Province has lost a great confrere and a great friend.
Donal Gallagher, C.M.
From COLLOQIJF, Autumn 1992
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P. Antonio Santis, C.M.
1 1.02.1898 - 19.12.1992
Diecinueve de diciembre de mil novecicntos noventa v dos.
Siempre me ha impresionado la muerte de los amigos. pero no hahfa
asistido a ninguna. Todo sucedi6 sin tiempo. Yo escuchaba el respirar jadeante, aunque tranquilo, del P. Santis, y sentia quietud, puts
comprohaha que no sufria, aunque su enfermedad era dolorosa por
lo abundante del tumor canceroso que le invadia.
Dej6 de respirar. No se movi6. Dude, cogf su mano... no
habfa pulso. Rece por el y.... ayudado, amor taje sit cuerpo. Scis cuarenta y ocho de ]a madrugada. Todo se habia cumplido.
Despues me vino a la mernoria un trocito de sermon que Cl
P. Santis habia predicado en "Santa Maria Madre" de Orense el dia
veintisiete Lie septiembre de mil novecientos cuarenta, dfa en "que la
Iglesia celebra la muerte gloriosa de San Vicente de Paul": "Ert la littterte de los sanins octtrre algo extraordirtarno, que uo time litgareir la nitierte de los demds hombres. Cuarrdo estos pruere ii, queda siempre jlotartdo en el ainbiente, corno ej'irnero recuerdo, cierta rota de tristeza, de ausencia v de vacio desoladorque apena el corazon. La rmterte de los santos, por to contrario, va siempre acompanada de itrui paz tan sublime,
de tan inalterable serenidad que, en lugarde tristeza v temores, deja en
nuestras aimas, alegrias v consuelos inejables, presagio cierto v seguro
de sit dichnsa irtniortalidad "... "... al varon tenteroso, promete el Espfotn Scram paz v bendiciones eii la !fora de sti inuerte... ". ^Eslaria yo
ante la muerte de tin varcin Icmeroso de Dios? ^Ajust6 su vida al canto temor de Dios?
El dfa once de febrero de mil novecicntos ochenta v ocho,
fiesta de Nuestra Senora de Lourdes - fundamental este dato en su
vida de devocion a la Virgen - el amor de Benito Santis Garrido y
de Jacinta Blanco Garrido daha, una vez mis, su into en un nino que,
dos dins despises, el dia trece, seria bautizado con el nombre de Antonio. Todo acontecia en Santa Maria de Arnuid, pueblo de la Iglesia, proximo al 'Santuario de Ia Santina', Nuestra Senora de los Milagros, provincia de Orense, donde tambien hre confirmado el dfa ocho
de junio de mil novecientos side.
Micmbro de familia numerosa, vive su infancia y su adolescencia junto a sus hermanos Jose Manuel, Amalia, Sor Maria, Sor Clara, Aurea y Francisco, entretenido en las ocupaciones propias de tin
hijo de lahrado -es: la escuela, las faenas del campo y la subida Irecuente al Saniuario de los Milagros, de la que decia el mismo: "no se
puede pasar iii un dta sin rezarle algo a la Virgerr de los Milagros". Futo de esta vida familiar sana v piadosa, fueron ]as dos Hijas de la Caridad v el Padre Paul.
En temprana edad pet-die) a su madre, v mucho influy6 en
su vida el alistamiento forzoso de su padre en las filas de las tropas
espanolas destacadas en Filipinas. Una auscncia demasiado larga. Setlo los viajes durahan unos seis meses en barco. Se apinaron todos los
hermanos y enure todos fueron sacando a flute la vida familiar, rota
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por los acuntecimientos: sus dos hermanas Maria v Clara ingresaron
en el postulantado de las I lijas de lit Caridad v el iba entrenandose
para entiar tin dia en la Apost6lica de Los Milagros con la idea firme de ser un gran Misionero Paul.
Antonio subia con frecuencia, siempre andando, al Santuario. A los quince anus, el dia treinla de noviembre de mil novecientos trece, dia de San Andras, dejo sit casa v jamilia - conic, acost unbrrba
a decir Cl - e ingres6, interno, en la Apost6lica de Los Milagros, la
que abandonaria cuatro anos mess tarde pares irse it Madrid v comcnzar
el noviciado. La fecha fue el trece de septiembre de mil novecientos
diecisiete.
Un grupo de muchachos adolescentes - eI era con dilerencia el mayor, habia cumplido los diecinueve anos -, se subi6 al tren
en Orense, via Madrid. Iban solos. En lit capital les esperarfa un 1 lermano Coadjutor, pero isle, cansado de esperar horns en la estacion
de Renfe (nunca se sabia la hora de Ilegada del urn), se habia vuelto a casa de Garcia de Paredes.
Llegaron los No\icios - novicios en tin doble sentido -, a
]a estaci6n de Madrid, cargados de mochila v bocadillo en bolsa.
Comprobando que alli nadic les estaha esperando, cmprendieron Camino por las caller de Madrid. Llegados de pueblecitos, la capital les
resultaba gigante, solocante. Era tin dia caluroso del septiembre de
Castilla. Tan desconocido lo encontraron todo, que se perdieron. Sudaban, tenian sed. pero la suerte les puso en el camino a un homhre
que les Ilev6 hasta la puerta de casa; con la peseta que reunieron entre todos, pagaron al pobre el servicio.
Dos afios de Noviciado. En mil novecientos diecinueve va a
Hortaleza donde estudia hasta mil novecientos veintid6s, fecha en la
que viaja a Cuenca, ciudad encantada de las casas colgantes. Alli
continua sus estudios, en el "barrio Siberia lleno de trio v sabanones, tanto en los pies como en las nuuurs v en less orcjas. Tan grandes eran los de los pies, que ni calzarse podia. Adentas, los tenia en
carne viva v se le pegaban a los calcetines. Se le hacian largos los inviernos conquenses. Algona vez lo comentamos en nuestras conversaciones v me decia : "aquello si que era ji-io, adembs no habia montantes err las puertas. Las ventarras no ajustabart v estaha todo abierto
pnr culpa de unas obras que se hacrarr en la casa. Tal era el I'' o, que
pasta se cnugelaba el agua del vaso v de la palan,ana.
Asi fue curtiendo su existir v Iuego la vida le compens6 coil
un mont6n de anos, sin medicos ni medicinas ; Cl al'irmaba que vivid
tanto por Ilevar siempre rnra vida regalada. sin bcber, ni fumar, ni excesos de ninguna clase.
Concluida esta etapa de estudiante, vuclve de nuevo a Madrid, donde remata sus estudios, recibiendo la ordenaci6n Sacerdotal en septiembre de 1926.
En breve sale para Murgufa donde estrena su primer destino, dedicando su estancia alli a la ensenanza , a atender una capeilania, como encargado de la disciplina del Colegio, etc. Profesor exigente v humano, a quien machos alumnos recuerdan con carino v le
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dicen "gracias por haber hecho de nri el hombre que ahora viene a visitarle ". Y no digamos de las alumnas de Cadiz, hov Hijas de la Caridad (muchas le deben su vocacion), segirn lo que se desprende de
los testimonies de simpatfa que han demoslr-ado estos dfas, v otras
que no son I lijas de la Caridad que todos los arios venfan desde Cidiz a La Conuia a visitarle.
Pero no termina ahi sit andadura sacerdotal v misionera. Guadalajara (1931-33), Orense (1933-37), Mai-in (1937-39), Orense otra
vez (1940-49), Cadiz (1949-65) v La Conrria (1965-92),.v una etapa sin
terminar, por Londres, hablan de el coma confesor de Hermanas y
Religiosas, corno Director de Ejercicios v Re tiros, predicador de sermones v Novenas en lugares de prestigio, Catedral de Orense, etc. Su
incansable anurr v dedicacion it la ensenanza, en la que encontraba,
lamentandose, dos lagunas: no haber estudiado griego y no poder desarrollar to que el decia ser Sit talento especial , la pintura ( en la carrera nunca habia tenido clase de dibujo).
Pero esa alma sensible v sencilla se ensanchaba cuando hablaba de Ia Santfsima Virgen, del sacerdocio, de la Congregacion (tema preferido la'vida de comunidad'), e incluso de la Patria. sin dejar
en Segundo piano a San Vicente y Santa Luisa de Marillac. Los pobres eran sus predilectos: entre sus pertenencias encontr i una caja
de hojalata con un t tulo que dice: HUCHA DEL POBRE, asI , con mavusculas, let as grander y rojas, algo gastado el letrero por el roce de sus
manos, itantas veces la use!...
Muria en sibado, dia de la Virgen. Cuando recibio la noticia de to muer-te d Sor Maria, me dijo: "rue consuela pensar que habra tenido una ,merle duke pees nturio en t o t dia de fiesta de la Virgen". Era el dieciseis de julio de mil novecientos noventa v dos. fiesta de la Virgen del Carmen. Era la Onica hermana que le quedaba v
expresO asi Su pensar: "ahora va puedo mor-ir, Yo queria ser el tiltinto
para poderofrecerdiariameete la .saitta Misa por sit etenio descanso".
' Qtte grande ser sacerdote! ; pode r desenipeiiar en hombre de Cristo la
obra was ntaravillosa was maravillosa de la Redencion: celebrar la Santa Misa todos los dias!"
Al hablar en on sermon de Maria Reina se expresaba asf: Es
la madre en la familia , que reina por la tentra, la delicadeza v amorosa solicited. h.'s mtestra reina porque es rtuestra madre".
Y en on sermon sobre la inmaculada termino con este deseo: "Qut' puedo decirse en verdad de vosotras to que afir-inaba de sus
paisanas el atttor esta folia: Todas las canarias son / como el Teide gigante / llevan nieve en el semblante / v fuego en el corazOn. Y yo dirfa:
Estas hijas urvas son / a su madre semejantes / llevan nieve en los semblantes / v fuego en el coraz6n".
Y asI, asf, he leido parte de sus escritos y he comprendido
mejor el corazon de "mi amigo", mi hermano de Comunidad: P. Antonio Santos it quien rindo mi homenaje v expreso mi agradecimiento
en estas lineas, que os aseguro tienen vida.
No quiero it-me sin t anscr-ibir lo que escribio el en tiempo
de la Guerra Civil de Espana: "Cuadro desoladorque ofrece Espana des101

garrada por esta guerra fratricida . Campos desolados, ciudades destruidas.' pueblos arrasados, hogares deshechos, cientos de miles de hombres que se destroz art en los campos de batalla, cientos de miles de Beres en retaguardia que Horan la ntuerte del hijo querido o del esposo adorado, arrovos de sangre v de lagrimas surcan el suelo rutcional. llorubres v inds hoorhre.s arrancados de sits hogar-es, se concentran err izuesu-as ciudades. Por ellas, desfilan con direccicin a los distintos /reutes
de contbate".
"El monstruo insaciable de la guerra devora r-iqueza, maestro
dinero v machos hombres, tiejando pardoquiera minas, lagrimas v Sangre. Es friste, lamentable, desoladorel panorama de Ituestr-a quertda patria... ".
Este era sit estilo, pero... entre lineas se ve latir el corazon
grande de un humilde hijo de unos labradores de pueblo e hijo tamhien de on Santo, San Vicente de Paul, v de la Congregaci6n de la Mision, quicnes le eusenaron a arnar a los hombres, principalmente a
los POBRES.
Cristo inc Cl animador do Coda su vida. Hasta luego P. Santis.
P. Angel Aller, C. M.
Del Bol;nz Prnrirrcial
de Salani Inca, N" 108

Diac. Hector Hernan Soto, C.M.
I 1 .10. 1963 - 28.12,1992
Los Desii,'nios cle Dios
A las leis de la tarde del lanes 28 de diciembre, del 92, muH6 Hector Hernan Soto Salazar. Desde febrero habia obtenido permiso del padre Visitador para hacer una experiencia de discernimiento vocacional con sit familia. Despucs de varios meses se confirrt16 en la idea de que su camino, a pesar de haher hecho la incor-poraci6n definitiva v recibido la ordenacicin diaconal, no era la Comunidad; en noviembrc se envio a Roma la documentaci6n para gestionar la dimisi6n de votos v la reducci6n al estado laical, pero esta
llegd a las oficinas del Vaticano solo en diciembrc. Muria, pues, perteneciendo a la Congregaci6n de la Misi6n. Aun mas, habia contado
siempre con Ia autorizacion del P. Aurelio. incluso para irse a trahajar
con su familia en la Costa Atlantica (Barrancas), donde un atracador
sego su vida, v habia guardado - a Ia espera de la respuesta de Roma - fidelidad a los votos. Para todos los que tuvimos la opor-tunidad de conocerlo, de set- sus formadores o sus comparieros, fuc sorprendente y dolorosa su salida de la Comunidad y, con mayor razOn,
sit partida a la "misi6n del cielo": era sencillo, sincero, transparente;
mas de uno contemplaba en su testimonio cotidiano la encarnaci(n
de las cinco virtudes. Por eso se llev6 a la casa del Padre uno de esos
interrogantes yue se pierden en el misterio de la vocaci6n y en los de102

signior de Dios. En sus epocas de formacion to unit a William Rafael Nunez una intensa amistad; este murici en un accidente, minutos antes de entregarle una tarjeta de cumpleanos, en 1989, donde le
presagiaba que los uniria para siempre on destino idrntico. Este final, igualmente Iragico, confirm() cl presentimiento.
P. Gabriel Naranjo S., C.M.

itii Proceso Vocacional
Como buen trabajador v buen amigo, Ht ctor Herman se
sento muchas veces a mi lado para avudarme a t anscribir los textos
del "Correo de Familia". Ahora, despues Lie su tragica desaparici6n,
me Io lie imaginado sentado frente al computador de la casa cural de
la parroquia de Cocorna, redactando estas linear que el mismo titul(')
"Mi pruceso vocacional "v que obtuvimos gracias al parroco de esa
localidad de Ia cual era oriundo.
De su vida iniantil campesina en las montafias paisas, sabemos
por to que nos relata:
"Naci el 11 de octttbre de 1963 en Coconui, Amtioquia. Ali familia ha lido v es cristiaiia en todos sus nrie rmbros. C reci en este anrbiente de reconocimiento v respeto a la religion catolica, adenr6s en la
admiracicirr por la villa sacerdotal v religiosa.
De ntis anos de vino recuerdo con agrado la.s visitas que el sacerdote hacia a rni'ereda, pries siempre he t•ivido en el carrrpo. Tema
apena.s siete it ocho arlos v algmna vez, pease err la posihilidad de ser sacerdote. Curse lo.s tres primeros anos elernemtales en in escuela de la yereda, debiemdome retirarpara avrr(laren los trahajos del carrrpo. sin termimar in pr-ioma-ia porque en ese tiernpo rro Irahra nuis posibilidades de
estudio para nn. Durance nrros siete albs no 'oh'i a pensar en estudios
ni en vocaciorn, los consideraha imposihles dada rui .situaci(irr ecorromica, v, ademas, t'iria en el carrrpo ".
A pesar de las dificultades para poder estudiar, hector
Hernan abrazo Ias oportunidades que mas tarde el Senor le present6.
A craves de las I I ijas de la Caridad que trabajaron en Cocorna conocici la cOmunidad s. alli en el seminario , empez6 a forjar su corazon
de niki IIcn) \ iCenlinO.
"A los doce o trece aiios c ornence a participar e n ono de los gmpos juveniles de in parroquia en in coal time un conlacto muds cercano
con los sacerdotas que agtri trahajaban. Frreron ellos quienes me hicieron la primera pastoral vocacional reiniciamido mis estudios v haciendo la ralidacicin de algnnos ario.s, dando re.spuesta a iris inquietudes.
Cuando apenas comemzaha el hachilleraw corroci a los Misinneros Vicentinns v con ellos sit cari.sma, marttnt'itmo.s comrmricacion frecuente, guardarrdo leis esperanzas de lnr posible imgreso al seminario.
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Ditrante esle tierrtpo, previo al ingreso al serrtinario, continua
part icipando en grupos juveniles: ntariarto, vicentino v ell el de calequesis
pan•oquial.
Ya habia cumplido dieciocho altos cuartdo /ui a la Apostcilica para ctusar los dos tiltintos altos de bachillerato. An os estos que lueron interesanles por la experiencia de la direccion espiritual v la participacion ell e 1 grupo de mac ion. Adermis, alli engrecc! a conocer mas de
cerca la villa del inisionero vicentino.
Luego, dui a/ Seminario Mavorde Medellin Para estudiar la /iloso%ta v, estando alli, ttnve la oporiurtidad de participar por prinnera ve:
ell las rnisiones que la Conttutidad planeaba en Guaranda v Tierraderttro.
El alto 1987 due Para nri el del Senninario Inuerno; corrocer la
doctrine v la espiritualidad de Salt Vicente me hac-fasewiratibliadt) ell
rni vocacuin v, en especial, tot grant amor a la C'oruunidad
El anlo de 1987 experiencia Inc iniportanle , ante todo por la viveucia contunitaria err tin gntpo mas reducido. Quienes vivieron contrrtigo ese tiempo rue aportaron la alegria de su entrega al servicio de la
misiuin en carnpos diJererrtes : parroquia , /or-irtacicin en el seminario v
pastoral vocacional ".
Lo llamabamos carinosamente "Sotico". Quienes tuvimos la
buena suerte de haberlo encontrado en este camino, to vimos siempre con rostro amable v sonriente, v con tin toque especial de dulzura v, cie verdad, pudimos experimentar profundamente la calidad de
su am istad.
Su corazon sincero y transparente buscb la rcalizacion de su
vida, siempre rebosante de nobles ideales. Eso fur lo que lo llev6 a
dw• pasos decisivos, caminando sobre mavores seguridades. Se incorpor
definitivamente a la Congregaci(n emitiendo los votos el 27 de septiembre de 1990.
El P. Gabriel Naranjo acostumbra a presentar una semblanza de cada uno de los incorporados a la comunidad el mismo dfa
de los votos. Me impacto aquella vez lo que de Sotico se hablo: "Al
otro to tratantos fantiliarrnerrte colt el diruirmtivo: todo el ntundo to quiere. Encanta !as cinco i irtudes ale maestro espiritu; htonildad, seucille,-,
ntansedumbre, morti/icachirt v celo. hi segunda es su et•angelio, coma
queria San Vicente. Mtisico, adermis. Mds que por la /i,gosidad de sn
rata amioquena, se caracteriza por la simplicidad de su raigambre
campesina
Lleg6 el momento de acercarse al diaconado. Lo recibib el
24 de noviembre de 1991 de manor de Mons. Gabriel Romero en Facatativa.
"I'al vet. las incertidumbres clue en sus itltimas semanas experiment(') en el seminario, tuvieron origen en su caracter, coma el
mismo to escribkr. Ante la perspective de tin firturo que comenzaba
a abrirse v ante su sincera v consciente situacia n, se hizo dueno de
un nue%O ii( ritonte: c\pcrimentr', una pi'ofaada libertad al tiempo de
tomar la clcc'isirin dc ; I),uuih mar el ' cniiii:uio:
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"Aunque durartte todo este tiempo de Vida en el sentinario tuve di/icultades en la vida espiritual, sobre todo en la oracion, ntis principales dilicultades f teron a partir del comienzo de la teologia. Sin entbargo mis problemas nada tienen que ver con los coruenidos de la teologia ni con la negligencia (le los superiores, ellos siernpre fueron nucv
atrrttos v estur'ieron perulientes para que no ?pit, equivocara en mis deci.ciones. Alis probletnas eran de cardcter repetitivo, lograba superarlos
por un tiempo pero se presentaban truevmnente. Despit s de macho didlogo en direccion espir-itual v con los superiores para tratar de agotar
todos los recursos posibles ellos decidieron ofrecenne avuda sicologiCa.
Visite dos sicologos quienes, despues de conocer rni caso, diagrtosticaron que ntis di%tctthades eran de cardcter v que lo reds convenierne era abandonar el serrrinario va que rnds tarde fns problemas se
agtcdizariart.
Despues de poser en corrocimietrto tie mitts srtperiores todo lo
anterior v con el consentitniento de ellos, salt del seminario el 27 de lebrero tie 1992.
Sabia con mucha convicci6n que debia seguir al Senor en este
estilo de vida al que se enfrentci v desde el coal vivid con fidelidad sus
votos v su consagracion, en la espera de las dimisorias.
Asi lo sorprendiei la muerte: "con las armas en la mano", trahajando, fie] a sus compromisos, alegre v convencido de que to que
cstaba haciendo era lo que el Senior le scrialaba.
Sotico foe joven, pues, a pesar de los altibajos v desalientos
siempre Ic sonrie) a la Vida.
Con el salmista que exclama a Dios ante la brevedad del
existir, tenemos que decir de el: "corno an tejedor devanaba su vida v
le cortan la trarna"
Carlos A. Vehisquez, C.M. 3°Teol.
Dc l t';i.\'CE Enero-Febrer() 9 A

P. Robert Cartier, C.M.
24.07.1912 - 05.01.1993
Chers Confreres, cheres Soeurs, titers antis,
Les lectures que nous venons d'entendre me semble illustrer
parfaitement la vie du cher Pere Cartier que noun accompagnons cc
matin de notre pricre.
Confiance, espei'ancc, mail egalement detachernent par
amour du Seigneur, telles sons les trois versus nrarquantes dune vie
souse enticre consacree aux Missions.

Foi sincere inculquee des son enfance. 11 n'en parfait guere,
it semble qu'il ait perdu ses parents de bonne heure. Etudiant au Col105

Iege Saint Paul, puis au SCminaire d'Angoulenu alors tenu par les Lazaristes, ii apprit a connaitre et a aimer la spiritualitc de Saint Vincent, cc qui le poussa, alors qu'il arrivait all terme de ses etudes de
thcologic, a demander son admission dans la Congregation de Ia
Mission. 11 y fut re4u, avec moi-memo et une bonne trentaine d'autres, le 06 octobre 1934. En avance sur noun par I'age et Ies etudes dcja
faites, it recut I'onction sacerdotale le 04 juillet 1937, et commcn4a
son ministere aussitot, d'abord contme professeur au Grand seminaire
de Verdun, puis, en 1938, it partait pour la Chine, oil it fill affect( rapidement a Ia formation des pretres au SCminaire de Pekin dont ii detint le SupCrieur. Revenu de Chine, expulse cornme tons les Missionnaires
en 1952, it fit tin assez bref sejour en France et son desir de repartir
en Mission lui fit accepter de partir au Vietnam, oit il resta une dizaine d'annCe.
Partout oil it passa, it laissa tin prolond souvenir, si Ion en
jttge pat- la vCnCration dont I'entouraient ses anciens Cleves, ou ses anciens compagnons de Mission, on encore de nombreuses religieuses
qu'iI avait dirigees. Ceux-ci pourraient et peuvent encore temoigner
de cette confiance et de cette espcrance qu'il await dans le Seigneur,
ainsi que de la pietC avec Iaquelle it s'acquittait des devoirs religicux
et exercices spirituels.
En 1968, lors d'un congC en France ou it devait se faire soigner , Ies Superieurs lui demanderent de renoncer au depart, pour s'tx cuper non plus dune settle Mission, mail de toutes les Missions filiales des Provinces de France. Il accepta volontiers malgre le dcchirement, comme it acceptait tout cc que' Iui dentandaient Ies Superieurs,
et fit affecte all Service des Missions it I'Oeuvre placee sous le patronage
du Bienheureux Jean -Gabriel Perbovre. Il v fut charge plus specialenient de la correspondance avee les Missionnaires et des comptes-rendtrs sur les Mission dans la revue Message el Messagers. II devait assurer cc service pendant plus de vingt ans, avec tin devouement admirable, car sa foi le portait a la faire partager par tout, et la Revue
devenait son moyen d'apostolat. C'est cette foi qui anime chaque
Missionnaire a se depenser sans compter all Service des Ames, et le
Pere Cartier en avait la profonde conviction.
Foi, espCrance, mais aussi dctachement. Comme I'Apbtre Pierre iI pouvait dire: Maitre, noun axons tout quitte pour to suit're, et it
vivait cette pauvretc evangClique, sans l6sinerie toutefois, car durant
Ies annces qu'iI passa a la tete du Service, it ne lit jamais opposition
a ('acquisition de materiel pouvant amcliorer ou meme simplement
faciliter le service, mail en Ctitant tout superflu. Son bureau, tees ctroit,
etait un modele de cc dCtachement: le superflu n'v aurait d'ailleurs
pas trouve de place, on n'y trouvait que le necessaire, mail on etait
sirr d'y trouver un accueil chaleureux, quelles soient ses occupations . Pour Iui-memo ii Ctait aussi dCtache de tout, sortant peu, sauf
pour tine petite promenade matinale qui etait plutut un exercice physique, it assurait une permanence ponctuelle de chaque jour d' un bout
it I'autre de l'annCe, pendant tout j uste tine ou deux semaines de repos.
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Confiance, esperance, detachement, tout cela animait chez
lui un grand amour de la Congregation et de ses Confreres. D'une rare sensibilite, it savait compatir a toute misere, et fut Bien des fois victime de quelques quemandeu s qui en abusaient. Mais J ai pit personnellement apprecier cette delicatesse en deux circonstances oil je fus
frappe par tin devil familial dont I'annonce aniva alors que j'etais
absent; it cut la delicate et penible mission de me faire part de cc deuil,
et it le fit avec une telle charite, qu'il souffrait lui-meme comme si cc
deuil i'affectait personnellement. Cette charite qui rtignait particulierement
entre sous les membres du Service, malgre les differences de
caracteres, a fait que durant touter ces annees d'etroite collaboration,
au service des Missions, note aeons forme une equipe vraiment
fi•aternelle. Le Pere Cartier a marque cette periode de sa presence et
ne laisse que des regrets. A noun den tirer lecon de cet exemple quit
noun it donne, en noes renforSant Bans cette confiance et cc detachement,
car taus, noun sommes appeles a cc detachement final.
Demandons au Seigneur qu'il noes aide a marcher clans cette voie que lui-meme nous a tracee ct dans laquelle le Pere Cartier,
par son souvenir, peat nous scrr it de guide. Amen.
P, Charles Tordet, C.M.
HomClie de la Messe de %uuerailles , Paris, 08.01.1993

P. Albert Ronckier, C.M.
02.07.1910 - 13.12.1992
Chess Confreres, chores Soeurs, chers amis,
Tenez.-vous press, c'est ri 1'heure ou roar rt'v pertserez pus que
le F'ils de l'Honrnre t'iendra. Au soir du 13 decembre, en rejoignant sa
chambre, apres Ic repas prix en communaute, le Pere Ronckier ne pensait pas que sa vie ici-bas prendrait fin a cc moment . Nous pouvons
croire qu'il etait pret, en tenue de service pour ouvrir la poste au Maitre qui se presentait, car la priere tenait tine grande place dans sa vie.
Et avec toute l'Eglise en cc temps de I'Avent, comme nous, it a pu dire "Allons au-devant de Celui qui vient". Rejouissons-nous le Seigneur est proche.
Si Jesus le Sauveur vient it Noel dans le Mvstere d'un DieuEnfant, pour faire de nous des enfants de Dieu, en noes reunissant
dans cette Chapelle, pour la troisieme Lois, autour d'un Confrere
decode, en 1'espace de quelqucs semaines, nous nous rappelons que
Jesus Christ es( venu et vient nous rassembler dans son amour aupres du Pere lorsque notre mission ici-bas est achevee.
Ces deces rapproches peuvent noes rappeler que noun sonimes unis par tin meme appel du Seigneur, clans une meme vocation
vincentienne pour une meme Mission aux expressions diverses, tout
en etant bien differents par les origines, la situation familiale , la per107

sonnalite, et le chemin a parcourir au long de la vie.
Le Pere Albert Ronckier est ne en 1910 it Bollezeele , un village situe au coeur de la region agricole des Flandres francaises. Ordonne pretre clans son diocese de Lille, en 1934, it fit vicaire a 1-lazehrouck et Hondschexrte au cours des douze premieres annees de son
rninistere. Alors it fit au contact avec Ic monde industriel dans ses
premiers developpements. Quelques annees auparavant, avec courage et audace, un prrtr'e du diocese, l'Abbe Lemire, maire d'Hazebrouck. depute du Nord, await denonce, it la Chambre des deputes, a
Paris, les conditions inhumaines du travail des ouvriers et s'etait engage clans sa ville it la promotion de la dignite de la liberte des ouvriers
pour que soient respectees les conditions humaines, familiales et
chretiennes de tour vie. A la pastorale permanente stir le terrain, le
Pere Ronckier, avec le clerge, nombreux a I'epoque, potivait connaitre des interventions de missions paroissiales, assurees par une equipe de missionnaires de pretres diocesains oil par des memhres de Congregations de Pretres, de Religieux. Et c'est ainsi que le Pere Ronckier
eut contact et it a I'oeuvre les Confreres Lazaristes de la maison de
Loos formes par Ic Pere Beviere. II fur conquis par leer foi, leer cl namisme, leur entente fraternelle et i'inipacl de la Mission stir le
people.
En 1946. it obtint du Cardinal Lienart de pouvoir entrer
dans la Congregation. Et apres le temps de formation a Paris, it rejoignait I'equipe de missionnaires de Loos pour travailler avec eux pendant quatorzc annees en Bien des paroisses du Nord oir it retrouvait
des amis pretres et des camarades du diocese.
Apres on service de quelques annees a la paroisse de Sainte-Anne it Amiens. it arrivait a la Maison-Mere en 1965 comme superieur pour remplacer le Pere Droitcourt, nomme Visiteur de la Province d'Orient. Durant cette periode d'apres-Concile et de profondes
remises en cause, en 1968, la tache ne fit pas aisee. Le Pere Ronckier
sit prendre conseil autour de 11.1i et veiller avec fernletC a une evolution progressive et prudente de la vie communautaire avec des Confreres nombreux, d'age different, d'activites multiples et Lie sensibilite tres diversifiee par rapport aux changements en coots dans le monde, clans I'Eglise, eta traduire dans le style de vie et d'action missionnaire
de la communaute locale.
II ne fit pas facile aux Confreres de souscrire a certaines decisions prises, ni au super ieur local de faire I'unite des esprils, des coeurs
et des comportements. A tons, it (allot tin effort ties reel pour pratiquer l'humilite, ]a simplicite, et discerner Ies chemins de I'aggiornamento demande par le Concile lui-mime . Crest avec soulagement
que IC Pere Ronckier put laisser cette charge et cc fit one joie pour
lui d'accepter la responsahilite de 1'animation des pelerins de la Chapelle de la Medaille Miraculeuse. iI retrouvait alors tin bon people et
avec ses Confreres, it se mit pleinenu•nt au service de taus ces gees
pour la formation doctrinale a la priere, a une devotion mariale hies
situee clans la ligne du Concile. 11 fit tres heureux de pouvoir mettre
son Me missionnaire au service des personnes et des foules pour les
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tourner vers le Christ avec IC secours de la Vierge Marie.
Au bout dune dizaine d'annees, les difficultes de sant6
l'obligerent a restreindre beaucoup ses activites.
En 1986, it prenait place au Centre de Retraite Mrdicalis6.
Mais it silt encore ti ouver bien des occasions pour mettre en oeuvre,
de fa4on adapt6e, son tres ardent zele missionnaire.
Entrc en communaute avec une experience de douze ann6es
de vie et d'activite pastor ale dans son diocese, it a assum6 les exigences
de la vie de fill de Saint Vincent avec simplicitc, humilite et verite.
Homme de grande droiture, it se savait de temperament assez vif. Charge de responsabilitc premiere dutant de longues annees,
it se voulait au set- ice de ]a conimunaute, aver le souci dune organisation precise en vue de l'unite. Comme ii est normal, it a connu et
vecu des periodes de tension comrnunautaire.
Conscient des difficult6s de certains Confreres, it it sit faire
face avec confiance et grande foi, mail non sans souffrir personnellenient. Avec sa belle prestance qui en imposait, it etait dune grande
sensibilite. Prive depuis longtemps dune famille proche. it ctait tres
touchy par les attentions de cousines oil cousins, d'amis, de personnes devouces, et it a toujours garde de tres solides amities parmi les
prcurs du diocese de Lille.
On petit dire que ces dernieres annees iI a vvccu dins la joie
et la paix, puisant dans sa foi solide la force pour situer et endurer
ses infirmites, sachant apprCcier de pouvoir garder une certaine autonomie personnelle. La relation confiante avec le medecin, avec nos
Soeurs toujours si proches et sans cesse disponibles, Iui assurait la
sccuritc. II savait s'interesser avec discretion au personnel de service
et offrir un temoignage de respect, d'estime, de loi. Les visites ctaient
toujours un rayon de soleil dans ses journ6es.
Les dernieres alertes de sante ne font pas ebranle et iI s'en
est allc discretement vers le Seigneur.
Que la Vierge Marie I'accueille aupres de son Fils et que luimeme nous obtienne des vocations pour la Mission.
P. Leon Lauwerier, C.M.
Horrtelic' tie la Messe de Funerailles
Du Bulletin des La;aristes, N" 136

Monsieur Raymond DarHcau
22.02.1923 24.08.1992

Grand adnrirateurde Sane Vincent et ami de la Congregation
Un grand ami de la Congregation des Pretres de la Mission,
a laquelle it 6tait affilie depuis pros de vingt ans, est d&6& le 24 aofit
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dernier: Raymond DARRiCAU, univet:sitaire et historicn au vaste
rayonnement, auquel oil est redevable de contributions de premier
ordre it la connaissance religieuse et spirituelle de la France a 1'epoque moderne et contemporaine.
II etait rte le 22 fcvrier 1923 it Talence, commune linvitrophe
de Bordeaux , daps une famille enracinee depuis toujou s chins le terroir girondin. iI fit toute sa scolarite an Lycee Michel Montaigne de
Bordeaux, auquel it devait l'essenticl de sa formation intACCUlelle et
()it it acquit de solides habitudes de travail et de scrieux. Ces annces
de hcee furent aussi celles dune affirmation dune intense vie de foi.
Le 14 juin 1939, en effet, it peine age de seize ans, it entrait it la Societe Saint Vincent de Paul, dans la conference des Cadets de NotreDame, en attendant de creer quelques annees plus tard la Conference Saint Francois de Sales pour Ies ctudiants. Des tors commenrtait
pour lui une vie apostolique active, quit allait poursuivre sous des formes diverses et renouvelces jusqu'It sa nrort. 11 entra dans l'esprit yincentien dont it allait rapidement s'inrpregner en profondetn•. Quatre
ans plus tard, aloes quit etudiait I'I listoirc a la Faculty des Lettres de
Bordeaux, it entrait dans le Tiers-ordre dorninicain (3 juin 1943)
sous le nom de Ircre Vincent de Paul. Les traits majeurs de sit personnalite spirituelle i taient desormais bien affirmes : it unissait en une
complete svnthese la conception dominicaine tout orientre vets la tie
intellectuelle an service de I'Eglise et 1'esprit vincentien fait d'humilitc, de simplicitc, d'cquilibrc et (Fun sells apostolique tout entier subordonne a I'amour de Dieu et drt prochain. Ses etudes terminees, it
resta longtemps attache de recherches an C.N.R.S., avant ii entrer en
1967 a I'Institut d'Histoire de l'Universitc de Bordeaux, oir it allait poursuivre toute sa carriCre de chercheur et de professeur.
Travailleur inlatigahle, tout entier donne a 1'ctude et a I'apostolat intellectuel, it a consacre sa vie a rcyeler des aspects essentials,
jusque la inconnus, de la Reforme catholique en France aux XVIIe et
XVII le siecles et a ses prolongements jusqu'au milieu du XXc siccle.
Dans ce contexte, quatre themes majeurs ont retenu son attention, toes
relics par- une profonde coherence interne: l'histoirc politique et diplomatique au XVIIe siccle dans ses relations avec I'affirmation de la
Rclornle tridentine en France, avec tine insistance particuliere stir Ies
rapports enure Louis XIV et le Saint-Siege; la vie religieuse en France, notamment I'histoire des CJeres Reguliers Thiatins a Paris, la
saintetc, l'episcopat rrlormateuran XVII" siccle, avec IC bienheureux
Alain de Solminihac, eveque de Cahors, et la posterite spirituelle de
saint Charles Borromre dins noire pays du XVIIe au XiX"' siccle: l'histoire de la vie intellectuelle et culturelle en cc qu'elle eclaire tie l'interieur certaines composantes fondamentales de la spiritualitc it Page
baroque; enfin, de nombreuses contributions sur la spiritualitc, dont
deux ouvr-ages ecrits en collaboration sur !A Spiritualiti' et 1.71istoire
de la Spiritualite pour la collection "Oise Sais-je?", dans l'intention de
porter a la connaissance du plus grand nombre les tresors spirituals
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du Christianisme. Sur sous ces themes, auxquels it faudrait ajouter
ses contributions decisives stir I'histoire du diocese de Bordeaux.
Raymond Darricau laisse Line oeuvre considerable, rassemblee ell plus
de quinze livres, ecrits souls oil en collaboration, et pros de 200
articles de revues scientifiques, sans compter ses ti-es nombrCLISCS
contributions aux grander encvclopedies catholiques, conune Ic
Dictiointaire de Spiritualize, le Dic'tionnaire d'Histoire et de Geographic
Ecclesiastiques. Catholicisnte. ainsi que la Bibliotheca Sanctonwnt et
Ic Dizionario degli Lstituti di Pet ei z iorte.
Depuis longtemps Raymond Darricau entretenait des liens
etroits avec la Congregation des Pretres de la Mission. A 1'epoque ou
it venait travailler dans les archives parisiennes, it logeait a la Maison -Mere de Saint-Lazare, dont it suivait strictement le reglennent interieur. 11 entretenait des liens etroits avec de nombreux Pretres de la
Mission , notamment avec M. Felix Contassot, premier Assistant, avec
lequel it a echange tine correspondance tres fournie. Le 15 join 1964
it etait affilie a la Congregation de la Mission. Cette affiliation Ctait
la marque dune appartenance spirituelle et attestait I'inlerct que
portait Raymond Darricau a M. Vincent et it sa posterite.
II a reserv6, en effet, tine part importante de son oeuvre a I'histoire de la Congregation de la Mission. Ii a apporte sa collaboration
it deux revues publiees par elle: Mission et C'harite, oil it donne deux
de ses premiers articles, et I)irws Thomas, la revue thomiste publiee
par la Collegio Alberoni de I'laisance, a laquelle it a reserve deux contributions essentielles, revclan rices des rapports profonds entre one
theologie d'essence dominicaine et l'esprit vincentien, la Congregation des Pr&tres de la Mission avant toujours professe la plus grand
estime pour la pensive de saint Thomas d'Aquin. La contribution
majeure de Raymond Darricau est, a cet egard, son etude stir Iii jarrrtation des prole-sseurs de serninaires art debut du XV%LIe sikle, d'apris
tot directoire de M. Jean Bo,nu't (1644-1735), ,Superieur de la Congreg ation de la Mission, part en plusieurs articles dans Divus Thomas,
puis en livre aux editions du Collegio Alberoni en 1966. Cc travail avail
ere fortement encourage par M. Contassot, alors premier Assistant des
Pretres de Ia Mission. 11 avail donne Lieu it tine recherche ti-6 poussee pour cclairer tolls les aspects de la question: durant 1'ete 1964 Raymond Da ricau n'avait-il pas verifie routes references des citations hibliographiques tie Bonnet dans la bibliotheque de la Maison-Herr SaintLazarc, en maniant, au prix dune grande fatigue physique, torts les
Iourds volumes de la Pairologie L.atine de Migne - ils sort plus de 200
- et nombre important de sa Patrologie Grecque?
Cc travail ne hit pas pour Raymond Darricau seulement Line
oeuvre de science . 11 etait plus encore peut-CUr ('expression dune intense vie interieure orientce vers ('etude mCthodique et reflechie comme vers I'apostolat intellectuel , dans laque s'unissaient , en tine svnthese achevCc , la vie intellecitielle dominicaine et la charite vincentienIll

ne. II await u-ouve un profond encouragement a perseverer Clans cettc voie a travels les conscils que M. Bonnet prodiguait, des les premiers folios de son Directoire, alt jeune regent lazariste: celui-ci, en
el let "doit conside rer [Saint Thomas] commie le plus grand thCologien
et IC plus universellement , Bans 1'Eglise , approuve; it s'attachera a lire sa Somme avec toute ('application dont it est capable. II y trouvera tout cc dont it pent avoir besoin pour s'instruire a fond des dogmas qu'il explique" (fol. 4 v"). 11 avail con4u cc livre comme tine oeuvre apse a susciter une rellexion utile a I'apostolat contemporain.
intimement convaincu de I'exceptionnelle dimension de
saint Vincent de Paul et de son apport essential - comparable seulenient a ceux de sa Charles Borromie et de saint Francois de Sales
-a la reussite de la Relorme catholique, it Iui avail consacrY plusieurs
contributions. Des 1963 it cvoquait Bans Mission et Clnnite Ia profonde amitie spirituelle unissant M. Vincent au cardinal Stefano Durazzo,
archevcque de Genes et figure exemplaire de ('episcopal rcformateur,
qui etablit les Pretr•es tie Ia Mission a Genes en 1646. En 1981 it consacrait dans Divas Thomas une importance etude a l'eveque dans la
pertsee ale saint Vincent de Paul: sujet essentiel si l'on se rappelle que
des 1636 M. Vincent a convert et fait acceder a l'episcopat des personnalites de tout premier ordre et que, de cc fait, la part des eveques
relormateurs du Grand Siecle sont, a des degres divers, ses disciples.
Par ailleurs, Raymond Darricau avail public une etude sur les Ietes
de Ia canonisation de saint Vincent de Paul a Bordeaux (4 avail 1738),
qui lurent magnifiques. Les Pretres de Ia Mission elaient solidement
inrplantcs Bans le diocese, comme it I'a montre dans son article sur
Ies Lazaristes It Notre-Dame de Montuzet (1682-1791), en pays blavais.
II n'a pas davantage negligc les autres families spirituelles londees par
M. Vincent. II s'est ainsi intcresse aux Filles de la Charite a Blave, ou
elles ont tenu I'hOpital Saint-Nicolas de is fin du XVii1' au milieu du
XXe. 11 a egalement consacre deux contributions a Mnme de Pollalion,
qui fut melee aux entreprises charitables et apostoliques les plus diverses de M. Vincent, et qui apparait comme une collaboratrice de tous
les instants de sainte Louise de Marillac, en Iui reservant tine etude
biographique ct en evcxluant tine stape inconnue de 1'apostolat de saint
Vincent de Paul: les debuts de la Maison de la Providence fondee par
N 1111C de Pollalion (1629).
Elargissant sa problematique Raymond Darricau a aussi
iraitc d'autres aspects de ('influence vincentienne Bans deux etudes
marquantes: ('Line, en 1971, sur ]'action charitable dune reins de
France Anne d'Autriche, dont it nest point besoin de rappeler it quel
point elle ctait receptive aux enseignements de M. Vincent; I'autre, en
1975, sur le traits des scminaires de Godeau, Cv@que de Grasse, et la
londation des premiers scminaires f an4ais: cet article est important
car Godeau faisait pantie de cc groupe d'eveques reformateurs formes
par les Conferences du mardi et que son traits, si largement rspantlu, n'a pas pen contribuc It faire ravonner Ia conception vincentien112

ne des scminaires. Notons aussi que Raymond Darricau a term, a travers de nonibt eux comptes rendus pares dans des revues historiques
rcputees, comme la Revue d'hi.ctoire de /'Elise de France oil la Revue
d'Histoire Ecclesiastique, puhlice et diffusce Bans le monde entier
par I'Universite de Louvain , a faire connaitre dans les meilleurs nmilieux scientifiques et universitaires les contributions panics dans
Mission et Charite comme attssi les ouvrages Ies plus marquants sur
saint Vincent de Paul , entre aut -es celui de A. Dodin sur Fran ois de
Sales, Viriceret de Paid, les deity antis , parr en 1984, qu'il appreciait
beaucoup.
Comme on le volt Raymond Darricau etait profondement uni
a la Congregation de la Mission . II s'ctait toujours attache a titre un
fill aimant de saint Vincent . Dans eel esprit it a menc une vie serieuse
et studieuse , tout impregnee du seas de 1'etfort perscverant et rellechi; sa vie et son travail ne faisaient qu'un . lI vivait pour l'etude, pour
la recherche historique all service de l'Eglise , car it vivait pour I'apostolat intellectual . Par 1'etudc de I'histoire it voulait apprendre a ses amis
et a ses ctudiants a savoir penser, a vivre dans le silence intcrieur, a
etoffer Icur personnalite pour qu'a Icur tour ils puissent travailler all
hien de la socicte et au service de leur prochain.
Dans 1'accomplissement de son devoir d'etat it suivait le conseil de M. Vincent: "art giite souverit les booties oeuvres pour filler trop
vile". Se hatant lentement, ne gaspillant pas une minute, it n'etait jamais surmenc ni nieme presse. Ouvrant dans la t'anquillite de I'esprit
et la paix cle lame, it executait sa tdthe sans precipitation mais avec
promptitude et diligence. apres avoir consacre tout It' temps necessaire it rcflechir. L'hahitude de la rcllexion prolongee, puisee a la meilleure source vincentienne , aiguisce sans cesse par la pratique du raisonnenunt historique, le rendait apte a maitriser Ies situations complexes Cl a prevoir It's consequences a long terme. La ri flexion Iui faisait ainier Ia prudence vincentienne, faite d'intelligence du reel et ale
hon lens, hien propre a introcluire en tout la juste mesure, la via media qui, pratiquee avec determination et force d'anme, permet d'cviter
tour Ies excel. Cette mo&ration se traduisait par son esprit de paix
et son affabilite, qui etaient la manifestation de sa bonte fonciere. Recevant ses visiteurs, it les apaisait par sa seule presence. Quiconque
anivait trouble, inquiet, irascible, ou simplement preoccupe, le quittait rasserCne.
I lunrtniste chrctien, vcncrant egalement saint Francois do
Sales et saint Vincent de Paul, ces deux amis, Ravniond Darricau avail
retenu de Ieur example Ia fecondite de l'alliance entre le naturel et IC
surnaturel. Avant toujous aims la sagesse antique puisee dans les humanitcs classiques, i t y voyait tin support privilegie pour s'ouvrir a l'appel de I'Evangile. Carla vie en Dieu etait bien I'essentiel, I'etude et I'apostolat tlenmeurant pour Iui indissociable de la contemplation. Jusqu'a
ses derniers instants it a vecu clans cette pensce de M. Vincent: "11 fi n d
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sanctifier ses occupations en v cliercltant Dieu et les /wire pour L'Y
lrotnver plutot que pour les voir mites".
Ch. TEISSEYRE
33000 Bordeaux
Revue Francaise d'Histoire du Livre
(Du `Bulletin des Laiaristes de Fiance', N" 136)
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L. CHIEROTTI , Federico Ozattant (1813-1853), Uno dei fondatori
delle Conferenze di Caritd, pp. 110.
Biografia agile, essenziale, piacevole. Vi fara scoprire un laico, professore della University della Sorbona di Parigi, imbevuto di
spirito vincenziano e di amore per i poveri.
aTestintoniare le yenta con le opere di carita: Veritatem facientes
in charitate» (Ef 4, 15).
Vi sono tante maniere per testimoniare la propria fedc, ma
una delle piu efficaci c certamente quella di far seguire alle parole le
opere, anzi di parlare addirittura con le opere di carita, con i fatti.
E it metodo the hanno scelto, in un momento difficile per
la fede e la Chiesa, Federico ozanam e i suoi compagni.
La vera carita, it contatto personale con i fratelli piu poveri
chiude la bocca ai nernici della Chiesa piu di qualsiasi discussione.
-Chi non ama it proprio f i-atello cite vede, come puci atnare Dio the non
vede?» (Gv 14, 20), parole the un giorno Ozanam ripresento sotto questa forma: u Sembra the per atnare sia necessario vedere, e not non vediamo Dio. Ma i poveri li vediamo, son davanti a not e po.ssiamo mettere it dito e la matzo nelle loro piaghe, e sulla lord fronte possiamo scorgere i segtti della corona di spine!,,.
Anche oggi I'efficacia di questo metodo di apologia della fede non e sminuita. L'esempio di Federico Ozariam e dei suoi compagni
possa spingere ancora i giovani a mettere la loro castity sotto la tutela della carita, "La piit bella virtu sotto la piu bella custode», a vincere l'egoismo rendendosi canto delle miserie altrui.
(<La questiotte del bene sociale e delle rifornte benefiche - ha
detto Ozanam -, si impara meno curvi sui libri e seduti ai piedi della tribuna politica, the non salendo alle stambetghe del povero, sedendo al suo capezzale, soflrendo it suo ntedesinto freddo, penetrando net
segreto del suo cuore esacerbato. Quattdo si e studiato it povero nella
sua persona, a scuola, all'ospedale, nell'officina, nelle citta, ttelle catnpagne, in tutte le condizioni in cui Dio to ha pasta, allora solamente,
ntuniti di tutu gli elementi, si comincia a comprendere it fot-tnidabile
problema e si pub pensare a risolverlo!».
Da Missione Vincenziana, N° 707

CHARBONNIER Jean , Histoire des Chretiens de Chine, Collection "Memoire Chretienne", Edition DESCLEE
Cette histoire, ecrite par jean Charhonier, pretre des Missiotte
Etrangeres de Paris, nest pas /'histoire des missions en Chine,
mais celle des Chinois chretiens. L'auteur vit a Singapour. 11
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a ef/eetue one ringtaine de sc jours ott ravages en Chine et rt'a
cesse (I approfondir sa corntaissance de ce pa's daps les centres d'Miele de Paris, Taiwan et Hong Kortg. En 1978, it preserne d Paris sa these d'Etat: L'inteipretation de I'Histoire en
Chine co ntentporaine. 11 Publie en 1986 on Guide de l'Eglise
catholique en Chine. Dans la quatnente panic de 1 ouvrage, l'auteur aborde l'arrivee intenzpestive des occidentaux dans le
pavs...
Les occidentaux doivenl en repondre devant I'Histoire: c'est
sous le signe du commerce lucralif de l'opium qu'ils forcent les portes de la Chine en 1840. Envove it Canton en 1939, le fonctionnaire
honnete Lin Zexu fait saisir vingt mille caisses d'opium clans le port
et chasse les Anglais cle la ville. Ceux-ci ripostent en bombardant les
forts de la cote chinoise. Le gouvernement chinois doit negocier et
signer le traite de Nankin en 1842. La Chine cede a 1'Angleterre la petite ile de Ilongkong. En plus de Canton, t rris ports sont ouverts an
commerce. La breche est ouverte. Les autres nations d'Europe et
I'Amerique ne tardent pas a s'v engouf frer (...).
L'heure des La arisies
La protection des puissances etrangeres permet aux missionnaires d'affluer en Chine comme jamais auparavant. L'expansion
coloniale s'accompagne d'ailleurs d'un Cveil missionnaire des Chretiens c'Europe et d'Anierique. L'Europe en plein progres scientifique,
technique et industriel est sure des valeurs de sa civilisation et de in
superiorite de I'homme blanc. L'heroisme romantique allie it tin
enthousiasme conquerant inspire des hommes et des femmes dime
generosite a toute epreuve. Des Chretiens zeles sons poets a souffrir
le martvre pour porter bien loin le salut des 5rnes et les hienfaits de
la civilisation. En 1822 a Lyon, Pauline Jaricot concoit le projet dime
Association pour la Propagation de la foi. En 1943 a Paris, Mgr Charles de Forbin Janson, eveque de Nancy, reunit tin premier comite de
prelats pour la Societe de la Sainte Enfance. Les enfants de France
sont invites a briser let- tirelire pour sauver la vie et fame des "pctits Chinois".
L'arrivee en Chine de cette nouvelle vague missionnaire entraine tin progres certain des effectifs et des oeuvres cle I'Eglisc. Mais
les structures chinoises de I'Eglise fortnees a grand-peine an courts des
dcux siccles precedents semblent quelque pen debordees par cc Plot
iuipeiueux. I,'exlx^iience lazy iste est petit cure particulierernent significative.
Au XVIIIe siecle, de grinds missionnaires, tels Appiani et Mullener,
ont oeuvre a former des prctres chinois qui ont fait leurs preuves. hors
de la suppression des jesuites par le Bref Dominus et Redemptor du
pape Clement XIV en 1773, les lazaristes prennent la relcve et leur mission connait tin developpement considerable. Its doivent rayonner clans
les provinces centrales du Hunan, Hubei et Henan. Its sort aussi responsables des provinces oricntales du Jiangxi et du Zhejiang. Mais
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sur'tout ils prennent en charge la Mission Lie Pekin, le Zhili (1lebei)
et ils se rcpandent dans les provinces du Nord. Aujourd'hui, l'tglise
Saint Sauveur a Pekin, le Beitang, porte encore les traces des lazaristes francais qui ont marque le XIXe sicclr: dans le bureau du curt
actuel, un grand tableau du Bienheureux Gabriel Perbovre qui fut torture et strangle a Wuhan en 1840: dans la chapelle qui prolonge 1'abside au nord de I'eglise, une grande pierre graves appliques au 111111
conserve la mtmoire de Mgr Favier qui soutint le siege des Boxers en
1900.
De 1840 a 1900, les missionnaires elrangers, d'abord pourchasses puis relativetnent protcgcs, prennent peu a pet le controls de
la vie de I'Eglise en Chine. C'est un autre lazariste ctlebre, Mgr Moult',
qui preside a cette evolution. "En sa personne, coil A. Thomas, s'incarneront pendant prey de t-ente ans les destinees catholiques du pays".
Joseph Martial Moult', de Cahors comme Gabriel Perboyre,
arrive a Macao en 1834. L'annir suivante, it est accueilli a Pekin par
le lazariste chinois Joseph I Ian qui lui rend toes les honneurs d'un
nouveau supcrieur de ]a mission. De la, it se rend a Xiwanzi au nord
de la Grande muraille. Cc village de Mongolie est devenu le centre de
la mission franr:aise du Beitang depuis la persecution de 1829. 11 v
trouve tin autre lazariste chinois, Matthieu Xue, qui s'est acquitte honorabiement de la fonction de superieur pendant 15 ans. Comme autrefois Andre Li au Sichuan a I'arrivice du pzre Pottier, Matthieu Xue
se soumet inunediatement a I'autorite de ce jeune pretre fran4ais qui
n'a pas tin an d'experience clans le pays. Mal Illicit Xue et Joseph 1 Ian
ont pourtant animc la vie de I'Eglise au Zhili et ouvert de nouvelles
communautes en Mongolic aver un zele et tine elficacite que la plupart des strangers peuvent leur envier. Mgr Moulv devenu vicaire apostolique lour rendra d'ailleurs hommage en des notices biographiques
envoyees de Pekin aux supericurs de Paris. Cc qu'il dit de ces deux
pretres fait regretter, aver le recul du temps, qu'il ait cru devoir les
eclipser en prenant la tote de la mission.
Joseph 11art et Vlatthieu Xue, prr'tres de la ntis.uun
Joseph Han, ne en 1772 dans la province du Zhili, appartient
a une noble famille de dignitaires de l'armse. Ses parents etant chretiens, it est baptise enfant et re4oit une instruction de lettre . On le
destine a tine carriere officielle: c'est Paine de la famille et it brille clans
ses etudes. Les objections ne manquent pas lorsqu'il fait part de son
desir Lie devenir pretrc de la Mission. Vers 1790, it est admis all scminairc du Beitang fonds par M. Raux six ou Sept ans auparavant. II
v ctudie le latin et la theologie sous la direction de M. Ghislain et recoil
l'ordination sacerdotale en 1798 des mains do Mgr de Govea alors tvsque de Pekin. Dans ses premieres annecs de ministere, it visite une
dizaine de chretientes par an. Ces communautes ttaient a I'abandon
depuis le depart des jcsuitcs quinze a vingt ans plus tot. Harcelts par
les persecutions, de nombreux Chretiens avaient d'ailleurs quittc la
province de Pekin pour se rcfugier en Mongolic. Joseph Han n'hcsi117

to pas a se lancer Bans ces steppes du Nord encore plus frcquentees
par Ies Chinois. En bon paster-, it court a la recherche de ses brebis
dispersees et rassemble ainsi les premiers novaux chrctiens de Mongolic. La tache est ardue. Il vit de pert, passe la nuit clans de petits temples beaux ou chez des families chretiennes. II nest pas toujours lc
bienvenu, et ces gens tres pauvres, mat instruits de Ia foi, Iui reproclient parfois de venir manger leer riz. La plupart des Chrctiens appre'cient pourtant sa predication en pure langue mandarine et les belles histoires qu'iI tire de I'Ancicn et du Nouveau Testament. Sur la demande de M. Ghislain, it traduit en chinois avec on catCchiste lettre
le livre de meditations de I-usCe. Cct ouvrage est bientot d'usage
courant dans les retraites donnees aux laIques. Vers 1835, Mgr Pires,
Cvequc de Nankin chat administrateur de Pekin fait preuve dune grande confiance en lui, " beaucoup plus qu'cn ses propres pretres", note
Mgr Moult', et IC choisit lour confcsseur. 11 meurt de vicillesse en 1844
apres 47 ans de ministers. Bans le centre chrctien de Xuanhua au nordouest de Pekin. Son confrere Matthieu Xue preside aux lunerailles entoure dune grande foule de Chrctiens.
Matthieu Xuc tie le cede en Tien a Joseph Ilan en zele apostolique. 11 nait en 1780 dune famillc chrctienne de In province du
Shanxi alors conliee par la Propagande aux Franciscains chrctiens.
Ses parents sont des pax sans pauvres et de solides chrctiens qui iui
apprennent a prier. Malgre Ieurs maigres moyens, ils le met tent a l'CcoIe puis lui font apprendre le metier de tailleur. Mais touchC par
I'exentple du missionnaire qui vient toes les ans en cachette visiter
les Chrctiens de son village, it rive do devenir prCtre. Aucun centre
de formation n'existe alors au Shanxi. Les quelques aspirants au sacerdoce de son vicariat sons accueillis a Pekin, a l'eglise de l'ouest (Xitang ) Notre Dame des Sept doulcurs. Bien que sans resources, it s'ar^ange pour faire Ie voyage par ses propres movens. Deception au Xitan: les missionnaires de son vicariat refusent de prendre en charge
cc jeune paysan qui tic pale pas de mine. 11 tente sit chance au Nantang: nouveau refus. C'est finalement Ic lazariste M. Raux qui 1'adnict
it Ia mission francaise du Beitang . Avant prononce ses voeux en 1807,
Matthieu Xue cst bientc t ordonnc prctre et se met a parcourir les campagnes monte sur on petit ;Inc. En 1820, M. Lamiot, livrc aux tribunaux chinois, le nomme a sa place supcrieur de la mission fiancaise
de Pekin, de In province du Zhili, de Mongolic, du Henan, Lill Jiangxi,
du Z.hrjiang et du .Iiangnan (Jiangsu). Mais le gouvernemcnt de Pekin
n'entend pas maintenir au profit dun pvf tee chinois les avantages concedes
a la mission fran`aise all temps des jesuites. Matthieu Xuc est menace d'Ctre expulse du Beitang avcc ses Cloves. Les Portugais viennent
aloes a son secours en envovant comnu• reprCsentant aupres du gouvernement chinois Mgr Pires qui est membre du Tribunal des mathematiques. Mgr Pires assiste alors le pcre Xuc en enseignant la thCologic aux quelques sCminaristes du I3eitang. Lorsque Mgr Plies meurt
en 1838, iI ne reste plus d'Europeen pour garantir le maintien de In
mission. L'Ctablissement du Beitang est aussitix repris pai' le gouvernement
chinois et vendu a un particulier. Matthieu Xue travaille j our et nuit
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avec ses eleves pour sauver le mobilier, les livres et les orneni cnts liturgiques puffs it va se fixer a Xiwanzi en Mongolic ou catechistes et
Chretiens sort trop heureux de l'accueillir. La mission du Xiwanz.i,
enrichie par cot apport inespere, devient alors tin foyer - d'evangelisalion dans la region. Les missionnaires fran4ais, bloques a Macao, continuant cependant d'etres supirrieurs en titre . Apres la most de M. Lamiot, M. Ton-ete Arend la succession. Le pert Matthieu Xue ne les public pas. 11 Ieur envoie des seminaristes en fin d'ctudes theologiques
et mcme des subsides provenanl de la vente des nteubles et inrmeubles du Beitang. C'est alors que le jeune pore Moult', fraichement arrive de France a Macao, traverse la Chine incognito et rejoins Matthieu
Xuc a Xiwanzi". J'etais tout jeunc, ccrit- i1, avant 28 ans . J'etais sans
experience, surtout chinoise, ne connaissant ni les moeurs, ni le Iangage du pays; mais it vovait en moi son superieur, le representant de
Dieu, et c'etait assez pour son esprit de foi ct de pieta... J'rtais vraiment tout conlus Lie voir cc venerable vieillard, si humble et si soumis. deviant tin tout petit jeune homme nouvellement arrive."
Cn malentendtt fondamental jour pout-titre ici a l'avantage
de ('occidental clans toute son innocence: tin Chinois, de par sa tradition culturclle, ne petit se ntrttre en avant de lui-meme. 11 attend
d'v titre invite. De plus. en presence dune personnalite plus puissant., plus riche et plus savant., on Chinois redouble de soumission. 11
n'cn pense d'ailleurs pas moins, car son complexe d'inferiorite se
double d'un complexe de superiorite morale. L'audace des coloniaux
pouvait beneficier abusivement Lie cc complexe culturel chinois. Une
attire raison d'ordre plus politique expliqur la situation d'inferiorite
des pretres chinois vis a vis des missionnaires: laisses souls face it Ieur
gouvernement, ils etaient sans recours et tombaient sous le coup de
mesures hostiles au Christianisme en tant que tel.
(De Afessage el 2%9essageres, M' 210)
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